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SECTION 1.0

Executive
Summary
shaped by banff’s community plan and supported
by an extensive research and community engagement
process, the Banff Environmental Master Plan (emp)
was built collaboratively to drive collective action.
It should be viewed as an opportunity to unify the
Town’s legacy of environmental progress with a
forward-looking and strategic approach to resultsbased planning and performance measurement, and
collaborative management and service delivery.
The emp provides direction towards a sustainable
future that is adaptive to external trends while
respecting regional and municipal priorities.
Banff’s emp has been shaped by several environmental
challenges identified by prior planning and service
delivery experiences, stakeholder feedback, and
municipal priorities. At a strategic level, the emp will
provide direction to the Town of Banff to effectively
respond to the challenges and responsibilities associated
with its unique position as an incorporated municipality
within Banff National Park.
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PROCESS
The Banff EMP was developed using a collaborative,
three-phase process beginning in May 2018:
Phase 1: Data & Policy Review: Developing an understanding of
the context for environmental action in Banff by identifying and
reviewing existing municipal policies and initiatives, data sources
and measurement gaps, and relevant federal policy direction.
Phase 2: Stakeholder Engagement: Connecting with
Banff residents and visitors, and subject-matter experts
and stakeholders to gain input into the development
of the EMP’s focus areas and associated actions.
Phase 3: Reporting & Recommendations: Consolidating
research from the previous phases and consulting with Town
of Banff leadership and staff, Town Council and community,
to develop and refine an approachable, actionable and
community-owned EMP for the Town of Banff.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE EMP?

The emp establishes a 10-year strategic vision for Banff’s ideal environmental future,
concentrating on six focus areas informed by stakeholder input and extensive research:
air, ecosystems, energy, sustainable transportation, waste, and water. These focus areas and
their associated targets and actions reflect both municipal and community priorities, and
the Town’s desire to demonstrate environmental leadership and achieve impact.
The Town of Banff will work with partners in government, business, the non-profit
sector, and the people who visit, live, and work in the townsite, to achieve the
emp’s overarching vision, and the specific goals outlined for each focus areas.

HOW WILL THE EMP BE USED?
This emp represents the establishment of a new
strategic direction – for the Town of Banff, local
organizations, residents and visitors alike.
The emp’s vision, goals, and targets describe
the desired future state of the environment in
Banff, with an accompanying set of actions
designed to move the community toward
environmental success and an implementation
framework that ensures continuous monitoring
and improvement as the emp is delivered.
The implementation framework includes the
following key elements:
Gather and Plan: This portion of the framework
establishes the key long-term direction for the
environment in Banff and a set of actions for
the Town, its residents, and visitors to
implement, support and enjoy.
Act and Measure: This portion of the framework
focuses on implementing the actions laid
out in the emp, while regularly monitoring
progress and establishing ‘lessons learned’
to inform future actions. This framework
element allows for concurrent action and
reflection, by building in mechanisms to
gather data and track progress alongside
continual program and project development.
Evaluate and Adjust: This portion of the
framework focuses on continually evaluating
the extent and impact of plan implementation,
and adjusting strategic considerations and
actions according to the results to ensure
that the Plan’s vision is realized.

What future steps are needed in both
the short-term and long-term?
The implementation of the emp will require
a coordination and leadership role from the
Town of Banff, but will be grounded in
collaboration with the community to ensure
more widespread and sustainable results.
To support community collaboration, the
directs the Town of Banff to develop an
implementation plan that clearly outlines action
roles and responsibilities, including coordinating
and leading an emp working group with the shared
aim of implementing and / or supporting existing
actions, and initiating new actions as needed.
emp

The effective implementation of Banff’s emp
will also require dedication to collaborative,
transparent and results-based environmental
leadership, adherence to meaningful and rigorous
targets and indicators for the emp, and the
development of a corresponding environmental
performance measurement system.
Once supporting data has been consolidated
or collected, the Town will deliver an annual
progress report, with the information therein
guiding plan adjustments and course corrections.
Every five years, the emp will undergo a
comprehensive review and update that will be
focused on reflecting on the previous five years of
action and the lessons learned, and evaluating the
performance of plan indicators. The result will be
an updated emp that reflects the realities of Banff
in 2024, and establishes another five years of
future action and positive environmental impact.
Banff Environmental Master Plan
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VISION

Through a collaborative approach with our community,
the Town of Banff delivers leading-edge environmental
initiatives that allow residents and visitors alike to
enjoy our glorious mountain landscape while preserving
and enhancing the health of the natural environment.
Banff is an environmental leader and model of
sustainable tourism, welcoming residents and visitors
to steward our natural heritage for the future.
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FOCUS AREAS & GOALS
the banff emp vision is supported by goals – or ideal
states – in each of the six focus areas. Achieving
progress towards any one goal brings with it
progress towards the overarching emp vision.
Each of the six underlying focus areas have been
informed by stakeholders and research, and have been
developed to be inclusive of existing Town of Banff
plans, initiatives, and priorities while also being flexible
enough to adapt to new challenges that may emerge:
Air: The air in Banff will be clean and measure above
regulatory standards, to protect and enhance the health
of the town’s natural resources, residents, and visitors.
Ecosystems: The diversity and health of Banff’s natural
systems are collectively respected and maintained.
Energy: Energy will be used more responsibly and efficiently
in Banff, and derived primarily from renewable sources.
Sustainable Transportation: Residents and visitors
will choose to move through Banff using active and
sustainable forms of transportation year round.
Waste: Waste is prevented in Banff whenever
possible, and waste produced is primarily
diverted through recycling and composting.
Water: Banff’s water will be of high quality, well
understood, responsibly managed, and efficiently used.

ACTIONS
within the six focus areas of the banff emp are a total of 68
actions designed to achieve positive environmental impacts.
The actions cover thematic areas of measurement,
communication and behaviour change, regulatory action,
biodiversity and ecosystem health, wildlife-human
interaction, stewardship, greenhouse gas emissions
monitoring, energy conservation and efficiency, renewable
energy, transportation and congestion, waste prevention
and diversion, and water quality and consumption.

photo by Brent Gorwin, Unsplash.
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SECTION 2.0

Plan
Introduction
life in the first incorporated municipality within
Canada’s National Park system is shaped in ways large
and small by its proximity to nature. From the grandeur
of its mountain range and the expanse of the Bow River
to the wildlife that meanders into the townsite, residents
and visitors alike experience a way of life unique to Banff.
However, with this opportunity comes the responsibility
to steward the park for the enjoyment and education of
future generations. Since 1990, this responsibility has
been borne by several important stakeholders: Parks
Canada, the Town of Banff, its regional counterparts in
the Bow Valley, the residents and industries who call the
townsite home, and the tourists who visit in large and
increasing numbers each year.
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THE INCORPORATION AGREEMENT
The Town of Banff’s purpose within Banff National Park is
summarized by the Town of Banff Incorporation Agreement.
Under the terms of the Agreement, the Town of Banff maintains
the townsite as part of the UNESCO World Heritage Sitedesignated Banff National Park; serves as a centre for visitors to
the Park; provides a wide range of interpretive and orientation
services to visitors; maintains a community character reflective
of the surrounding environment; and provides a comfortable
community for those who live in Banff and support its mission.1

2.1 BANFF & THE ENVIRONMENT

As a partner in sustaining Banff National Park, the Town of Banff must balance its
core tourism mandate with its environmental responsibility. While the opportunity
to experience nature attracts thousands to live in the townsite and millions more to
visit each year, the environmental impact of human activity – to air quality, ecological
integrity, energy use, water consumption and quality, and waste production – is a threat
to Banff National Park’s irreplaceable natural heritage.

The Town of Banff understands its vital
environmental protection role and has set
its ambitions accordingly. The Banff
Community Plan reflects this, envisioning a
future where the townsite is “a model for
environmental management, sustainable
development, and tourism.”2
So how does the Town of Banff realize this
vision? How does the Town of Banff steward its
unique position as an incorporated municipality
within Canada’s first National Park and
respond to the challenges that accompany it?
How does the Town of Banff maintain the
quality of life of its residents and live up to
the tourism mandate of its Incorporation
Agreement, while meeting or exceeding the
environmental responsibilities that come with its
location in a protected area and from a general
commitment to sustainable development?

The Banff Environmental Master Plan (emp)
is an opportunity to answer these questions,
and to continue the Town of Banff’s
environmental legacy. The design of the
emp is supported by extensive research and a
targeted community engagement process to
determine the major environmental challenges
confronting Banff, and identify the steps
the Town of Banff can take in response.
As a result, the emp establishes a detailed
framework for environmental leadership
across six specific focus areas developed with
community input, supported by performance
measurement guidelines, concrete actions to
create impact, and an implementation process to
maintain momentum over a 10-year timeframe.

photo by TJ Holowaychuk, Unsplash
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2.2 ABOUT THE BANFF EMP
The Banff emp is informed by the policy framework
established by the Government of Canada – through
Parks Canada – and the Town of Banff. It supports
and responds to the strategic direction provided by
the Town’s Community Plan, a long-term document
that guides municipal planning and development, and
the Council Strategic Plan, a medium-term document
that determines the Town’s program, service, and
infrastructure priorities over a four-year period.
The emp will subsequently guide the development,
amendment and performance measurement of
current and future planning documents relevant
to the six focus areas included in the plan.
The emp has been shaped by several environmental
objectives established in the 2008 Banff Community
Plan. These include: the reduction of the townsite’s
environmental footprint and impact on the surrounding
park; the improvement of surface and groundwater
quality within the Bow River watershed; adherence
to waste diversion and recycling targets; reduction
of ghg emissions, minimization of energy and water
consumption, and the promotion of sustainable
transportation choices (such as walking, cycling,
and public transit) among residents and visitors.3
With direction from the preceding 2015-2018
Council Strategic Plan, the Banff emp was developed
to prioritize, direct, and monitor corporate and
community environmental initiatives over a 10year timeframe.4 The Banff emp is an opportunity to
unify the Town’s legacy of environmental progress
and a forward-looking strategic approach to direct
future planning, management, and service delivery,
with an aim to preserve and enhance the health of
the natural environment within the townsite’s fixed
boundaries. The emp provides direction towards
a sustainable future that is adaptive to external
trends while respecting municipal priorities.
The emp establishes a 10-year strategic vision for
Banff’s ideal environmental future, concentrating
on six focus areas informed by stakeholder input
and extensive research: air, ecosystems, energy,
sustainable transportation, waste, and water.
These focus areas and their associated targets and
actions reflect both municipal and community
priorities, and the Town’s desire to demonstrate
environmental leadership and achieve impact.
To achieve the plan vision, the Town of Banff will
implement the emp with partners in government,
business, the non-profit sector, and the community
of people who visit, live, and work in the townsite.
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STRATEGIC PLANS
Banff National Park Management Plan
Parks Canada, 2010
Banff Community Plan
Town of Banff, 2008
2019 - 2022 Strategic Plan
Town of Banff, 2019

ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
Air

Airshed Management Plan
Calgary Region Airshed Zone, 2014

Ecosystems

Urban Forest Management Plan
Town of Banff, 2008
Human-Wildlife Coexistence Report
Technical Working Group, 2018

Energy

Renewable Energy Transition Plan
Town of Banff, 2019

Sustainable
Transportation

Transportation Master Plan
Town of Banff, 2013
Trails Master Plan
Town of Banff, 2015
Long-Term Transportation Study
Town of Banff, 2016

Waste

Options for Waste Diversion
Targets & Tactics
Town of Banff, 2018

Water

Water Master Plan
Town of Banff, 2006

IMPLEMENTATION & POLICY

PLAN SCOPE

SECTION 2.0

The Banff Environmental Master Plan
includes four sections that form the basis
of environmental action in Banff.

PLAN INTRODUCTION

Each section is described here in brief.
Appendices A and B, containing supporting
policy information and engagement
feedback, are found beginning page 78.

This section provides the foundation for the emp. Within this section,
you’ll learn about the emp, its scope, and how it came to be.

SECTION 3.0

MEASURING PROGRESS
This section explains the need for environmental performance
measurement to accompany and support the plan. In this section,
you’ll learn about environmental performance measurement and the
process to develop relevant targets and indicators for Banff’s emp.

SECTION 4.0

PLAN STRUCTURE
This section builds the basis for action towards positive environmental
outcomes across plan focus areas. Within this section, you’ll find the
plan’s core direction, and its vision and underlying goals. Six supporting
focus areas – air, ecosystems, energy, sustainable transportation,
waste, and water – are discussed in depth, with reference to their
environmental context, relevant targets, indicators, and key actions.

SECTION 5.0

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
This section establishes the implementation and review process
for the emp over the next 10 years, supported by baseline data
collection, stakeholder involvement, partnership development,
progress review, and adaptation to changing conditions.

Banff Environmental Master Plan
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PROCESS

The Banff emp was developed using a three-phase process that brought
together a foundational assessment of the Town of Banff’s policy context and
environmental legacy, a review of international environmental management
case studies, ongoing engagement with stakeholders using multiple outreach
methods, and consultation with Town of Banff administration and Council.
Additional opportunities to engage in the emp development and refinement
process will be provided via an emp working group and a review period in year
five of the 10-year plan timeframe, among others. For more information about
the implementation of the emp, refer to Section 5.0: Implementation.

Phase 1
Data & Policy Review:
Build understanding of context for action in Banff.
Review municipal policies and initiatives, data
sources and measurement gaps, relevant federal
policy direction, and provide a draft framework
for plan development. For a list of reviewed plans,
please refer to Appendix A: Policy Alignment.

Phase 2
Stakeholder Engagement:
Connect with community, industry, government,
and non-profit stakeholders to gain input into the
development of the EMP using draft focus areas
to frame the discussion. Track feedback and use
to guide decision-making for the subsequent
Reporting & Recommendations phase.

Phase 3
Reporting & Recommendations:
Consolidate research from previous phases and
consult with stakeholders to develop a draft EMP.
Introduce a draft plan to the public using an online
questionnaire. Revise the plan direction and focus
area actions based on stakeholder feedback.
Develop an approachable, actionable EMP.

DIRECTION
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The emp’s six focus areas were informed by a
number of different inputs to the planning process.
The inputs – ambition, current environmental state,
municipal input, peer review, policy framework,
public input, and inspiration from other jurisdictions
– were balanced against one another to arrive
at the Banff Environmental Master Plan.

• Municipal Priority: The interpretation of municipal
priorities through an environmental perspective

Together, these seven input factors represent the
breadth of subject matter necessary to build the
emp. Each input is described in brief below:

• Policy Framework: The policies at federal, provincial,
and municipal levels which can influence, align with,
or impact environmental action within Banff.

• Ambition: Banff’s demonstrated strategic goal
to become a model environmental community,
renowned for its actions, policies, and programs,
was a major consideration as the plan was developed.

• Public Input: Public ideas and feedback collected
during Phase 2: Stakeholder Engagement and
Phase 3: Reporting & Recommendations of the
planning process.

• Current Environmental State: The state of the
environment, understood through existing data and
indicators. This input not only introduced potential
areas of improvement, but also the environmental
processes that require measurement to be properly
understood and placed in context.

• Inspiration from Other Jurisdictions: The discrete
actions and ongoing processes used by other
municipalities, particularly those identified as
environmental leaders within a specific sector
or those which echo the Banff context, to set goals
and targets, measure progress, and achieve impact.

Town of Banff

• Peer Review: The standards and science used by the
Government of Canada, supranational organizations,
and non-governmental organizations to move towards
positive environmental outcomes.

2.3 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

In support of Phase 2: Stakeholder Engagement and Phase 3: Reporting & Recommendations,
the project team engaged public and targeted stakeholders to gain insight into areas of
environmental interest and concern and to review the draft plan.

PHASE 2: STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Representatives were invited to the data-driven
action planning workshop, while a smaller group was
contacted for interviews. Public feedback channels
captured input from both Banff residents and visitors.

The first stage of public engagement took place
from June 8 to July 3, 2018, where stakeholders
were asked to prioritize the preliminary focus areas
(air, energy, water, active transportation, wildlife
management, waste diversion) and introduce potential
actions for the project team to explore further and
interpret through the seven input factors above.

During the process, the project team posed six questions
to prompt feedback and guide the development of the
Banff Environmental Master Plan. The engagement
process yielded focus area prioritization and action
ideas from 1,454 participants responding to the six
questions in the nearly month-long time frame.

The engagement process drew on multiple
approaches to encourage participants to provide
feedback in a manner most convenient to them. It
sought feedback on six questions through an online
questionnaire on the Town of Banff website, a public
sounding board available at all times of day and
night (first located in Central Park and later moved
to Town Hall), and “pop-up” engagement sessions
with project team members in Central Park.
Targeted stakeholders were engaged through
additional one-on-one interviews and a datadriven action planning workshop. Stakeholders
in the engagement process included residents,
visitors, and representatives from the Town of
Banff, Parks Canada, Banff Lake Louise Tourism,
Banff Lake Louise Hospitality Association, Bow
Valley Naturalists, the Banff Centre for Arts and
Creativity, Biosphere Institute of the Bow Valley,
and the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society.

Question

Type

Online

Sound. Board Pop-Up

Interview

Workshop

What do you believe the Town of Banff’s environmental priorities should be? (air;
energy; water; active transportation; wildlife management; waste diversion; other)

Priority
Ranking

•

•

•

•

What is the most significant environmental issue affecting Banff?

Open

•

•

•

•

•

What do you need from the Town of Banff to adopt
more environmentally friendly practices?

Open

•

•

•

•

•

Are there any environmental initiatives that you have seen
elsewhere which should be implemented in Banff?

Open

•

•

•

•

The Town of Banff should build strategies for the reduction of
the environmental impact of the tourism industry.

Likert Scale

•

•

How can Banff best achieve its environmental priorities? (more education
programs; more demonstrations; more financial incentives; bylaws & policies)

Multiple Choice •

•

From top:
the sounding board
at Banff Central Park;
a matrix illustrating each
engagement question and
how it was delivered.

•

Banff Environmental Master Plan
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RESULTS

The engagement undertaken in Phase 2 helped to prioritize the development of the plan’s six
focus areas, to introduce a diverse range of action ideas to be explored further, and to identify
preferred implementation approaches. A What We Heard Report, originally prepared in July
2018, is included in Appendix B: Engagement Feedback.
Feedback on the engagement questions respecting
environmental priorities and issues was mixed. There
was disagreement among the rankings of focus areas
between the online questionnaire and sounding board.
A follow-up question, concerning Banff’s most
significant environmental issue, suggested the overall
importance of ecosystems management, sustainable
transportation, and waste diversion to environmental
health. In response, the extent of and envisioned
impact from actions within the prioritized focus
areas of Ecosystems, Sustainable Transportation,
and Waste have been developed accordingly.
Echoing the tourism-related focus area priorities, a
majority of participants agreed with the statement “the
Town of Banff should build strategies for the reduction
of the environmental impact of the tourism industry.”
77 per cent of participants strongly agreed with the
statement, while an additional 19 per cent agreed.
There was less agreement on the optimal approach
towards achieving environmental priorities, as 33
per cent of participants identified more bylaws
and policies, 25 per cent of participants listed
more education programs, and 24 per cent of
participants suggested more financial incentives.
In this respect, the project team selected the most
effective approach to achieve each action, based on
environmental standards and case study review.

Within each focus area, participants provided ideas
to investigate further during the drafting of the emp.
These ideas were evaluated with other plan inputs
in mind. Recurrent participant ideas have been
categorized by focus area and are included below.
Air: Reflecting the relationship of air to other focus
areas within the emp, participants provided a number
of ideas to reduce private motor vehicle use to improve
air quality. Recommended approaches included
expanding Roam service, reducing private motor
vehicle trips to and within Banff by improving regional
transit and adding intercept lots, and encouraging
electric vehicle use through the introduction of
incentives and new charging infrastructure. Emissions
management was also raised in the form of bans
on high-emission vehicles and the restriction of
wood-burning devices within the townsite.
Ecosystems: During the initial engagement period,
the Ecosystems focus area was titled “Wildlife
Management.” This has been changed to reflect a
holistic view of ecological integrity that emerged
from public feedback. Ideas included: controlling
wildlife attractants; determining environmental
carrying capacity; limiting tourist numbers and/
or their access to environmentally sensitive areas;
improving education, and enforcement efforts; and
implementing indigenous guardianship programs.

STRONGLY AGREE
(77%)
AGREE
(19%)
NEUTRAL
(19%)
DISAGREE
(0.3%)
STRONGLY DISAGREE
(1%)

From left: feedback to the questions “The Town of Banff should build strategies to reduce the
environmental impact of tourism” and “How can Banff best achieve its environmental priorities?”
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BYLAWS & POLICIES
(33%)
MORE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
(25%)
MORE FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
(24%)
MORE DEMONSTRATIONS
(17%)

Energy: Participants provided several recommendations
to reduce energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions in Banff. These include: collaborating
with the commercial sector to introduce incentives
and energy efficiency programs, expanding existing
rebate programs, conducting community-wide
energy auditing, delivering new education and
communication campaigns to encourage energy
savings, and introducing new standards respecting
energy efficiency and water conservation.
Sustainable Transportation: Through the engagement
process, this focus area was identified as a significant
driver of environmental impact due to visitation trends.
Participants in the engagement process provided a
diversity of ideas to improve sustainable transportation
and reduce the environmental impact of travel in Banff.
These include: creating market disincentives
(congestion charging, paid parking) to private motor
vehicle use, limiting daily visitation by private
motor vehicles, designating car-free zones or days
within the townsite, and expanding the intercept
lot system. Beyond a focus on the car, participants
recommended the Town provide a public bike-share
program, reduce or eliminate fees for public transit
trips, increase connectivity to regional trails, improve
cycling infrastructure, and provide dedicated transit and
high-occupancy vehicle lanes along major corridors.
Waste: While there were few waste diversion ideas
referenced overall, those that were mentioned
appeared consistently. Programming and project
ideas recommended by participants focused on
banning or taxing single-use plastic items, exploring
optimal animal-proof curbside composting solutions
for Banff, embracing the sharing economy with
community-wide programming, introducing
Extended Producer Responsibility policies,
and supporting project reuse initiatives.
Water: In the engagement process, participants
identified water use and quality as issues
impacted by Banff’s visitation rates.
Several actions were recommended for further
exploration through the Banff Environmental Master
Plan process, including: incentivizing low-flow water
infrastructure in commercial operations, introducing
new rebate programs to decrease water consumption,
developing new water conservation standards for
relevant municipal bylaws, undertaking life-cycle
maintenance of municipal water infrastructure,
introducing new seasonal or tiered water rates, and
improving the stormwater management process.
Right: Participants reviewing engagement materials at
the data-driven action planning workshop.
Banff Environmental Master Plan
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PHASE 3: REPORTING &
RECOMMENDATIONS
The draft emp was presented for public
review from November 15 to December
9, 2018. An online questionnaire was
used to frame public feedback, asking
participants to rate and prioritize 25 key
actions using a five-point Likert scale,
and to provide open input on the six focus
areas and overall plan approach. Across
the nearly month-long review period, 195
participants – drawn from residents, visitors,
and local businesses or organizations –
completed the questionnaire in full.
RESULTS

Participant feedback was used to identify outstanding issues in the plan to be resolved,
to explore potential implementation options, and to refine the plan. The list of surveyed
actions and the questionnaire results – action ratings and verbatim comments – are included in
Appendix B: Engagement Feedback.
Residents were the largest participant sub-group in the
questionnaire, constituting 87.5 per cent of all responses.
In comparison, visitors and business or organization
representatives contributed nine per cent and 3.5
per cent of questionnaire responses, respectively. All
participants were asked to identify the actions they
regularly take to support environmental health in
Banff. Of these actions, residents most commonly cited
carpooling, walking, or transit commutes (89.7 per
cent); reduce/reuse/recycle/compost waste diversion
(90.1 per cent), purchasing green and/or local products
(61.0 per cent), and selecting energy and water-efficient
residential products (48.9 per cent). Due to the lower
participation rates among visitors and representatives
of businesses or organizations, it is difficult to
discern meaningful trends in the response data.
Within each focus area, participants were provided the
opportunity to rate key actions on a five-point Likert
scale and provide open input on issues of interest.
This section will briefly explore actions of particular
concern and open response themes by focus area.
Air: The response to the four surveyed actions within
this focus area was broadly favourable, with a majority
of participants rating each as very important or
important to environmental health in Banff. The highest
incidence of an action being rated ‘not important’
was the restriction of personal vehicle idling to one
(1) minute for every 60 minutes, at 18.0 per cent. A
recurrent theme among open responses was the fear
that this would encourage enforcement on motorists
heating their cars in the winter or stopped in traffic. As
a result of this feedback, the action has been rewritten
to allow for discretion in bylaw enforcement. Other
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recurring themes included references to sustainable
transportation, leadership by municipal operations,
the introduction of a car-free day, and stricter
enforcement of the existing commercial idling bylaw.

“Looking forward to seeing Banff
continue being a leader in sustainability...
we can invite the world, and teach
them how to be even better!”
– COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Ecosystems: Within this focus area, reaction to
the three surveyed actions was favourable, with a
majority of participants rating each as very important
or important to ecosystem integrity in Banff.
Dominant themes within this focus area
reflected outcomes from the 2018 HumanWildlife Coexistence Report, including: attractant
management, enforcement related to waste and
wildlife interaction, and visitor education.
Additional themes include the negative impact
of tourism, and the management of invasive plant
species within the townsite. Based on feedback,
an action to prevent the introduction and/or
proliferation of non-native and invasive plant
species has been included in the Biodiversity &
Ecosystem Health category within the focus area.

Energy: Within this focus area, the participant response
to the five surveyed actions was favourable, with
majorities of participants rating each as very important
or important to energy efficiency and measurement
in Banff. The highest incidence of an action being
rated ‘not important’ was to determine the origin of
visitors to Banff to understand associated greenhouse
gas emissions, at 21.8 per cent. Public feedback about
this action included the concern that such data already
exists, and that the Town of Banff has limited ability to
change tourism rates. At present, visitor origin data is
not collected by the Town of Banff nor Parks Canada;
such data could be used by Banff Lake Louise Tourism
to inform marketing efforts and audience targeting.
Recurrent themes within this focus area included
the expansion of the existing solar rebate program,
concern about commercial operators leaving their
doors open during business hours, and concern
over the number of studies recommended.
A majority of studies referenced in this focus
area align with direction from the concurrent and
ongoing Renewable Energy Transition Plan.
Sustainable Transportation: In this focus area,
participant response to the four surveyed actions was
largely favourable, as majorities of participants rated
three of four actions as very important or important.
One notable exception was found in the action to
reduce the vehicle speed limit on all townsite roads
to 30km/hr, to support safer walking and cycling
conditions for residents and visitors. Here, 40 per cent
of participants rated this action as being not important,
relative to 34.7 per cent of participants who rated it as
being very important or important. This action is being
retained in the Banff Environmental Master Plan, for
further review by administration and Council in 2019.
Recurrent themes within this focus area included
the expansion of Roam service, the application of
driving disincentives (paid parking or congestion
charge), the addition of new intercept lots, and the
introduction of a daily visitor limit. Overall, public
feedback explored the different tools available to
the Town of Banff to minimize motor vehicle use in
Banff by improving alternative travel options within
the region and from the periphery of the townsite.
Waste: In the Waste focus area, participant response
to the five surveyed actions was largely favourable,
with majorities of participants rating four of five
actions as being very important or important. The
outlier was found in the action to create a program
requiring residents to pay for waste disposal by
weight or volume (while recycling or composting
are offered free of charge or at low cost).

“As we live in a world famous town, in a
world famous national park, shouldn’t
we be the place that the rest of Canada
looks up to for the best sustainable policies
of transportation and energy use?”
– COMMUNITY FEEDBACK
Here, 41 per cent of participants rated it as being
very important or important, and 26.8 per cent of
participants rated it as not important. The action
has been rewritten to first conduct a feasibility
study into “pay-as-you-throw” programming to
determine its efficacy and utility in Banff.
Recurrent themes within this focus area include
single-use item bans, new education programs,
increasing the number of compost bins, and
prioritizing enforcement attention on commercial
operations. A single-use item ban is being explored
first as a pilot program within municipal buildings and
facilities, and subsequently as a strategy to remove
such items from the commercial waste stream.
Water: Within the Water focus area, participant
response to the four surveyed actions was generally
positive, with large majorities of participants rating
three of four actions as being very important or
important. The outlier was found in the action
to increase the price per cubic metre of water to
discourage high levels of water use. Here, 32.5 per cent
of participants rated the action as being very important
or important, while 37.6 per cent of participants rated
it as not important. A further 21.8 per cent and 5.6 per
cent of participants rated the action as neutral or slightly
important, respectively. With recommendations drawn
from open feedback, the Town of Banff will investigate
the possibility of tiered/block water pricing, where the
per-unit cost increases with amount of water consumed.
Recurrent themes within this focus area’s open
answers referred to tiered/block water pricing,
public education programs about water quality
and the relationship between water use and energy
consumption, leadership by municipal operations, and
the need to direct focus to commercial water users.
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SECTION 3.0

Measuring
Progress
the foundational purpose of banff’s emp is to improve
the condition of the environment in the Banff townsite,
and to encourage positive impacts beyond its boundaries.
To understand if environmental impact is being achieved,
comprehensive and adaptive performance measurement
is critical.
When it comes to environmental master plans,
performance measurement is primarily used to hold
governments and partner institutions accountable to an
established direction, and to ensure that the actions being
implemented to protect and improve the environmental
health of a location are supporting the achievement of
environmental goals.7
Performance measurement is also a useful tool for
improving awareness related to environmental issues,
and ensuring public support for actions focused on
solving environmental problems.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
Agenda 21, a United Nations action plan for sustainable
development launched in 1992, called on the international
community to develop and monitor environmental targets
and indicators so that policy developers and decision-makers
throughout the world would have the underlying information
needed to develop, implement and monitor sustainable
development programs and policies in their respective locations.5
Since then, environmental performance measurement has become a
widespread practice, used in public, private and non-profit spheres
to measure progress in a variety of subject realms. According to
the United Nations Environment Program, “proper responses to
environmental issues can be formulated when the causes and the
impacts of the resulting pressures on the system are known.” 6

3.1 PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Developing a robust performance measurement
plan for environmental actions begins with the
creation of appropriate and achievable targets,
and compatible, technically sound indicators
that can assess conditions and trends, provide
early warning information and anticipate future
conditions.8 Environmental targets and indicators
should also represent the unique needs of the
community, ultimately resonating with the people
that will be working to achieve and improve them.
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT IN BANFF
Before the development of the Banff emp,
environmental performance in Banff was
monitored through various measures and datasets,
each developed to fulfill specific subject-area
strategy, plan, and partnership commitments;
to measure progress towards the completion
of the Banff Community Plan; and to complete
the Municipal Census, among other purposes.
During the development of the Banff emp, this
data was used to understand both the current and
past performance of various local and regional
initiatives, as well as the current status of the
environment and related community behaviour
across the emerging focus areas. Moving forward,
the Banff emp will act as a shared repository for
all environmentally-related targets, indicators
and actions taking place within Banff.
To support comprehensive environmental
performance measurement going forward,
the Town of Banff has committed to investing
the time and resources required to collect
necessary baseline and indicator data to
monitor the ambitious targets contained
within this emp. Progress on the targets will be
regularly communicated to the community and
adjustments to targets and indicators will be made
according to the implementation framework
outlined in Section 5.0: Implementation.
Targets define how environmental progress will
be made in specific focus areas, and they reflect
the measurable and time-sensitive standards
Banff will strive to, in order to achieve focus
area goals and minimize negative impact to
the environment. Ideal targets relate to current
conditions and data, align with or exceed
relevant standards, and follow direction from
an ample range of experts and stakeholders.

Indicators are used to measure and monitor
progress related to a specific target within
the Banff emp, indicating positive or negative
trends as well as the pace of change. Ideal
indicators are precise, appropriate to a
specific subject, and measurable in order
to facilitate good decision-making.
BUILDING THE FOUNDATION
Committing to the collaborative development
of meaningful targets and indicators for
the emp demonstrates Banff’s dedication to
transparent, results-based environmental
leadership. The following process was
used to develop the targets and indicators
found in this emp, and will also inform emp
performance measurement going forward:
• State of the environment research:
“What is the level of environmental health?”
• Focus area and goal development:
“What environmental areas should the emp
focus on and what is Banff’s desired state for
each area?”
• Current performance inquiry with relevant
stakeholders and subject matter experts:
“How does Banff currently measure progress in
each focus area and why?”
• Review of industry and community standards:
“What are other governments, institutions
and expert associations using to measure
environmental progress in similar focus areas?”
• Development of targets and indicators:
“What amount of progress should Banff strive
for and how should they measure it?
The Town of Banff plans to collaborate with
Parks Canada, relevant subject matter experts,
and the community to continue to develop
an environmental performance measurement
system that will guide Banff toward their
desired environmental future. More about the
steps that remain to make this a reality can
be found in Section 5.0: Implementation.
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SECTION 4.0

Plan
Structure
the banff environmental master plan is animated by
several different elements, each explained here. It begins
with the guiding principles: high-level considerations
that have informed the development of the emp and
will ultimately influence its implementation. The
Plan’s vision establishes the ultimate impact of Plan
implementation over its initial 10-year time frame and
beyond. The Plan’s goals describe impactful outcomes
within each focus area.

VISION

The six focus areas – Air, Ecosystems, Energy,
Sustainable Transportation, Water, and Waste – are
a means to organize the sum of Banff’s environmental
issues into distinct categories that frame action to come.
Within the focus areas, target direction and measurable
indicators are provided. Actions, with reference to
resourcing and partnerships, are provided to drive
progress towards the outlined targets. Each focus area is
introduced by a discussion of the concept in general, and
how it applies to the both the national and local context.

Air: The air in Banff will be clean and measure above
regulatory standards, to protect and enhance the health
of the town’s natural resources, residents, and visitors.

Through a collaborative approach with our community, the
Town of Banff delivers leading-edge environmental initiatives
that allow residents and visitors alike to enjoy our glorious
mountain landscape while preserving and enhancing the
health of the natural environment. Banff is an environmental
leader and model of sustainable tourism, welcoming residents
and visitors to steward our natural heritage for the future.
FOCUS AREAS & GOALS
The Banff EMP vision is supported by goals that describe ideal states
for each of the six focus areas. Achieving progress towards any one
goal brings with it progress towards the overarching EMP vision.

Ecosystems: The diversity and health of Banff’s natural
systems are collectively respected and maintained.
Energy: Energy will be used more responsibly and efficiently
in Banff, and derived primarily from renewable sources.
Sustainable Transportation: Residents and visitors
will choose to move through Banff using active and
sustainable forms of transportation year round.
Waste: Waste is prevented in Banff whenever possible, and waste
produced is primarily diverted through recycling and composting.
Water: Banff’s water will be of high quality, well
understood, responsibly managed, and efficiently used.
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4.1 GUIDING PRINCIPLES
These guiding planning principles emerged
during Phase 1: Data & Policy Review and
Phase 2: Stakeholder Engagement of the
process, and have informed the development
of the Banff emp structure from high-level
vision to constituent focus area actions.
They are kept separate from the focus areas,
as each reflects a broader issue influencing
plan development and implementation.
BALANCE TOURISM AND
ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP
Much of the success of the Banff emp rests
on effectively addressing a key tension: the
relationship between the townsite’s established
role as a major international tourist destination
and the municipal responsibility to act as an
environmental steward within Banff National
Park. This historical role has led to a significant
influx of visitors over time, with resulting
impacts on local air quality, ecosystem health,
energy use, transportation networks, waste
production, and water sources. While this
tension is something to be managed as a
part of life in Banff, the emp is the foremost
opportunity to consider how the Town of Banff
can become an international environmental
leader while fulfilling the tourism role set out
in the Town’s Incorporation Agreement.
TRACK AND ACT
The effectiveness of the Banff emp will
ultimately be measured through positive trends,
using relevant and measurable environmental
indicators whenever possible. While the
Town can draw upon certain existing data
sources and indicators to measure progress
related to the emp, critical gaps in townsitefocused baseline and indicator data have been
identified for each focus area. To ensure that
emp implementation does not stay paused while
data gaps are addressed, however, the emp
directs Town administration to collect baseline
data, develop / confirm targets and indicators,
and implement a performance measurement
plan, while also implementing key actions.

LEAD BY EXAMPLE
The Town of Banff has a demonstrated legacy
of environmental stewardship, embodied
in everything from its strategic plans to its
community-focused initiatives. Throughout
the Banff emp, actions have been provided
that direct the Town of Banff to continue its
leadership role by setting standards for behaviour,
processes and impact that can be followed
by community members and visitors alike.
PARTNER FOR PROGRESS
During the stakeholder engagement phase,
significant enthusiasm was observed among
Banff National Park stakeholders (Parks
Canada, non-profit groups, local industry,
residents, and visitors) to work with, act
independently, or otherwise support the Town
to achieve environmental progress. A truly
effective emp is one driven by both stakeholder
involvement and municipal direction. Though
the Town of Banff can only fully control its
own actions, several areas for collaboration
with committed community members and
stakeholder groups have been identified. See
Section 5.0: Implementation for more information
on municipal-community collaboration.
BUILD A UNIFIED FOUNDATION
The Banff emp is an opportunity to provide
comprehensive direction for environmental
planning, management, and service delivery that
draws a line from past work to future priorities.
Without this direction, stakeholders are less likely
to rally around common environmental goals, with
the achievement of objectives falling to individual
champions within Town administration.
The emp will serve as a rallying point for all
environmental planning, management, and
service delivery by the Town of Banff.
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FOCUS AREA

Air
GOAL: The air in Banff will be clean and measure above regulatory standards,
to protect and enhance the health of the town’s natural resources, residents, and visitors.
air quality is a global indicator of environmental health, and is
threatened by the release of pollutants into the atmosphere from
both human activity and natural processes. Human sources of air
pollution include the burning of fossil fuels for electricity, heating
and transportation; the burning of wood for heating and lighting, and
industrial processing. Natural sources include the emission of volatile
organic compounds from vegetation, and forest fires.
Air pollution impacts a number of ecosystem elements, including soils,
vegetation, water, and wildlife. Soil and water are impacted by acid
rain, or the collection and distribution of gaseous pollutants such as
sulphur dioxide (so2) and nitrogen oxides (nox) within precipitation.
Meanwhile, the health and fertility of vegetation is impacted by a
number of airborne pollutants generated by burning natural gas
and oil products, and the evaporation of chemical pollutants into
the atmosphere.
Poor air quality may also impact a community’s ability to experience
nature, by reducing visibility and causing or worsening some health
conditions. Air quality also functions as an indirect indicator of climate
change, as several gases which contribute to atmospheric warming
are also designated as pollutants by both federal and provincial air
quality standards.
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INDICATORS
Hourly and annual concentrations of PM2.5, O3, NO2, and SO2.
CURRENT PERFORMANCE
In 2016, passive air quality monitoring showed
the following yearly pollutant averages: 9
PM2.5: Not available
O3: 31.69 parts-per-billion (ppb)
NO2: 3.45 ppb
SO2: 0.1 ppb.
Due to the associated cost and complexity, the Town of Banff has
not consistently measured air quality through active monitoring.
Current performance, relative to the above targets, is unknown.

TARGETS

CONTEXT

Air quality measurements in the Town of Banff
will outperform the following by 2025

The Canadian Environmental Protection Act (1999) directs
the Government of Canada to monitor and report on air
pollution caused by human activity, as part of a responsibility
to prevent pollution in the country. To fulfill this mandate, air
quality indicators are used to monitor outdoor concentrations
of five key air pollutants: fine particulate matter (pm2.5),
ground-level ozone (o3), sulphur oxides (sox), nitrogen
oxides (nox), and volatile organic compounds (voc).

• PM2.5: 27 µg/m³ (24-Hour Average)
& 8.8 µg/m³ (Annual Average)
• O3: 62 parts-per-billion
(ppb, 8-hour Average)
• NO2: 42 ppb (1-Hour Average)
& 12 ppb (Annual Average)
• SO2: 65 ppb (1-Hour Average)
& 4 ppb (Annual Average)
RELATED INITIATIVES
• Adjacent fire thinning with Parks Canada
• Commercial Idling Bylaw
• Electric Vehicle Charging Stations
• Fire prevention: combustible roof and
coniferous tree replacement programs
• Mode shift to active transportation
• Mode shift to mass transit, with investments
in ROAM Public Transit
• Renewable Energy Transition Plan

Each of the pollutants have been selected due to their prevalence,
and their impact to both environmental and human health. In
2016, emissions of the key pollutants declined between 18 per
cent to 65 per cent from their respective levels in 1990.10
The Government of Canada has subsequently developed the
Canadian Ambient Air Quality Standards (caaqs) as objectives
under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act. With a primary
focus on the improvement of human health outcomes, the caaqs
target pm2.5 and o3 in particular as major components of smog.11
The caaqs improve upon preceding standards, and for the first
time, include an annual average target for particulate matter.
The Government of Alberta, as a member of the Canadian
Council of Ministers of the Environment, has factored direction
from the caaqs into provincial ambient air quality standards
required under the Environmental Protection and Enhancement
Act. Where direction is not provided by caaqs, the Government
of Alberta has independently developed or otherwise adopted air
quality objectives for various pollutants from other jurisdictions.
CONTEMPORARY SNAPSHOT
The Banff townsite is located within the Calgary Regional
Airshed Zone (craz), which extends from Lake Louise to the
western edge of Newell County. While monitoring stations are
primarily located within Calgary, Banff’s location within the
airshed boundary may provide an opportunity to collaborate
with both craz and regional partners to monitor, analyze, and
respond to air quality issues within the Bow Valley. A passive
monitoring station, measuring levels of ambient no3, o3, and
so2, was installed by craz at the Banff Weather Station for the
period of 2011 to 2016, but has since been decommissioned.
The Town of Banff does not currently monitor air quality
within the townsite. Town of Banff Council has requested
Administration present options for air quality monitoring systems
prior to the conclusion of the 2019-2022 Strategic Plan.
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How we get there.

ACTIONS

Measurement
1. Work with Alberta Environment, Calgary Regional Airshed
Zone (CRAZ), and/or other relevant air quality stakeholders
to develop a plan for consistently obtaining, utilizing and
communicating the air quality data that will be collected
by CRAZ’s Portable Air Monitoring Lab in October 2019.
a. Adjust air quality targets according to data collected
b. Develop a CRAZ sub-committee with regional partners,
focused on improving airshed monitoring and quality,
specifically in the Lake Louise to Exshaw Corridor,
and to co-develop a funding and implementation
plan related to installing a continuous air quality
monitoring system (central or dispersed) for the Town
of Banff if determined necessary and feasible.
Regulatory Action
2. Increase enforcement of the commercial vehicle idling
bylaw provision by adding a proactive enforcement
element (i.e. not complaints-based only), subject to the
Bylaw Officer’s discretion.
3. Restrict idling for personal vehicles to a maximum of one minute
within a 60 minute time frame, and proactively enforce and
fine offenders (subject to the Bylaw Officer’s discretion).12
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4. Create a rebate program to encourage community-wide
replacement of uncertified wood burning stoves with lowemission (US EPA / CSA certified) clean-burning stoves.
5. Ban diesel engines below Euro-6 emissions standards
from high congestion streets within the townsite
(build in exceptions as required).
Communication and Behaviour Change
6. Develop and implement an air-quality education and
engagement plan for residents and tourists, focused on the
reduction of activities that worsen air quality. Consider
partnering with CRAZ, when appropriate, to co-develop
and deliver associated educational programming.
7. Develop and distribute air quality improvement toolkits
for commercial sector, and design and implement a
corresponding public recognition system for uptake.

case study

Hyper-Local Monitoring
and the Array of Things Initiative
chicago, illinois

the array of things (aot) is a joint initiative of the
Argonne National Laboratory and the University
of Chicago to collect real-time data about the urban
environment, municipal infrastructure, and activity for
decision-making, research, and open data purposes.13
In practice, it is a networked grid of modular sensors
deployed throughout the city to facilitate low cost
and responsive measurement initiatives. The intent
of the program is to function as a “fitness tracker” for
Chicago, measuring environmental and public health
factors such as air quality, traffic congestion, and noise.
The aot initiative was piloted in 2016, with the
installation of forty sensor devices on light posts within
the Chicago Loop. The City of Chicago has since
expanded the program to other neighbourhoods with
the installation of an additional sixty sensor devices.
These devices currently collect data for three broad
categories: environment, air quality, and light. The
environmental sensors measure for temperature,
humidity, barometric pressure, vibration, sound
intensity, and magnetic fields. Air quality sensors
measure concentrations of nitrogen dioxide, groundlevel ozone, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide,
and sulphur dioxide. Finally, light sensors measure
intensity, cloud cover, and pedestrian traffic.14
Data collection is in process, and will be made
available in 2019 through the City’s open data portal
for license-free use. The ultimate goal of program
proponents is to complete a network of 500 distributed
sensor devices, each tailored to the data collection
needs of the communities in which they operate. The
resulting data from the initiative will help policymakers identify geolocated areas of concern, assist
decision-makers evaluate the efficacy of municipal
service delivery, and allow researchers and the general
public to better understand the issues affecting the
city’s neighbourhoods at a hyper-local scale.

photo by Brad Knight, Unsplash.
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case study

Resort Municipality of
Whistler Air Quality Action
whistler, british columbia

following direction established in the Whistler
2020 Sustainability Plan, the Resort Municipality
of Whistler (rmow) has taken action to monitor and
improve air quality within the townsite and beyond.
Working in tandem with the provincial Ministry of
Environment, the rmow operates and maintains two
air quality monitoring stations to collect data, inform
policy development, and alert residents and visitors to
emerging air quality issues. Common emissions sources
within the resort municipality include transportation
(both on- and off-road vehicles) and heating
(fireplaces; propane, natural gas, and wood stoves).15
The rmow is located within the Sea-to-Sky/
Howe Sound Airshed, and works with municipal
partners and the Sea-to-Sky Clean Air Society to
implement the associated Sea-to-Sky Air Quality
Management Plan. The plan aims to improve air
quality within the airshed through the implementation
of clean air commuting programs, anti-idling
efforts, legacy wood stove exchange programs,
the development and ongoing maintenance of an
emissions inventory, and public awareness and
education campaigns to support behaviour change.16

photo by Roberto Nickson, Unsplash.
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case study

Particle Falls and Creative Air
Quality Communication
philadelphia, pennsylvania

at the intersection of environmental measurement
and public art is “Particle Falls”, a real-time
visualization of air quality data installed on the
side of the Wilma Theatre in Philadelphia’s
Center City district. A collaboration between a
digital artist and the City of Philadelphia, Particle
Falls uses a nephelometer to measure particulate
matter in the air, and custom software to translate
the resulting data into visualizations – bursts of
colour projected on a background of blue light
– which are updated every fifteen minutes.
The design of the installation makes clear and relatable
the current quality of ambient air to observers. The
greater the concentration of particulate matter in
the air, the more frequent and intense the bursts of
colour projected onto the installation’s background.
According to the Director of Air Management Services
with the City of Philadelphia, “Philadelphia has come
a long way in improving the quality of the air we
breathe, but our work isn’t done. Particle Falls makes
it possible to see – in real time and vivid color – the
[air quality] challenges we continue to face.”17

photo by Conrad Urb, Wikimedia Commons.
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FOCUS AREA

Ecosystems
GOAL: The diversity and health of Banff’s natural systems are collectively respected and maintained.
ecosystems are generally referred to as a community of interacting
biological, physical and chemical components.”18 Ecosystems can be
any size, and those with higher levels of biotic and abiotic diversity are
generally considered more sustainable, productive and more resilient.19
An ecosystem located within a protected area – like a national park
– is in its ideal state when it is said to have ‘ecological integrity’.
According to Parks Canada, “ecosystems have integrity when they
have their native components intact”, including the physical elements,
landscape and species biodiversity, and ecosystem processes such as
fire, flooding and predation.20

INDICATORS
• Human-wildlife conflict incidents within townsite
• Wildlife relocations or destruction of wildlife
due to appearance in the townsite
• Wildlife road mortalities within the townsite
• Species inventory data (including at risk and invasive species
and overall biodiversity, habitat and ecosystem health)
• Green infrastructure developments
• Wetland habitat developments
• Tree cover (%) and type

In human-populated/urban settings, achieving or maintaining
• Indigenous and traditional ecological knowledge
ecological integrity in the face of dynamic and overpowering
principles incorporated into environmental
anthropogenic inputs has proven to be a complex challenge, requiring
monitoring plans and procedures
additional considerations related to balancing the need for economic
and social progress with the responsibility to protect the environment.21 CURRENT PERFORMANCE
Ecosystems are included as a focus in the Banff Environmental Master
Plan first and foremost as a way to promote general ecological integrity
within the townsite, alongside the elements of the town’s ecosystem
that have been elevated as individual focus areas.

Parks Canada currently collects data related to humanwildlife conflict incidents, wildlife relocations/destructions,
wildlife road mortalities and ecosystem health within
Banff National Park, but data specific to the townsite
related to those indicators is not currently collected.
Data related to tree cover and type is available in Banff’s Urban
Forest Management Plan from 2008, but recent cover percentage
and overall species diversity information is not currently collected.
Data related to Green infrastructure development, wetland
health and the incorporation of indigenous ecological
knowledge principles is not currently collected.
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TARGETS
• 0 yearly human-wildlife conflict incidents
within the townsite by 2028
• 0 yearly wildlife relocations or destruction of wildlife
due to appearance in the townsite by 2028
• 0 wildlife road mortalities within the townsite by 2028
• By 2028, all species within the townsite that are secure remain
secure, and populations of species at risk exhibit trends that are
consistent with recovery strategies and management plans.
• By 2028, invasive alien species and invasion routes are identified
and prioritized, priority species are controlled or eradicated,
and measures are in place to manage invasion routes to prevent
their introduction and establishment within the townsite.
• There is a net increase in biodiversity, habitats, and
ecosystem health within the townsite by 2028.
• Ten innovative green infrastructure developments that
protect and enhance local ecosystems and ecosystem
processes are implemented in Banff by 2028.
• Wetlands located within the townsite are conserved or
enhanced to sustain their ecosystem services through
retention, restoration and management activities by 2028.
• By 2028, tree cover and diversity profile within
the townsite is at an optimal level (%).
• By 2028, Banff will, in collaboration with local Indigenous
groups and community members, have incorporated
Indigenous and traditional ecological knowledge principals
into environmental monitoring plans and procedures.
RELATED INITIATIVES
• Wildlife-proof garbage bins and commercial enclosures
• Fruit tree replacement program (2015, 2017)
• Design guidelines in Land Use Bylaw
• Recreation facility design to avoid entanglement
• Human Wildlife Coexistence initiative

CONTEXT
Due to their universal implications, general objectives associated
with ecosystems and ecological integrity are managed by
countless international goals and conventions, and by further
local, national and regional government standards and
programs, and academic and non-profit institutions.22
In Canada, ecosystem health and ecological integrity is widely
regulated and supported through a variety of conservation and
protection-inspired strategies, programs and laws, administered
at all levels of government. Examples of the strategic attention
to ecosystem health include Canada’s Federal Sustainable
Development Strategy and Biodiversity Strategy, and various
area or species-specific activities and strategies managed or
co-managed by Environment Canada, Parks Canada and
provincial and municipal governments.23 The non-profit
sector, often working collaboratively with government, also
plays an important role in maintaining healthy ecosystems
throughout the country by delivering programs and services
ranging from education to on-the-ground conservation work.
Canada’s main ecosystem types include forests, wetlands,
grasslands, tundra, lakes, rivers, and coastal and marine areas –
all of which are monitored and maintained in a variety of ways
depending on the location, status and specific ecological concerns
or issues present in the area – making a comprehensive, national
measure of ecological health challenging.24 That said, a 2010
Federal Survey on Ecosystem Status and Trends which assessed
the health of Canadian biomes, human/ecosystem interactions,
habitat, wildlife, and ecosystem processes, found that out of twenty
ecosystem traits, there were seventeen with health concerns or
impairments, and thirteen whose health or status was declining
or declining rapidly.25 These findings informed and inspired
Canada’s Biodiversity Strategy and 2020 Commitments.26
Upholding ecosystem health and ecological integrity are critical
to improving human well-being. Just as the state of any local
environment is affected by the size and consumption patterns
of human populations, human well-being very much depends
on the many benefits and services provided by nature.27
Across the world, cities and towns are increasingly grappling
with the complexity resulting from these connections, as new
environmental health concerns and extreme weather linked to
climate change present new challenges.28 Thankfully, a multitude
of opportunities to balance our ecosystems and protect ecological
integrity in urban areas exist and continue to surface, and
those that meaningfully involve and connect community with
nature are showing the most hopeful and exciting results.29
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CONTEMPORARY SNAPSHOT
The Banff townsite is located within the ‘montane’
ecoregion of Banff National Park, the smallest of the
Park’s ecoregions (occupying three per cent of total
land area) but also the most biologically diverse.30
The town is home to awe-inspiring scenery, surrounded
on all sides by mountains and a wide range of iconic
mountain species, and intersected by the Bow River.31
As the town’s municipal boundaries are ‘fixed’ at
four km2 by federal legislation, opportunities to
develop specific habitats to improve their ecological
integrity are limited, but the Town recognizes the
importance and benefits of protecting and enhancing
local ecosystem health so as to contribute to the
general integrity of the national park they reside in.
The most recent comprehensive reviews of the state
of the natural environment within Banff National Park
were completed in 2008, in anticipation of the 2010
Banff National Park Management Plan, and in 2016.
In 2008, Parks Canada rated the ecological integrity
indicators of the park as ‘Fair’. However, several areas
of concern were also identified, including threats to
wildlife designated under the Species at Risk Act, water
quality, aquatic connectivity, grizzly bear population
stability, and non-native plant propagation.32 The
2016 Parks Canada report on The State of Canada’s
Natural and Cultural Heritage Places, also rated the
ecological integrity of Banff National Park as ‘Fair’,
with specific regard to forests, freshwater and tundra.’33
Recent Parks Canada reports on the state of the
environment in Banff also identified numerous
trends impacting the ecological integrity of Banff
National Park, most notably, the impacts of regional
population and tourism growth on surrounding
land uses, wildlife migration patterns, traffic, and
impacts of climate change.34 In the years since
these trends have accelerated: visitors to Banff
National Park are arriving in ever greater numbers,
and climate change is contributing to decreased
snow cover duration and glacier retreat.35
The Town of Banff is in the unique circumstance of
being affected and challenged by both the complex
ecological concerns facing the larger National Park
area, and also their own unique urban ecosystem
concerns, such as wildlife/human conflict in the
townsite, managing animal attractants and the cost/
benefits of increasing property development density.
Challenges aside, Banff’s location within Banff
National Park also results in numerous opportunities
to partner with institutions and organizations invested
in the ecological health of the area, to complete
research, do stakeholder engagement and develop and
implement initiatives. Opportunities for leveraging
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the local community’s values related to protecting
the natural environment are also plentiful. Residents
and tourists alike are drawn to the townsite because
of its reputation as an environmental leader, and are
willing and interested in investing their time and
energy in maintaining its ecological integrity.36
Parks Canada is responsible for the protection of the
ecosystems within the townsite. It works in cooperation
with the Town of Banff and other partners to deliver
a holistic ‘ecosystem based management approach’
focused on both preserving the town’s ecosystems
and providing visitor enjoyment and benefit.
Banff National Park’s Management Plan (2010),
developed and managed by Parks Canada, also provides
strategic guidance for general park management,
shaped by Parks Canada’s corporate priorities which
include improving key ecological indicators, improving

BANFF

The townsite’s location within
Banff National Park’s ‘montane’
ecoregion (in blue).

photo by Travel Alberta.

awareness and understanding of Canadians with respect
to the importance of heritage places and attracting
visitors by creating visitor experience opportunities.37
Several key strategies within the National Park
Management Plan are relevant to the Town of Banff
and the focus area of ecosystems, including: leading
in the development of new conservation techniques,
collaborating to develop new adaptive management
strategies, developing and implementing approaches
that enable safe wildlife and human interaction,
involving citizens in monitoring and studying
ecosystems in the park, protecting and restoring
ecosystems and demonstrating leadership in the
development of innovative stewardship practices.38
An update to the plan is scheduled in 2020.

The Town of Banff independently develops
strategies and initiatives focused on specific
ecosystem elements as needs arise, as was the case
with the Urban Forest Management Plan (2008).
The Town often partners with local non-profit
organizations, academic institutions and other
jurisdictions to support ecosystem health and
ecological integrity within the Bow Valley region.
Most recently, this collaborative spirit has led
to the development of recommendations for the
improvement of human-wildlife coexistence
throughout the Bow Valley, delivered in tandem
by Parks Canada, the Government of Alberta, the
municipalities of Banff and Canmore, and a technical
working group reflective of local expertise.
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How we get there.

ACTIONS

Biodiversity & Ecosystem Health
1. Work with Parks Canada and citizen scientists to contribute to a
Banff National Park species inventory, improve outcomes for key
indicator species and habitats, and to prevent the introduction
and/or proliferation of non-native and invasive plant species.
2. Work with Parks Canada and citizen scientists to conduct a study
focused on increasing urban habitat diversity in private, public
and institutional open spaces within the townsite, excluding all
species that may act as an animal attractant and/or fire risk.
a. Develop an associated action plan to guide
the collaborative implementation of habitat
diversity improvements within the townsite.
3. Increase urban forest diversity (focused on varying ages,
sizes and types) within the townsite, excluding all species
that may act as an animal attractant and/or fire risk.
4. Work with community partners to develop a green infrastructure
site-map and development plan. Prioritize developments that
are collaborative, multifunctional (i.e. to conserve biodiversity,
to reduce stormwater runoff, to support the green economy, to
strengthen community connections etc.) and that integrate
both green and grey infrastructure and connections to other
green spaces.39
a. To lead by example, implement a green infrastructure
example at Town of Banff municipal facility.
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5. Measure the extent of the town tree canopy and update forest
resource assessment (age, species, numbers, sizes, locations,
and conditions) to determine current state of trees in Banff.
a. Amend or update Banff’s Urban Forest Management Plan to
include a guideline for the ‘optimal’ tree cover and diversity
profile for Banff, and a 10-year plan for reaching that state.40
6. Conduct a study to determine the extent
and health of wetlands in Banff.
a. Develop wetland retention, restoration and management plan
Wildlife/Human Interaction
7. Require all construction waste bins to have wildlife proof
covers, and develop an enforcement plan to support this
requirement for all commercial waste producers.
8. Prohibit the planting of fruit bearing trees and shrubs and
require tree removal or daily management of existing fruit
bearing trees and/or shrubs to reduce animal attractants.
9. Require proper development and maintenance of
residential and commercial decks and sheds to
prevent animals from accessing hiding cover.
10. Require all playing fields and other open recreational areas of
a minimum size to be fenced in order to exclude ungulates.

11. Conduct an impact assessment related to resident and tourist impact
on the wildlife corridors near Banff (Fenlands-Indian Grounds, Sulphur
and the Golf Course) and work with relevant partners to develop
improvement actions and timeline based on assessment results.
12. Increase the amount of safe, designated off-leash areas for dogs, and increase
proactive enforcement of off-leash activity outside of designated areas.
13. Update and strengthen education and communication efforts related
to human-wildlife interaction, to reach both residents and tourists, and
more effectively persuade them to avoid interactions in the first place,
and act more safely and appropriately when interactions do occur.
Stewardship
14. Develop and implement a biodiversity-focused communication and engagement
campaign to inspire residents and tourists to take positive stewardship
actions in their daily lives or throughout their visit to Banff, respectively.
15. Partner with Parks Canada and the Bow Valley Naturalists to
develop varied citizen-science opportunities within the townsite, to
contribute to local species inventory and monitoring portfolios and
increase ecological awareness and capacity amongst residents.
16. Work with local Indigenous communities to share knowledge
about development and implementation practices to improve
ecosystem preservation and environmental health.
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case study

Whistler
Biodiversity Project
whistler, british columbia

in an attempt to support their Ecosystem Monitoring
Program and expand opportunities for improving
local ecosystem knowledge and stewardship, the
Resort Municipality of Whistler (rmow) partnered
with the Whistler Naturalists to develop and
launch the multi-year, multi-stakeholder Whistler
Biodiversity Project. The overarching project goal
is to document and protect as many species as
possible, within the boundaries of the rmow.41
Before the project began in 2004, less than 600 local
species were surveyed and catalogued. By 2018, over
3,500 species have been catalogued by volunteer
scientists, naturalists and citizens from a wide variety
of backgrounds and age groups. Annual “BioBlitzes”
began in 2007 to bring volunteers together in a fun
and educational way, while contributing to the
overall Biodiversity Project dataset. A “BioBlitz” is a
public, 24-hour race or competition to count as many
species as possible, while also exploring and learning
about a region’s natural history and attributes.42
BioBlitzes are a worldwide phenomenon, but have
been reliably popular and well-attended in Whistler,
with as many as 90 people showing up every year.43
Above and beyond how the Whistler Biodiversity Project
has increased the amount of available and up-to-date
biological inventory data in Whistler, and educated
and engaged hundreds of residents, visitors and
businesses, the learnings from the project have become
critical decision-making inputs when it comes to local
conservation and ecosystem integrity planning.44

photo by Jorge Vasconez, Unsplash.
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case study

Green Infrastructure
in Compact Areas
malmö, sweden

facing challenges similar to banff with regard
to finding space for green infrastructure and
promoting biodiversity, the City of Malmö was
the first municipality to develop an ambitious and
comprehensive ‘green urban structures’ strategy in
2003, called The Green Plan.45 A coastal city of over
300,000 with a diverse set of ecosystems, varying from
wetlands, to woodlands and grasslands, Malmo has
been recognized internationally for their leadership and
innovation with regard to sustainable urban planning
and the promotion of environmental integrity.
One of Malmö’s most well-known sustainable green
infrastructure projects is the Bo01 Housing Project, a
2001 European Housing Expo submission. While Bo01
boasted a number of environmental and architectural
innovations, it was recognized internationally for
the innovative use of green infrastructure to promote
biodiversity in a public, non-park space, and to manage
stormwater via an open and integrated channel system.46
Bo01 aside, the City of Malmö has a long track record
of successfully partnering with the private, public and
voluntary sectors to develop sustainable communities
and infrastructure that have multiple environmental,
social and economic benefits. The partnerships
are typically successful, says the municipality,
because there is value for all of the stakeholders
involved; the developer is able to build and make a
profit, the municipality can meet its sustainability
targets, and the community and environment
benefit from improved green infrastructure.47
Malmö’s focus on green infrastructure has also led
to the development and use of the “Green Points
System” – among many other initiatives and
policies – a green and blue infrastructure checklist
of options for developers to use to achieve a required
minimum level of green/blue space in all builds.48

photo by Väsk, Wikimedia Commons.
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FOCUS AREA

Energy
GOAL: Energy will be used more responsibly and efficiently in Banff, and derived primarily from renewable sources.
energy, in the context of the Banff Environmental Master Plan, refers
to renewable energy collected from sources naturally renewed over a
short term, such as sunlight, wind, rain, tide, and geothermal.
The focus area responds to the overarching need to transition to these
sources to provide energy for Banff, thereby reducing greenhouse gas
(ghg) emissions within the townsite and beyond. ghgs are a class of
gasses which absorb and emit radiant heat within the atmosphere,
and include water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide,
and ozone. They are associated with the burning of fossil fuels to
generate energy.
The focus area responds to collective international efforts to adopt
renewable energy sources. This is reflected in a number of recent
conventions and treaties, such as the United Nations Sustainable
Development goal to “ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable
and modern energy for all,” and the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change’s Paris Treaty which requires a large-scale
renewable energy transition to halt catastrophic climate change.50
This international effort towards the increased use of renewable
energy sources has become a key driver in advancing new energy
technologies and supply sources around the world.
The Energy focus area is included in the Banff Environmental Master
Plan due to the Town’s ambition to align with or surpass relevant local
and international targets and treaties associated with decreased fossil
fuel consumption, lowering emissions and preventing climate change.
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INDICATORS
GHG emissions from the built environment
(buildings and infrastructure)
GHG emissions from transportation
Percentage of energy generated from renewable
sources to power buildings and infrastructure
Percentage of energy generated from renewable
sources to power transportation modes
CURRENT PERFORMANCE
The Town of Banff’s 2017 corporate emissions from
facilities was 6,682 tonnes of CO2, an increase of 16
per cent from 2007 levels.49 The Town’s communitywide GHG emissions are not currently captured.
The Town of Banff’s Corporate fleet emissions in 2017
were approximately 1,030 tonnes of CO2, a 260 per
cent increase since 2007 due to the taking over the
responsibility municipal waste transport.
While annual, community wide electricity and natural gas
consumption are known, corporate and community-wide
renewable energy percentage is not currently captured.

TARGETS
• Greenhouse Gases (GHGs)
• Reduce Community-Wide GHG emissions to 30%
below 2005 levels by 2030, and 80% by 2050.
• Renewable Energy
• 100% renewable energy by 2050.
• Indicators:
• GHG emissions from the built environment
(buildings and infrastructure)
• GHG emissions from transportation
• Percentage of energy generated from renewable
sources to power buildings and infrastructure
• Percentage of energy generated from renewable
sources to power transportation modes.
RELATED INITIATIVES
• Renewable Energy Transition Plan (RETP)
• Residential and Commercial Environmental Rebates Programs
• Municipal Sustainable Building Policy
• Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Production Incentive
• Solar installations on Town of Banff Facilities (Banff Town Hall,
Fenlands Banff Recreation Centre and Transit-Fleet Building)
• EV Charging Stations
• Hybrid and electric fleet vehicles
• Renewable Energy Credit (REC) purchases
(to offset 20% of corporate energy)

CONTEXT
At a federal level, the Government of Canada has committed
to achieving a 30 per cent reduction in ghg emissions by
2030 to contribute to the targets established in the 2016
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change Paris
Agreement, to which Canada is a signatory. To reach this
target, they have prioritized both ghg emissions reduction
efforts and increasing renewable energy production.
As of 2017, renewable energy sources provided approximately
19 per cent of Canada’s total primary energy supply.51 This, in
turn, has led to a reduction in the country’s ghg emissions over
the last decade. In 2005, Canada’s total ghg emissions were 732
megatonnes (Mt) of carbon dioxide equivalent (co2 eq.), decreasing
to 704 Mt of co2 eq. in 2016, a reduction in emissions driven largely
by changes within the electricity generation sector.52 Between
1990 and 2016, ghg emissions from combustion-based electricity
generation decreased by 17 per cent, due to increases in the use of
non-ghg-emitting electricity sources (such as hydro, nuclear and
other renewables) and fossil fuels less ghg-intensive than coal.53
Though the country is trending in a positive direction, Alberta
remains the leading national producer of ghg emissions due in
part to the province’s dominant oil and gas industry. In 20152016, Alberta accounted for 37 per cent of the country’s total
ghg emissions, with the majority originating from extractive
industries and public utilities.54 The province exhibits the second
lowest percentage of electricity produced by renewables out of
all provinces and territories, with 12.3 per cent of their electricity
generated from renewable sources.55 With Alberta’s emissions
history and challenges in mind, the Government of Alberta released
a Climate Leadership Plan in 2017, which commits the province
to price emissions and replacing “one-third of Alberta’s coal
generating capacity with renewable energy by 2030,” amongst
several other emission and energy-related goals and targets.56
The production of renewable energy and simultaneous
reduction of ghg emissions align with international, federal
and provincial targets and commitments. The Town of Banff
can play a leadership role by taking bold action to reduce
emissions and increase renewable energy, in order to catalyze
the realization of these important targets and commitments.
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CONTEMPORARY SNAPSHOT
Natural gas and electricity use in Banff are measured
as part of the Banff Community Plan’s “Community
Measures” program, current to 2016. In that year,
Banff’s community natural gas consumption was
1.08 million gigajoules, representing a slight increase
from the previous year, but still the second lowest
amount of natural gas used since 2009. Similarly,
Banff’s electricity use in 2016 was 8.36 kilowatts
used per person per day (kw/p/d), representing a
gradual decline from the 2009 rate of 10.42.57
Among municipal properties and infrastructure, the
Town of Banff’s raw water wells, the Wastewater
Treatment Plan (wwtp), and the Fenlands
Recreation Centre are the highest consumers of
energy, representing 63 per cent of the Town’s
corporate energy consumption in 2017. For
example, the wwtp alone required 2.6 million
kwh of energy to operate during the year.58
Overarching direction for energy efficiency is
forthcoming, with the development of the Renewable
Energy Transition Plan (retp), in 2018-2019.

The retp is intended to include a new inventory of
community and corporate ghg emissions, a detailed
evaluation of potential renewable energy sources and
energy-efficient investment options, and a detailed
roadmap for a renewable energy transition so that
the energy targets outlined above – as well as any
targets inspired by the retp process – are reached.59
At present, the Town of Banff delivers multiple
programs and initiatives to improve energy
conservation and reduce ghg emissions at both
corporate and community levels. These include the
provision of rebates for energy-efficiency improvements
in both residential and commercial sectors, corporate
solar energy installations, and a Municipal Sustainability
Building Policy that requires municipal facilities to meet
or exceed requirements in the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (leed) Silver certification.
The Town of Banff also makes available
infrastructure to charge electric vehicles within
the townsite, facilitating a shift away from private
motor vehicles powered by fossil fuels.
With over four million visitors arriving to Banff each
year, it is clear that tourism has a significant impact on
the ability of the Town to fulfill its energy conservation
ambitions – even though emissions from air travel
to and away from Banff are not currently associated
with community-wide emissions. Indeed, there are
two perspectives related to the allocation of emissions
generated by tourism: one focused on residence-based
accounting and the other on destination.60 The former
perspective allocates emissions to the tourist’s country
of residence, and the latter to the country of destination.
Either way, aviation accounts for more than
two per cent of global ghg emissions, and
thus to better understand the ‘big picture’ of
emissions associated with tourism in Banff, travel
behaviours will be an important dataset to consider
collecting and analyzing in the future.61

Left: Mayor Karen Sorensen demonstrating the electric
vehicle charging station in the Bear Street Parkade.
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a. Develop a plan for communicating GHG emissions
targets, the current emissions inventory and emissions
reduction forecasts and trends to the community.

6. Assess the uptake and impact of Banff’s current energy
rebate programs, rebate programs offered by the provincial
government, and other energy efficiency program
or subsidies utilized by residents or businesses.
7. Work collaboratively with Parks Canada, residents and
businesses to complete a comprehensive study focused on
energy conservation and efficiency opportunities within Banff.

2. Work with relevant stakeholders to implement a GHG
tracking program for visitor origins and travel routes
and modes, to understand the extent and nature
of emissions associated with travel to Banff.

a. Develop a comprehensive energy efficiency action plan
for both the residential and commercial sectors in Banff,
with special considerations and specialized programming
for the largest energy users in the townsite.

3. Explore mechanisms for tracking embodied emissions
associated with corporate buildings, operations and transit.

b. Develop and deliver an energy literacy and conservation
education campaign to support reduced energy
consumption in the residential and commercial sectors.

Renewable Energy

c. Develop a timeline for regularly reviewing and
adjusting energy efficiency programs to adapt to
changing market forces, building codes, evolving
provincial and federal rebate programs, etc.

4. Develop an inventory of current and planned renewable
public and private energy projects within the Town of Banff
and an accompanying plan for keeping it updated.
5. Complete a technical study focused on renewable
energy potential and investment opportunities
within and directly outside the Town of Banff.
a. Work with the residents and businesses to develop
a comprehensive energy transition strategy
that capitalizes on the co-benefits of renewable
energy and energy efficiency investment.

ACTIONS

1. Conduct an updated community and corporate GHG emissions
inventory, including energy consumption and emissions intensity
maps, and an accompanying plan for keeping data updated.

Energy Conservation and Efficiency

How we get there.

Greenhouse Gas (GHG)
Emissions Monitoring

8. Promote Town leadership and inspire corporate
participation through a variety of efficiency and
renewable projects that include fleet transition,
building retrofits, and generation facilities.
Community Mobilization
9. Develop and implement an energy transition grant program
to support local community members and organizations
in developing and initiating larger-scale, collaborative
actions and activities to increase energy efficiency and
renewable energy generation within the townsite.
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case study

EcoCity Edmonton
Grant Program
edmonton, alberta

in 2014, the city of edmonton initiated the EcoCity
Edmonton Community Sustainability Grant program.
The program is focused on community projects
that help reduce greenhouse gas emissions and is
offered in partnership between Alberta Ecotrust
and the Edmonton Community Foundation.
Ultimately, the intent of the program is to support
the City of Edmonton’s goal to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by 35 per cent below 2005 levels.62
EcoCity Grants are made available annually to fund
community projects that have a positive environmental
impact, help mobilize communities, and teach
others about climate change. Qualifying initiatives
include projects that focus on energy efficiency,
renewable energy generation, transportation
electrification, sustainable transportation, and
the general promotion of low-carbon lifestyles.63
All successful projects will align with the City
of Edmonton’s long term vision to become an
environmentally resilient and energy efficient city.
Grants are made available to registered non-profit
organizations, registered charities, community
leagues, First Nations communities, and educational
institutions.64 In 2018, nine grants ranging from $5,000
to $50,000 were awarded for initiatives like a walking
school bus, installation of solar panels on a community
facility and the development of a tool-lending library.65

photo by Brandon Erlinger, Unsplash.
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case study

Renewable City
Action Plan
vancouver, british columbia

the renewable city action plan (rcap) is the City of
Vancouver’s 10-year direction towards a renewable
energy future characterized through sweeping
reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. The rcap was
developed as a logical next step from the overarching
Vancouver Greenest City 2020 Environmental Plan
and the parent Renewable City Strategy. The ultimate
aim of the plan is to push Vancouver towards
community-wide targets of 100 per cent renewable
energy before 2050, and while concurrently
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by a minimum
of 80 per cent below 2007 levels prior to 2050.66
The rcap includes categories that reflect the
greatest sources of carbon pollution in Vancouver:
buildings and development, transportation, and
waste diversion. Each category is supported by
ambitious goals and targets, and indicators informed
by detailed data collection, which allow the City
to effectively track progress towards their goal. As
a part of implementing the Vancouver Greenest City
2020 Plan, the City of Vancouver conducts periodic
review to understand year-over-year changes,
identify areas of success, and prioritize actions
that help the City overcome identified issues.
Each of the rcap’s three categories are supported
by impactful actions to be delivered by the City of
Vancouver and government and community partners.
The actions are diverse, reflecting the comprehensive
nature of the renewable energy section, and range
from issues of measurement (assessing carbon
pollution sources not currently reported), transit
system modernization, renewable energy vehicle
prioritization initiatives, incentive programs for
building retrofits, and corporate carbon pricing policies.
As a part of the rcap, the City of Vancouver is also
drawing on its role as a recognized environmental
leader to encourage both its provincial and federal
counterparts towards more ambitious climate action.67

photo by Wes Hicks, Unsplash.
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FOCUS AREA

Sustainable
Transportation
GOAL: Residents and visitors will choose to move through Banff using active and sustainable forms of transportation, year round.
sustainable transportation refers to those transportation modes that
have a low impact on environmental integrity, relative to private motor
vehicle use. Examples of sustainable transportation modes include
walking, cycling, public transit, carpooling, and carsharing.
Sustainable transportation is influenced by the broader concept of
sustainable development, first introduced into public consciousness
by the 1987 United Nations Brundtland Commission. While it is
primarily concerned with the mitigation of the environmental
impact associated with vehicle use and resource depletion, use of the
term is commonly understood to include both issues of economic
(infrastructure and maintenance costs) and social (equitable access,
health impact) importance.68
The focus area is included in the emp in response to the challenge
posed by the rate of motor vehicle use within the townsite (by both
residents and visitors) and to the opportunity presented by Banff’s
fixed geographic footprint.
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INDICATORS
Total cycling trips, as a percentage of total trips
Total walking trips, as a percentage of total trips
Total public transit trips, as a percentage of total trips
Vehicle-per-day congestion threshold (Bow
River Bridge Crossing, 16,000 VPD)
CURRENT PERFORMANCE
Foot/bicycle/transit trips surveyed in the municipal census
for resident commuting was 45 per cent, 17 per cent, and five
per cent of total share, respectively, in summer 2017. Foot/
bicycle/transit trips was 46 per cent, two per cent, and six
per cent of total share, respectively, in winter of the same
year. Information on modal split for total trips taken by
both residents and tourists is not currently measured.
Public transit use measured by total trips per year was
641,791 in 2016. Transit trips as a percentage of total trips
for both residents and tourists is not currently measured.
The number of days over the main entrance vehicle-per-day
congestion threshold of 24,000 was 56 for the period of JulyAugust 2018, down from 60 during the same period in 2017.

TARGETS

CONTEXT

• A majority (≥ 75%) of trips in Banff will be made by foot,
bicycle or transit by 2028 (resident and tourists).

In Canada, the transportation sector is the second-largest generator
of ghg emissions. In 2016, the sector accounted for 25 per cent,
or 173 Mt co2, of total emissions produced in the country.69 Of
this amount, 85.1 Mt co2 was generated by passenger cars or
trucks. Air quality is also impacted by conventional transportation
modes; byproduct pollutants emitted from vehicle use include
particulate matter, carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides.70 Water
quality is impacted indirectly by the amount of impermeable
surfaces (such as roads and parking lots) required to support motor
vehicle use, and directly by the resulting runoff of oil, grease, and
other solvents and chemicals into rivers, streams, and lakes.

• Double summer ridership (June to September) on Banff
local routes of ROAM Transit Service, from 2018 levels.
• Increase by 100% active mode crossings of
the Bow River, from 2018 levels.
• Increase by 15% the use of sustainable transportation
by residents to commute to work, from 2017 levels.
• Reduce days in a year exceeding 16,000 vehicles per
day (VPD) over the Bow River Bridge from 81 to 5.

• Electric Vehicle Charging Stations

Sustainable transportation plays a major role in reducing the
environmental impact of travel. Public transit is demonstrated
to emit significantly less ghg per passenger kilometre than
private motor vehicles, even when lifecycle emissions are
taken into account. A 2014 brief prepared by the European
Environment Agency concerning the co2 emissions from
passenger transport revealed that a transit bus with a minimum
12 passengers will generate an estimated 68 grams of co2 per
passenger kilometre, while a single-occupancy private motor
vehicle will generate between 104 to 158 grams.71 However,
when carpooling is introduced, a single-occupancy private
motor vehicle will generate between an estimated 42 to 55 grams
of co2 per passenger kilometre, assuming four passengers.

• Bear Street Woonerf

CONTEMPORARY SNAPSHOT

RELATED INITIATIVES
• ROAM Public Transit investments, frequency, new routes
• Mode Shift to Active Transportation through infrastructure
improvements, programs, communications
• Mode Shift to Mass Transit

Banff, with a fixed boundary of 3.93 square kilometres, is
optimally sized to support a multi-modal transportation network
that prioritizes travel for pedestrians, cyclists, or transit riders.
Contemporary travel-to-work data suggests Banff’s footprint
is a positive influence on commuting behaviour. In 2017, 45
per cent of Banff residents commuted to work on foot in the
summer, with a further 17 per cent opting to cycle. Walking
remained a popular choice in the winter, at 46 per cent,
though the proportion of cyclists shrank to two per cent.72
Banff’s resident modal split compares favourably to other
Canadian tourist-oriented mountain towns (Jasper, Alberta
and Whistler, British Columbia), and larger municipalities
such as Calgary, Edmonton, Montréal, Toronto, and
Vancouver. When compared to international leaders in active
transportation such as Amsterdam, Copenhagen, and Oulu, it
rates favourably to combined walking and cycling numbers,
but less so when exclusively considering cycling rates.
While Banff’s fixed footprint encourages active transportation,
its purpose as a centre for visitors to Banff National Park
introduces congestion issues uncommon to municipalities
of its size. Though Banff has a population of under 10,000
permanent residents, the influx of seasonal visitors during
the summer months leads to congestion levels expected of
municipalities with populations three times as large.73
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MODAL SPLIT AMONG SURVEYED MUNICIPALITIES
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PLAN DIRECTION
The Town’s Long Term Transportation Study (2016)
illustrates the extent of the challenge posed by
private motor vehicle use within the townsite. In
2015, 5.9 million vehicles travelled to or from the
townsite, for a yearly average of 15,000 vehicles per
day.74 The Town of Banff has set a vehicle-per-day
(vpd) threshold of 24,000 at its two main entrances,
which is often exceeded during the tourist-intensive
summer season. For example, the number of days
over the vpd threshold reached 56 for the period
of July-August 2018.75 However, this threshold
decreases to 18,000 vpd at the interior Bow River
Bridge crossing, prompting the need to intercept
private vehicle traffic at the townsite periphery.
With 93 per cent of visitors arriving by private motor
vehicle, there is a clear need for the greater adoption
of sustainable transportation modes by residents and
visitors alike to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from
travel and improve air quality within the townsite.76
This includes service improvements to local transit
routes, implementation of regional transit with Parks
Canada and other partners, the introduction of a
shared woonerf on Bear Street, the expansion of the
22 kilometre pedestrian and cyclist trails system,
the addition of a new pedestrian bridge over the
Bow River, and the ongoing development of new
intercept parking lots to encourage visitors to leave
their cars at townsite entrances and opt for more
sustainable modes of transportation while in Banff.
Graph Sources: Banff Municipal Census 2017 Summer and Winter Commute to Work
Mode for Banff; Statistics Canada 2016 Census Profiles, Journey to Work data for Canadian
municipalities; City of Copenhagen Bicycle Account 2014 data for Copenhagen; European
Platform on Mobility Management 2009 data for Oulu, 2008 data for Amsterdam.
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As practical necessity and environmental imperative,
sustainable transportation use and adoption in Banff
is directed by a number of key planning documents,
including the Banff Community Plan (2008), the
Transportation Master Plan (2012), the Trails Master
Plan (2015), the Long Range Transportation Study
(2016), and the 2018-2022 Strategic Plan (2018). Each
of these complementary documents direct the Town of
Banff to provide an economically and environmentally
sustainable transportation system that prioritizes
active travel (pedestrian, human-powered wheeled
transport) and public transit over private motor vehicle.
The Community Plan, Banff’s guiding municipal plan,
establishes several objectives relevant to the focus area,
spanning issues of traffic and parking management,
transit service delivery, cycling and pedestrian
infrastructure development, and connectivity to the
wider park. Several indicators have been provided as a
means to measure progress towards the goal, including
the number of public transit users, the number of
residents opting to commute via active transportation,
trail connectivity within the townsite, and the cost
per user of the Roam Public Transit system.
The Town’s Transportation Master Plan (tmp) was
updated in 2012 to incorporate changes to the
Community Plan and the adoption of a new National
Park Management Plan, and to reflect shifting travel
trends, and community expectations regarding
service delivery. The updated tmp was developed
to reflect Banff Town Council’s intention to develop
a sustainable transportation system that is at once
adaptive, effective, feasible, and emblematic of both
Banff’s local context and environmental aspirations.

The tmp is organized into five thematic areas: active
modes (capturing both pedestrian and bicycle travel),
transit, traffic congestion, parking management,
and the movement of goods and services.
The tmp recognizes the need to promote and
expand sustainable transportation opportunities
to both capitalize upon Banff’s small footprint and
environmental ethic and mitigate both current and
anticipated traffic congestion within the townsite.
The plan clearly outlines the opportunity: “there
appears to be a cultural fit with a general willingness
to walk (and cycle), an appreciation of public
health benefits, convenience, lower impacts and
an appreciation of the outdoor environment.”77
To realize this opportunity, the tmp recommends
a number of actions across the thematic areas,
including the provision of intercept lot(s) to
minimize private automobile traffic within the
townsite, development of new active transportation
infrastructure (new bridges, trail connections,
shared streets), and the implementation of new
transit routes responsive to seasonal tourism rates.

photo by Spelio, Flickr.

The Trails Master Plan, approved by Banff Town
Council in 2015, was developed in response to
several issues, including gaps in the existing trails
network, management of multiple trail uses, and
the demonstrable need for active transportation
to offset traffic congestion. The plan supports the
creation of a comprehensive trail network in Banff to
support increased recreational use, improve visitor
experience, and meet active transportation needs.
To this end, the plan provides a series of
recommendations to improve the trail system in
Banff, with a focus on establishing trail classifications;
improving pathway connections; facilitating
visitor experience; providing wayfinding and
signage; improving trail policies, management, and
maintenance; and strengthening partnerships.
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The Long Term Transportation Study is a nonstatutory report prepared in collaboration by the
Town of Banff and Stantec to provide a comparative
evaluation of the potential methods to alleviate
congestion caused by private motor vehicle use
within the park. The study examines a series of
possible transportation solutions to reduce vehicle
traffic and position the Town to achieve its strategic
environmental goals. These possible solutions are:
the provision of new mobility hubs, expansion of
road capacity, and investment in conventional or
aerial mass transit to meet transportation needs.

100 per cent renewable energy powered local
Roam routes, expansion of local and regional transit
services, and enhancement of active transportation
routes within the townsite and the Bow Valley.

Finally, the Town of Banff’s current 2018-2022
Strategic Plan establishes municipal priorities for
the following four years across nine complementary
thematic plan areas. The two that most align with
the ambition of the focus area are Transportation and
Trails, each reflecting direction established in the
respective Transportation and Trails Master Plans.

ROAM LOCAL TRANSIT

The Transportation plan area establishes strategies,
targets, and tactics to support the development of
an economically and environmentally sustainable
multimodal transportation system. It contains
several key recommendations with the aim to reduce
vehicle congestion and improve environmental
quality, including demand reduction for parking
and private automobile use in downtown Banff,
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Meanwhile, the Trail plan area supports the
development of a trail network that is the preferred
alternative to private automobile travel. It includes
key recommendations to develop new active
transportation infrastructure, explore vehicle-free
initiatives on select routes, and prioritize all-season
maintenance of active transportation routes.

Through Roam, the Bow Valley Regional Transit
Services Commission (bvrtsc) operates three
local routes within Banff, with the intent to reduce
the number of vehicles on the road. Operated in
partnership by the Town of Banff, its regional
partners, and Parks Canada, the bvrtsc’s mission
is to operate, enhance, and grow the Bow Valley’s
regional transit system to provide both residents
and visitors with the opportunity to live, work,
and play without a need for a private vehicle.

Energy-efficient buses are used to reduce the
impact on air quality and minimize greenhouse gas
emissions. The local routes operated on two schedules:
the first, a summer schedule that accommodates
increased ridership due to tourism, and a fall-spring
schedule that reflects reduced visitor activity.
REGIONAL TRANSIT
On-It provides seasonal regional transit between Banff,
Canmore, and two locations in Calgary using coachstyle buses. Managed by Parks Canada, the Towns
of Banff and Canmore, and the bvrtsc, but operated
by a third party, the service operates on statutory
holidays and weekends through the summer months.
The service is aligned with local Roam scheduling to
encourage car-free travel within the region. The Town
of Banff is also pursuing a feasibility study of regional
transit between Banff and Calgary to determine the
most effective method – passenger rail or bus – to
provide service between the two locations.78
ONGOING MEASUREMENT
The Town of Banff also conducts or otherwise
commissions extensive measurement
programs and studies to responsively manage
vehicle use and congestion, enhance service
delivery, and tailor sustainable transportation
planning to achieve the greatest impact.

These programs are:
• Seasonal transportation reviews, summarizing new
initiatives in support of strategic plan direction
and providing extensive data concerning vehicles
per day, travel time, green override rates, local
and regional transit use, parking and enforcement,
Bow River bridge mode share, pedestrian and
active transportation rates, and communications
engagement. Delivered each year in the fall.
• Third-party parking studies, monitoring on-street
and lot parking occupancy during peak season. Last
performed in 2018.
• Length-of-stay studies, using Wi-fi and Bluetooth
data to determine live travel times and duration of
time spent in the townsite.
• Vehicle-per-day tracking at townsite entrances,
Mountain Avenue, and the Bow River Bridge.
• Pedestrian counting, using 10 persistent overhead
pedestrian sensors deployed in downtown Banff and
eleven infrared trail counters.
• The Banff municipal census, measuring mode choice
for resident travel to work in summer and winter.
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How we get there.

ACTIONS

Measurement

Active Transportation

1. Conduct an analysis of current data collection
methodologies and focuses related to sustainable
transportation in Banff and develop a plan for updating
both to collect comprehensive, baseline data.

8. Conduct a feasibility study for private/public provision
of a bike/scooter share for quick, in-town commuting/
exploring for tourists and residents, focused on
increasing resident and tourist cycling (all seasons).

2. Work with Parks Canada and regional partners
to develop a methodology for determining vehicle
occupancy, visitor origin, and travel patterns.

9. Conduct a survey focused on all-season cycling
barriers for residents and tourists.

Public Transportation
3. Purchase additional buses for the Roam fleet and increase
the frequency of high-volume routes to incentivize transit
use and reduce GHG emissions from private vehicle use.
4. Conduct a feasibility study focused on electrifying
Roam bus fleet and Town of Banff Corporate fleet.
a. Develop corresponding fleet electrification
timeline and financial plan.
5. Develop options to expand regional transit service
between Calgary and Banff from weekend/holiday
service to daily service during summer months.
Congestion
6. Implement a market disincentive for resident and tourist private
vehicle use (i.e. a congestion charge, paid parking etc.).
7. Expand current intercept parking lots, and develop
new Train Station and East Entrance lots, to capture
highway vehicle use and support tourists to convert to a
sustainable transportation mode within the townsite.

a. Implement corresponding training and incentive
campaign to support increased all-season biking
10. Promote increased walking commutes by residents in Banff by
prioritizing snow clearing on sidewalks and paths above roads.
11. Institute a reduced vehicle speed limit on all roads
to 30km/hour, to decrease vehicle advantage and
encourage increased active transportation.
12. Build a second pedestrian and cycling connection over the Bow
River to increase walking and biking safety and proclivity.
13. Build a pedestrian and cycling tunnel underneath the CP railroad
tracks to increase walking and biking safety and proclivity.
14. Increase infrastructure for encouraging active
transportation systems on arterial and collector roads
(consider bike lanes, improved bike design and spread,
woonerfs, speed bumps, rumble strips etc.).
15. Pilot no-car days on various high-congestion streets
within the townsite, as a participatory and highprofile engagement and education opportunity
related to increasing sustainable transportation.

a. Develop a plan for offering sufficient sustainable
transportation connections and opportunities (i.e.
trails, bike share stations etc.) at each intercept
lot, and corresponding maps for tourist use.
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photo by Yomex Owo, Unsplash.

case study

Seasonal Parking
Pricing Policy
aspen, colorado

since the implementation of downtown paid parking
in 1995, the City of Aspen’s Department of Parking
has continually looked for new opportunities to manage
parking demand in the mountain town. However, in
2015, parking occupancy at peak time of day ranged
from 50 per cent in the shoulder season to 100 per cent
capacity during the busy summer season.79 In response,
the City of Aspen piloted a data-driven seasonal pricing
policy to address the severe parking demand imbalance
between seasons. The three-month pilot increased
parking pricing by 50 per cent during the peak
summer season, maintained low pricing in off-street
facilities, promoted alternative modes of transportation,
and introduced a public awareness campaign to
encourage residents and tourists to drive less.
As a consequence, the rate of replacement in parking
stalls and corresponding revenue increased, and
more drivers opted to park in off-street facilities. The
pilot was judged a success, as targets to decrease
parking stall occupancy in downtown Aspen by 10
per cent and increase parking revenues by 25 per
cent were exceeded.80 At the conclusion of the trial
period, the City of Aspen Council voted to officially
adopt the policy and has subsequently directed the
additional revenue generated by frequent parking
turnover to fund improvements to local transit
service and the provision of a bike share program.

photo by dconvertini, Flickr.
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case study

START
Bike Share Program
jackson hole, wyoming

in 2015, the start bike share program was piloted by
Friends of Pathways, a non-profit dedicated to the
promotion of sustainable transportation in Jackson
Hole, Wyoming. The three-week demonstration
built upon prior efforts by the group to develop a bike
share feasibility study, and lobby local government
to draft new active transportation plans and improve
infrastructure. With the addition of bike lanes,
formalized bike routes, and new wayfinding and safety
signage, the demonstration period yielded 891 trips by
392 people, for a total of 3,491 kilometres travelled.
In fall 2016, the regional Energy Conservation Works
recommended Town administration adopt and trial the
start bike share program. The program was allocated
a $40,000 operational budget by the Town of Jackson
Hole and the Friends of Pathways, and managed by
a partnership between the local public transit agency
and a private operator. The subsequent summer 2017
trial period saw the system’s 20 bikes and 12 hubs used
more than 4,000 times by 271 account holders, with 75
per cent of program sign-ups made by a visitor.81 For
the 2018 season, the system was increased to 55 bikes
and 17 hubs across the town’s 7.64 square kilometres.
The hub-based bike network uses a tiered pricing
system, allowing riders unlimited rides within a 30minute period using a daily, three-day, or yearly pass.

photo by Mlewis, Wikimedia Commons.
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case study

All-Season
Active Transportation
oulu, finland

the city of oulu, finland is an international leader in
all-season active transportation. Since the 1970s, the
municipality has prioritized the continued development
of an extensive pedestrian and cycle pathway network
to encourage active transportation among its residents.
In addition, the municipality regularly conducts
surveys to understand barriers to winter cycling.
The top barriers cited are cold temperatures and
obstructed or slippery pathways.82 Survey feedback
has informed a consistent and hierarchical pathway
maintenance program, delivered by municipal
contractors.83 During the winter months, 98 per
cent of the network, with paths often cleared
before adjacent roads. On primary paths, the snow
limit is two centimetres, or three under continuous
snowfall. On secondary paths, the snow limit is three
centimetres, or five under continuous snowfall. In
both classes, ploughing, packing and sanding are
conducted prior to morning and afternoon rush hours.
In addition to this operational program, the municipality
also supports network use and expansion with online
cycling route planners, dedicated all-season active
transportation development planning, private sector
outreach to support business development in cycling
and health technology, and promotional campaigns.
As of 2016, the pathway network was 613
kilometres long, providing connections to
neighbourhoods, employment centres, and
educational institutions. Of the 201,124 residents
of Oulu, 12 per cent of the population cycles
in winter and 22 per cent across the year.84

photo by Skitterphoto, Pexels.
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FOCUS AREA

Waste
GOAL: Waste is prevented in Banff whenever possible, and waste produced is primarily diverted through recycling and composting.
waste refers to any unwanted materials and debris generated by a
community, and then managed through recycling, composting and/or
final disposal in a landfill or incinerator. The prevention of waste from
occurring is prioritized as the best environmental option, followed by
reuse, recycling, energy recovery and finally, disposal.

INDICATORS

Waste is a universal and complex issue, with jurisdictions in every
corner of the world considering new ways to manage increasing
amounts of waste generation to limit its impacts to human and
wildlife health, the local environment and economic sustainability.85
The collective reimagining of the waste system is driven by economic,
environmental, and social complications associated with the carbon
footprint of product life cycles and global material markets.

The Town of Banff has a diversion rate of 46% as of 2017.
A comprehensive diversion rate (that includes all waste
producers, i.e. the construction/renovation/demolition
sector and biosolids) is not currently collected.

Circular economy principles have gained favour when designing
waste management systems and programming, offering a systemic
alternative to the predominant linear “take-make-dispose economy
of production and consumption.”86 The circular economy aims to
provide products with low or zero waste potential, keeping products
and materials in use for as long as possible, and improving processing
options for a material’s end of life so it improves natural systems instead
of polluting them.87
The focus area is included in the emp due to the secondary impacts of
waste management on energy use and air and water quality and the
demonstrated desire among the community and commercial sector for
additional guidance and programming.
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Community-wide waste diversion rate (including
construction/renovation/demolition and wastewater
treatment residuals i.e. biosolids)
CURRENT PERFORMANCE

TARGETS
• 70% community-wide waste diversion by 2028
• 90% community-wide waste diversion by 2045
• Zero waste sent to landfill by 2050
RELATED INITIATIVES
• Wastewater Treatment Plant –
Biosolids & Food Waste Processing
• Residential Recycling and Composting Bins
• Non-Residential Clear Bag Program

CONTEXT
Activities associated with waste generation, recovery and disposal
occur daily throughout the world, with the amounts and types of
waste generated, and the ways in which management responsibility
is shared varying greatly. In Canada, approximately 706 kilograms
of waste are sent to the landfill per person on a yearly basis,
making the country one of the highest producers of waste in the
world.88 Municipal governments are responsible for ensuring the
collection, recycling, composting, and disposal of household waste,
while provincial governments are tasked with approving and
regulating waste management facilities and operations. The federal
government focuses on controlling cross-province and international
movement of hazardous material (waste or recyclables).89
Waste generation and management impacts the environment in
various ways across the country, depending on how it is managed.
The most common form of disposal in Canada, landfilling, may
contribute to soil and water contamination, while methane gas
produced at landfills as material decompose accounts for 20 per
cent of Canada’s yearly methane emissions.90 While recycling and
composting rates continue to increase in Canada, both activities
still have a significant carbon footprint and can be quite costly for
some municipalities.91 Many Canadian cities and towns are starting
to promote waste prevention programs that shift the price tag for
managing the end-life of a product to the producer who created it
in the first place (i.e. extended producer responsibility programs).
Due to the systematic and highly visible nature of the waste
issue, there are multiple stakeholder groups that can play a role
in reducing the amount of waste produced, as well as employing
varying diversion techniques and disposal technologies to lessen its
impact. These range from repurposing and reusing a household item
to capturing and treating landfill gas (lfg) to generate electricity.
When it comes to composting, studies show that diverting one
tonne of organic materials from landfill via composting results
in the reduction of one tonne of co2 equivalent, decreased
leachate (liquid that passes through landfill waste) quantities and
odor nuisances, and a variety of other environmental benefits
such as carbon restoration and increased humus formation in
soil, and the reduction in chemical fertilizer applications.92
CONTEMPORARY SNAPSHOT
The Town of Banff offers 48 communal recycling bins within
a five- minute walk for almost all residents, and a further five
residential organics bins distributed throughout the townsite.
Commercial waste generators are required to dispose of waste in
clear bags, acting as a visual reminder to divert more materials.
Most of Banff’s waste (32 per cent residential, 65 per cent
commercial and three per cent public) is sent to the West Dried
Meat Lake Landfill located 300 km away from the townsite.
Construction, renovation and demolition (crd) waste is transported
directly from Banff to the Francis Cooke Landfill 45 km away
(managed by the Bow Valley Waste Management Commission),
and biosolids (outputs from the wastewater treatment process)
are recycled into an agricultural soil amendment at the N-Viro
facility (located at the Wastewater Treatment Plant).93
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Residential recyclable materials are sent to various
recycling facilities and processors throughout Alberta
and British Columbia, and residential organics materials
are composted at Huxted Compost Facility near
Strathmore, Alberta. Commercial recycling is optional
and can be self-collected and dropped off at one of
three in-town sites, or picked up by a private recycler.
When it comes to commercial composting, the Town
of Banff has been offering the non-residential sector a
collection service for discarded food scraps and foodsoiled paper since 2006. As of 2017, 35 out of 112 nonresidential garbage customers were using food scraps
bins to dispose of food scraps and food-soiled paper.94
Banff currently has a waste diversion rate of 46 per
cent, though this rate does not include crd waste,
or biosolids. The majority of waste sent to landfill
in Banff (46 per cent) is organic and compostable
(i.e. food and food-soiled paper, yard and garden
materials, with the second and third most represented
material being non-divertable items (i.e.) waste at 19
per cent, followed by mixed paper at 11 per cent.95
In the Banff Community Plan, the Town of Banff
set a goal of being an environmental role model
for communities around the world and developed
corresponding objectives related to diverting
resources from the Town’s waste stream by increasing
residential and non-residential recycling rates.
The preceding 2015-2018 Council strategic priorities
solidified the Banff Community Plan’s waste-related
environmental goals and objectives, by calling for the
measurement of waste diversion as an outcome under
their ‘Model Environmental Community’ section.

In May 2018, a report from Town of Banff
administration was submitted to Council to provide an
overview of current waste diversion and disposal data
for the Town of Banff, and an assessment of potential
waste diversion tactics which could be used to increase
waste diversion rates within Banff. This report was
accepted by Council as information, to be used as
a guide for increasing waste diversion within Banff
from the current 46 per cent to 70 per cent by 2028.
The Town of Banff aims to be a leader in waste
diversion, but the waste diversion rate – the key
indicator for progress in this realm – does not include
two significant waste streams: the construction,
renovation and demolition sector and biosolids output
from wastewater treatment. Before the Town of
Banff can increase its waste diversion programming,
the two streams will be added to the communitywide total and factored into the calculation of the
diversion rate. This will provide the Town with a
more accurate picture of their waste composition
and which streams to target for diversion.
Another major opportunity for progress in the
waste focus area in Banff relates to the adoption of
circular economy principles and programming in
order to increase waste prevention (i.e. stopping
waste from occurring in the first place) within the
townsite as the first and most environmentally
friendly step on the waste hierarchy. Finally, Banff
will benefit from a concerted focus on increasing
residential and commercial waste diversion amongst
the Town’s priority waste categories (currently
organics, mixed paper and mixed plastic) through
a balanced implementation of voluntary and
legislated diversion programs and bylaws.
Below: Parks Canada signage, illustrating the need for responsible waste disposal in Banff.
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a. Develop corresponding preventable food
waste reduction campaign(s).
2. Launch a collaborative ‘Circular Economy Change Lab’96
(with residents, local waste diversion leaders, and subject
matter experts from the non-profit and private sectors),
focused on collaborating to prevent waste in Banff. Consider
the following challenges as starting points for the Lab:

7. Increase the number of organics and recycling collection bins
for residents
8. Provide free-of-charge food waste disposal units (i.e.
‘Kitchen Catchers’) to all Banff residents to increase
residential composting convenience.
9. Develop a mandatory construction, renovation and
demolition recycling and composting bylaw.
a. Pilot mandatory recycling and composting
for all Town of Banff capital projects

b. How might Banff increase the use and
efficacy of The Re-Use Centre?

10. Complete a feasibility study related to ‘pay-as-you-throw’
programming options for the Town of Banff, whereby residents
pay for waste disposal by weight or volume, while recycling
and composting are free of charge or charged at a significantly
lower rate.

c. How might Banff increase materials sharing and
borrowing, to reduce consumption and waste?

Education and Collaboration

a. How might Banff encourage residents to
repair instead or recycle or dispose?

d. How might Banff eliminate single use items
and plastics within the townsite?
e. How might Banff move toward circular
public procurement? 97
3. Collaborate with other nearby jurisdictions and interested
non-profit groups to promote and support potential waste
prevention policy opportunities at the provincial and federal
level (i.e. provincial-level implementation of Extended Producer
Responsibility programming that requires manufacturers
to cover the costs of managing waste and recycling
associated with the products they produce and sell).
Increased Waste Diversion
4. Add construction, renovation and demolition sector
and biosolid waste to diversion rate accounting.
a. Adjust waste reduction targets as necessary.
5. Require recycling and composting infrastructure, bins and
collection in all Town facilities and for all town-held events.
6. Work with relevant partners to implement a timed series of
materials focused rate disincentives and materials bans on
recyclable materials most commonly found in the waste
streams of the commercial and construction/renovation/
demolition sectors.98

ACTIONS

1. Conduct a study to determine the amount of preventable (i.e.
edible) food waste being produced within the Banff Townsite (for
both residential and commercial sectors), and the reasons why.

How we get there.

Waste Prevention and Circular Economy

11. Conduct a community ecosystem scan and needs assessment
to determine a) which community groups in Banff are working
on waste/recycling/composting issues and b) the ways that the
Town of Banff can collaborate with them to achieve shared goals.
12. Conduct sector specific education campaigns for the residential,
commercial and tourism sectors, to promote and connect
key waste prevention and diversion goals and programs.
a. Innovate and test ‘universal’ education and engagement
materials for the public realm that consider common
places of origin and demographic profiles of Banff’s
visitors. Consider ways to successfully educate visitors
about Banff’s waste prevention and diversion goals
programs before they arrive at the townsite.
13. Engage with the commercial sector to better understand the
‘state of’ single use items in Banff (i.e. straws, coffee cups)
a. Pilot a single use items ban within Town of Banff
buildings and facilities and evaluate results.
b. Based on the learnings from the pilot, develop
a strategy to eliminate specific single-use items
from Banff’s commercial waste stream.
14. Develop a monitoring system to capture GHG information
associated with waste operations (transfer and disposal)
to better understand the impact of waste, recycling and
composting on corporate and town-wide emissions inventories.

a. Conduct a financial review of all rates and adjust
to determine appropriate financial disincentives
for all priority material streams.
b. Require commercial entities to provide infrastructure
for diversion of food and food-soiled paper.
c. Implement materials bans with corresponding
enforcement policies/plans.
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case study

Love Food
Hate Waste
united kingdom

love food hate waste (lfhw) is a preventable food
waste campaign launched by the Waste & Resource
Action Programme (wrap) in the United Kingdom,
with the aim of raising awareness related to food
waste and supporting action to stop it from occurring.
Originally developed and implemented in 2007
to address the seven million tonnes of food waste
generated annually in the United Kingdom (60 per
cent of which was edible), lfhw worked with retailers,
local authorities, businesses, and community members
across the country to deliver a well-researched
and multi-faceted waste reduction campaign.99
Depending on the location and audience, they provided
a series of targeted tips, recipes, messages, graphics
and consumer insights to different groups and through
different communication mediums over a five-year
timespan, resulting in a 21 per cent reduction in
avoidable food waste country-wide (and saving uk
consumers £13 billion).100 In West London alone, food
waste decreased by 14 per cent between October 2012
and March 2013, due to high levels of program support
and uptake. Tactics used to reduce total food waste
per household from 2.6kg to 2.2kg in less than a year,
included radio messaging, digital and print advertising,
supported by community engagement and capacity
building opportunities, such as cooking classes.101
has since partnered with various jurisdictions
and companies around the world, to implement
contextualized campaigns to reduce edible food from
their waste streams. Inspired by lfhw’s success in the
uk and to better understand their own edible food
waste problem, Metro Vancouver implemented a
baseline ‘Food Diary’ study to in 2014 to determine
the extent of edible food waste occurring throughout
the city, asking over 500 households to keep detailed
kitchen diaries. The study determined that over half
of all food waste in Metro Vancouver is avoidable,
and gave them the green light to work with wrap
to adopt a three-year lfhw campaign in 2015.102
lfhw

Since then, Canada’s National Zero Waste Council
(nzwc) developed a National Food Loss and Waste
Strategy and launched a country-wide lfhw campaign
with nine cities and two major Canadian food
retailers to tackle “the 60 per cent of food Canadians
throw away that could have been eaten.”103

photo by fancycrave, Unsplash.
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case study

Circular Economy
Change Lab
ontario, canada

in late 2016, ontario developed the Waste Free
Ontario Act in an attempt to reduce the amount of
waste produced by its citizens (nearly 12 million
tonnes in 2017) and their associated ghg emissions that
account for six per cent of total provincial emissions.
This legislation was a bold move for a provincial
government taking leadership on waste prevention and
diversion, by giving both citizens and the commercial
sector a series of tools and policies to change the way
waste is viewed and handled in the province.104
The Waste Free Ontario Act was an aggressive and
comprehensive answer to Ontario’s climbing waste
generation tonnages – one that had not improved in
almost a decade – and a path toward embracing a
circular economy in Ontario, and ultimately, a zero
waste future. The Government of Ontario defines
circular economy as a way to “eliminate waste, not just
from recycling processes, but throughout the life cycles
of products and packaging. A circular economy aims to
maximize value and eliminate waste by improving the
design of materials, products and business models.”105
Embracing the circular economy is impossible without
working at a systems level and encouraging extensive
collaboration. The Government of Ontario launched
the Waste Free Ontario Act by partnering with The
Natural Step Canada in 2017 to bring together
experts and organizations involved in the production,
sales, use and management of specific materials that
were generated as waste in large volumes, such as
printed paper and packaging (ppp). The process they
used to work together to build solutions was called a
‘Rapid Lab,’ and its purpose was to develop a shared
understanding of the circular economy and the current
state of the waste material they wanted to tackle, to
develop a shared vision for the future of the material,
and do develop and collaboratively test innovative
ideas for advancing the circular economy in Ontario.106
The Rapid Lab process was successful in that it laid
the foundation for different organizations and levels of
governments to work individually and collaboratively
on shared initiatives, toward a shared vision. Since
the lab sessions were completed, concrete action on
several initiatives have already taken place, and more
are scheduled to launch in months and years to come.107

photo by John Moore, Unsplash.
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FOCUS AREA

Water
GOAL: Banff’s water will be of high quality, well understood, responsibly managed, and efficiently used.
water, in the context of the Banff Environmental Master Plan, refers
to municipal responsibilities related to water conservation and supply
security, water and wastewater treatment, and storm and surface
water management. An effective municipal water system supports
the wellbeing of citizens, maintains the health of both aquatic and
terrestrial environments, encourages a number of beneficial ecological
services, and supports local economic development.108

INDICATORS

While water resources often appear limitless to Canadians, the
associated energy and financial costs borne by municipalities to access,
treat, and deliver water to their citizens are significant. At a time of
increasing municipal responsibilities and of rising greenhouse gas
emissions due to energy use, limiting water consumption – even as
access to the resource seems boundless – is a significant step towards
minimizing the carbon footprint of municipal service providers.

As of 2014, Banff’s ‘unaccounted for’ water was at
18%. Measurement not performed regularly.

This focus area is included in the emp due to Banff’s proximity and
access to freshwater resources, and the challenges faced by the
townsite due to high seasonal water consumption and stormwater
management issues.
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Water system loss (L)
Water consumption (litres/person/day, l/p/d)
Monthly and yearly quality targets for Nitrate,
Phosphorus, and Total Suspended Solids.
CURRENT PERFORMANCE

Community-wide litres per day was 810 in 2014.

TARGETS
• 30% community-wide reduction in water
consumption (l/p/d) from 2018 levels by 2033.
60% community-wide reduction in water
consumption (l/p/d) from 2018 levels by 2048.
• Outperform average water quality targets for Nitrate
(0.13mg/L), Total Phosphorus (0.012mg/L), and Total
Suspended Solids (25mg/L) at stormwater outfalls.
• The volume of unaccounted for (production
minus billed-for consumption) water will measure
below 10% of total water use by 2028.
RELATED INITIATIVES
• Residential and Commercial Environmental Rebates Programs
• Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP)
and tertiary treatment system
• Consumption charged weighted-rate
system, with annual increases
• Land Use Bylaw, requiring low-flow fixtures
in new apartment developments.

CONTEXT
WATER CONSUMPTION
In Canada, freshwater resources are subject to relatively low pricing
and high consumption rates. Canadian water pricing rates are equal
to one-quarter of European rates, and three-quarters of American
rates.109 As a consequence, Canadian per-capita water consumption
is second only to the United States among G7 nations. In 2011,
Canadians each used approximately 1.02 million litres of water,
compared to 404,000 and 129,000 litres per capita used by G7
leaders Germany and the United Kingdom.110 While representing
only one per cent of total renewable water use in Canada, the
majority of the nation’s freshwater resources are located far
north of major population centres, making access impractical.
ENERGY DEMANDS
The financial and energy requirements of safe and efficient
municipal water and wastewater service delivery pose a
significant challenge. In Canada, the often-invisible nature of
municipal water management has led to difficulties in ensuring
adequate resources are made available for operations. As a
consequence, more Canadian municipalities are adopting
context-sensitive fee structures reflecting the true cost of service
delivery in order to adjust customer behaviour over time.111
The energy costs associated with access, treatment, and delivery
of municipal water resources present a considerable argument for
more efficient system design and consumer behaviour change. A
2017 report by the Environmental Commissioner of Ontario noted
that municipal water and wastewater services consume, on average,
38 per cent of municipal energy use, and represent approximately
32 per cent of municipal greenhouse gas emissions.112 Water and
energy use are reciprocal; the energy demand to pump, treat, and
deliver water is often met in part by intensive water use in fuel
production and power plant cooling. As a consequence, efficient
water use is an opportunity to achieve impact in the energy sector,
realizing energy savings and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.113
SURFACE AND STORMWATER QUALITY
Surface water quality describes the underlying health
of an aquatic environment, indicated by a number of
biological, chemical, and physical characteristics. These
include measurements of temperature, dissolved oxygen
and solids, suspended sediment, nutrients, metals, and ph.
In Canada, surface water quality guidelines are provided by
the Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment.
While many different factors may influence surface water quality,
including vegetation, flow conditions, and climate, human impact
is seen through the discharge of treated wastewater via point
sources and of stormwater via nonpoint sources. Pollution to surface
and stormwater takes a diversity of forms, including debris and
litter, nitrogen, phosphorus, heavy metals, oils, and solvents.
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TOTAL WATER USAGE AMONG SELECT ALBERTA MUNICIPALITIES, LITRES / PERSON / DAY, 2014
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CONTEMPORARY SNAPSHOT
Banff is located in the Bow River Basin, one of
eleven watersheds in Alberta. The watershed is
fed by a combination of glacial melt, groundwater,
rainfall, and snow melt, with the latter estimated
to deliver 80 per cent of the basin’s annual water
supply.115 Global climate models forecast future
declines in glacial melt and snow accumulation
in the Rocky Mountains and highlight the need
for proactive water conservation planning.116
Water resource management in Banff is guided by both
provincial and federal legislation. At the provincial
level, the Water Act (1999) regulates aquatic and
riparian health, licencing, regional planning, and
residential water use, among other elements. Direction
is also provided by the Government of Alberta’s Water
for Life Strategy, which establishes the following goals
for management of the resource: “to provide a safe,
secure drinking water supply; to support healthy
aquatic ecosystems; and to ensure reliable, quality
water supplies for a sustainable economy.”117
The Town of Banff is subject to additional federal
legislation, due to its location within Banff National
Park. The Banff National Park Management Plan
directs Parks Canada to “work with the Town of
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L/P/D Other

In Canada, there is a growing shift in stormwater
management practice that has deprioritized the efficient
removal of surface runoff in favour of runoff infiltration
and evapotranspiration aimed at reducing volume
and mitigating pollution.114 Conventional systems
direct stormwater runoff first to storm sewers and then
to the receiving water body or to large stormwater
ponds. Contemporary best practices for stormwater
management include rain gardens, bioswales,
green roofs, and naturalized drainage courses.
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Banff to ensure that stormwater, potable water and
wastewater treatment infrastructure is monitored,
maintained, and improved as necessary to
accommodate future demand while maintaining the
leadership standards the Town currently achieves.”118
POTABLE WATER
Banff’s drinking water supply is sourced from an
underground aquifer, last studied for extent and
quality in the early 2000s. The Town does not
operate a water treatment plant; water is instead
treated with chlorine as it is pumped into a reservoir
located on Tunnel Mountain. An assessment of
Banff’s drinking water supply for the years 2012 to
2014 revealed it to have the lowest best individual
and average turbidity – positive indicators of quality
– of 10 Alberta municipalities under review.119
In contrast to water quality, water consumption poses a
challenge to the Town’s environmental leadership goals.
While residential consumption rates are in line with
provincial counterparts, the influence of tourism on
commercial water use is considerable. The 2015 Alberta
Municipal Benchmarking Initiative Report on Drinking
Water notes that water use in 2012 was 845 litres/
person/day (l/p/d), gradually decreasing to 810 l/p/d
by 2014.120 The next highest consumption rate among
benchmarked Alberta municipalities was Medicine
Hat, ranging from 489 to 509 l/p/d during the same
period with a population eight times the size of Banff.
High rates of water use in Banff have led to significant
energy needs due to pumping and treatment from
source. In 2012, Banff consumed 566 kilowatt hours
(kwh) per millilitre produced, rising to 600 in 2014.121
Graph Source: Alberta Municipal Benchmarking
Initiative, “Drinking Water Report,” 2015,
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The Town also contends with water loss from
ageing infrastructure, with the average age of water
mains in the townsite approaching 50 years.122 As a
consequence, Banff has experienced an average of
10.2 water main breaks per year for the period 20122014, the highest of all municipalities surveyed in
the Alberta Municipal Benchmarking Initiative.123
As a response to this issue, a number of water main
replacement projects have been identified and funded
for the 2018-2027 Capital Budget Project period.
STORMWATER
In Banff, stormwater does not undergo treatment
prior to discharge into the Bow River, though some
facilities exist for the separation of undissolved
pollutants. Stormwater is discharged into surface
water – largely the Bow River – using approximately
fifteen stormwater outfalls within the townsite. The
townsite’s fixed boundaries, set by federal Order
in Council at 3.93 square kilometres, precludes the
introduction of any large-scale infrastructure – such as
percolation or retention ponds – to manage stormwater.

Below: The Banff Wastewater
Treatment Plant at dawn.

WASTEWATER
The Banff Wastewater Treatment Plant (wwtp),
located at 400 Golf Course Road, is emblematic of
both the Town’s leadership in water management
and the influence of Parks Canada. Wastewater
from the townsite’s residential and commercial
sources is moved through municipal infrastructure
by gravity and is treated prior to discharge into the
Bow River. Due to the seasonality of the tourism
industry, the wwtp operates at approximately 50
per cent capacity for close to six months of the year,
contributing to additional amortization costs.124
The wwtp is among the largest corporate users
of natural gas in Banff; in 2017, the wwtp alone
required 2.6 million kwh of energy to operate.
Parks Canada Leadership Targets (1998) establish
stringent standards for wastewater treatment and
exceed federal and provincial standards for phosphorus,
suspended solids, and fecal coliform levels. As a
consequence of these standards, the wwtp incurs
higher operating and amortization costs, and energy
requirements relative to provincial counterparts. As
a condition of the continued approval to operate,
the Town of Banff delivers an annual Environmental
Performance Plan (epp) to the Government of Alberta.
The epp identifies current and previous environmental
performance levels and establishes improvement
strategies with respect to the environmental impacts
which emerge from wastewater treatment practice.
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How we get there.

ACTIONS

Measurement and Quality

Consumption

1. Conduct a town-wide water audit to identify
current operational inefficiencies and the amount of
‘unaccounted for’ water volume (system losses).

5. Conduct a water consumption study to determine
key challenges and opportunities for reducing
per person water consumption in Banff

a. Develop a timeline and financial plan to
address all highlighted issues and monitor
‘unaccounted for’ water regularly.
2. Conduct an aquifer assessment to determine
the amount of available groundwater in the
aquifer that can be used sustainably.
a. Develop a plan for monitoring aquifer supply regularly.
3. Assess the ‘state of’ storm and surface water
management in Banff (including current pollution
sources and filtration opportunities).
a. Develop and implement a comprehensive storm and
surface water strategy that includes a plan for regular
in- and outflow monitoring supported by load reduction
quality targets specific to Banff’s climactic, surface
porosity, and infrastructure performance context.
b. Work with Parks Canada to monitor surface water quality.
4. Continue to improve effluent quality from the Banff
Wastewater Treatment Plant, per direction from
the Government of Alberta and Parks Canada.
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a. Work with relevant partners to develop sector
appropriate reduction programs and incentives.
b. Conduct sector specific education campaigns for
the residential, commercial and tourism sectors,
to build capacity and promote water consumption
reduction goals, targets and programs.
6. Design and implement a customized ‘block tariff’ water
pricing system that requires users to pay different prices per
cubic metre for different consumption levels (i.e. between x
to x cubic metres), whereby the largest financial disincentive
is reserved for large consumers known to use more water.
7. Partner with relevant stakeholders to complete a
feasibility study related to requiring low flush and
low flow fixtures for high-volume water users.

photo by Allie Derbyshire, Unsplash.
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case study

Stormwater Quality
Measurement Objectives
melbourne, australia

effective stormwater management is a key part of
the State of Victoria, Australia’s approach to water
resource management. Prior practice emphasized
the efficient removal of stormwater to minimize the
impact on human health and property at the expense
of ecological integrity.125 As a result, stormwater
discharges at more than 1,000 locations throughout
the Melbourne metropolitan area. Of these, nearly
400 outfalls discharge into Port Phillip Bay, a major
water body immediately south of Melbourne.
Consequently, stormwater runoff is the greatest source
of pollution to the Bay’s aquatic environment.126
Since 1999, stormwater management in the City of
Melbourne and the broader State of Victoria is guided
by the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization (csiro)’s Urban Stormwater Best
Practice Management Guidelines (bpemg). Developed in
collaboration with government, industry, and academia,
the bpemg sets stormwater quality measurement
objectives necessary to meet higher level direction in
the State of Victoria’s Environment Protection Policy.
The post-construction objectives for
stormwater quality measurement are:
• Suspended solids (ss):
80 per cent retention of the typical urban annual load
• Total phosphorus (tp):
45 per cent retention of the typical urban annual load
• Total nitrogen (tn):
45 per cent retention of the typical urban annual load
• Litter:
70 per cent retention of the typical urban annual load.127
The State of Victoria Planning Provisions mandate
that all new residential subdivisions meet the
objectives established in the bpemg. For those
subdivisions that are unable to meet established
stormwater quality objectives, developers pay
offset fees to Melbourne Water – the publiclyowned water resource manager – to fund additional
stormwater management works and programs.

photo by Tom Rumble, Unsplash.
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case study

Seasonal
Water Pricing
tofino, british columbia

in 2006, a drought struck the District of
Tofino, a popular tourist destination adjacent
to the Pacific Rim National Park Reserve on
the west coast of Vancouver Island. The state
of emergency prompted the municipality to
reappraise its water management practices.
The District’s annual visitor rates are estimated
by Parks Canada at 800,000.128 Visitor numbers
peak in July and August, with a combined average
of 229,000. In contrast, the winter shoulder
season attracts an average of 78,000 visitors. As a
consequence of this largely seasonal tourism, the
District’s population varies, approximately, from
2,000 to 20,000 over the course of the year.129
Since 2007, the District of Tofino has used a
seasonal rate structure to reduce water consumption
and address infrastructure funding needs. The
rate structure sets a fixed meter reading levy and
five tiers of water use, previously differentiated
for residential and business customers.
A seasonal surcharge is applied to double water
rates in the summer months when commercial
demand is high and water availability is low.
Controversial at the time of implementation, the
municipality was careful to communicate the
benefits of the seasonal rate structure with respect to
adequate system funding, quality, and access.130
In 2015, the municipality simplified its seasonal
rate structure. Commercial users, such as hotels and
restaurants, continue to pay the fixed access and
seasonal surcharge fees. However, the municipality
eliminated the seasonal surcharge for residential
uses, opting instead for a multi-rate fee structure.
The change ensures fees remain predictable for
residents, and revenues certain for the municipality.
The District paired increased revenues from the
seasonal fee structure and provincial grants to
construct a new wastewater treatment facility in
2010 and to improve its reservoir systems.131

photo by Olga Iacovlenco, Unsplash.
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SECTION 5.0

Plan
Implementation
through the development of this emp, a new sense of

THE FOUNDATION OF THE PLAN

environmental direction is established – for the Town

Once the EMP is approved but before the commencement of actions,
an implementation plan will be developed by the Environmental
Services Department at the Town of Banff, whereby specific
corporate and community roles and responsibilities are defined,
a timeline is established and a methodology for collaborative and
iterative delivery of actions and their associated performance
measurement is outlined. A guiding framework for the development
of this implementation plan is outlined and described below and sets
the stage for achieving maximum impact as the EMP is delivered.

of Banff, local organizations, residents and visitors alike.
The collaboratively defined vision, goals, and targets
outlined in each focus area describe the desired future
for the environment in Banff and provide a short-term
frame to achieve long-term impact. A clear plan structure
is essential for achieving positive environmental impact,
however, it is not enough on its own.
This section outlines a framework for implementing the
Banff emp, by identifying the systems and processes to
be established to support results-based, environmental
action in Banff, as well as the roles that the Town of
Banff will play to achieve the goals and targets outlined
in this plan, and to ensure regular and meaningful
community involvement.
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5.1 IMPLEMENTATION FRAMEWORK

EVALUATE AND ADJUST

There are three key elements to this framework:
(1) Gather and Plan, (2) Act and Measure and
(3) Evaluate and Adjust. The elements share a
fluid, cyclical relationship rather than a linear
relationship with a defined start and end, so the
emp can shift and evolve as events occur, progress
is made, and the following elements are re-visited.

This portion of the framework creates space
for the emp to continually improve and
evolve, through intentional and transparent
evaluation and adjustment mechanisms.

GATHER AND PLAN
This portion of the framework involves
information gathering, stakeholder engagement
and action development, all of which laid the
foundation for the first iteration of the emp.
This portion of the framework is already
in motion due to the comprehensive emp
development process described in Section
2.2: About the Banff EMP. As the context
for the emp changes, new information, new
challenges for which actions must be planned,
and new reasons to engage stakeholders –
will all emerge. Re-visiting this portion of
the framework as needed, will ensure that
the emp remains relevant and connected to
current stakeholder needs and desires.
ACT AND MEASURE
This portion of the framework focuses on
executing the actions laid out in the emp and
regularly monitoring progress to inform emp
adjustments as well as future actions. This
framework element allows for concurrent action
and reflection, by building in mechanisms
to gather data and track progress alongside
continual program and project development.
This will be a critical first step to take after
emp approval, where various implementation
partners are identified and assigned actions and/
or roles, and critical baseline and indicator data
is collected to set the stage for success. In order
to ensure that performance measurement is
undertaken in a collaborative and efficient way,
an environmental performance measurement
plan will accompany the emp to facilitate
ongoing data collection and analysis.

Two evaluation and adjustment mechanisms will
be built from the outset to ensure that the emp
is regularly, intentionally and collaboratively
reviewed to determine its efficacy:
• Environmental Master Plan Progress Reports:
will be developed yearly – populated by
information gathered via the performance
measurement plan – and focused on taking
stock of the actions that have been delivered in
the previous year, as well as the state of each
focus area according to progress on related
targets identified within the plan. Reporting
on an annual basis fosters a community-wide
understanding of both the activities being
undertaken and the results that are being
observed. This information can then be used by
the Town of Banff to guide internal workplan
changes, community collaborations, and/or
to adjust actions if sufficient progress towards
reaching targets and goals is found wanting.
• Five-Year Reviews of the EMP: will give the
Town time to administer an in-depth review
and update of the emp. Also informed by the
performance measurement plan, these reviews
should be undertaken collaboratively, and
will reflect on the previous five years of empled action, evaluate emerging trends and new
realities for Banff, and measure performance
on all focus area targets and goals. The result of
these reviews will be a continually updated and
contextualized emp, that reflects the realities of
Banff in 2024 and in five-year intervals beyond.
5.2 IMPLEMENTATION ROLES
In order to effectively implement the emp,
there is first a need to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of stakeholders as they relate
to realizing and monitoring recommended emp
actions. As a strategic municipal plan, overall
leadership, implementation, and accountability
are municipal responsibilities – but there are
numerous ways in which the Banff community
and other levels of government can and
should be involved in implementation.
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While the municipal government has a number of
vital roles to play in the health of the environment of
Banff, the broader community, including community
organizations, businesses, residents and visitors, will
all contribute to realizing the goals of the emp.
In order to clarify the roles that the Town of Banff
will play to implement the emp, as well as the roles
of their partners and the community, and ensure
a healthy environment, the emp implementation
plan will identify and outline the key (internal
and external) responsibilities and roles for each
recommended action. A proposed guideline for
gathering and organizing this information is found
to the right. For each current and subsequent action
in the emp, the guideline should be completed in
collaboration with community whenever possible.

Action Name:

Identified name of the action

Related Focus Area(s):

Identification of the Focus Area(s) to which the action contributes

Town of Banff Responsibility:

Primary, shared, complementary etc.

Town of Banff Role:

Advocate, educator, capacity builder, coordinator, funder etc.

Financing / Resourcing:

Identification of the resourcing that would be required to deliver this action

Community Partners and roles:

Identification of community partners that are linked
to the action and the roles they will play

Timeline:

An identified timeline for implementation

Description:

An articulation of the action to be taken

Why this action matters:

Supporting rationale for the action

Measure of success:

Action-specific measure(s) of success; identification of how
the action will contribute to plan goals and targets

Above: A template for action planning.

THE COMMUNITY
Meaningfully involving the community in implementation
of the emp will be a critical success factor when it comes
to achieving timely and sustainable impact. Taking action
on environmental challenges is a shared responsibility
and opportunity, and a collaborative approach between
the Town of Banff, other levels of government, local
organizations, residents and visitors will be the most
efficient and effective way to make progress.
While the Town of Banff is responsible for coordinating
and resourcing the emp, employing a comprehensive and
transparent framework will enable consistent collaboration.
The following steps will be used as a guideline for facilitating
extensive community involvement in emp implementation:
Step 1: Develop an EMP Working Group
Invite diverse and committed community members
and practitioners – from each of the emp’s focus areas
– to contribute their time, expertise, passion, and lived
experiences to help implement the emp in the form of a
working group. The overarching goals of this group will be to:
• Provide overall guidance
• Support current and future actions and
performance measurement
• Cultivate further community involvement and ownership
• Mobilize resources
• Hold the actors accountable to progress
To ensure that the working group is made up of community
members that are knowledgeable, committed and willing to
collaborate – and to also ensure a diversity of backgrounds
and perspectives – it is recommended that members go
through an application process to gain access, and receive
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public acknowledgement for their contribution. Helpful
criteria for selecting candidates is to focus on those
who embody two or more of the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Hold potential for impact
Are willing to take action in their own work/operations
Are open to collaboration with other organizations
Have subject matter expertise

Step 2: Connect with and Support Active Allies
Determine who in Banff is already working on projects and
actions that support the emp – and create the space for these
active allies to come together to connect and recognize
shared goals. Work with them to co-develop a plan for deeper
collaboration and mutual support of environmental actions.
Step 3: Recognize EMP Achievements
Develop a plan for publicly recognizing organizations,
businesses and citizens who go above and beyond
to achieve or contribute to emp goals.
Step 4: Hold Regular Events and Capacity
Building Opportunities
Develop a timeline of events and capacity-building
opportunities to allow for regular connection points,
check-ins, learning labs and conversations related to the
emp with residents and visitors. Use these interactions
as a means for testing ideas, checking in on progress
from an overall community perspective and promoting
the plan and environmental stewardship in general.

SCALE OF ACTION

2019

2020

PLAN
IMPLEMENTATION

Develop
Implementation Plan

Implement EMP actions

PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT

Develop Performance
Measurement Plan

Collect data and measure performance

CONNECTING
& LEARNING

Ongoing connection and learning opportunities

WORKING
GROUP

Initiate EMP
Working Group

REPORT
& REVIEW

2021

2022

2023

2024

Working Group
Meeting

Working Group
Meeting

Working Group
Meeting

Working Group
Meeting

Working Group
Meeting

Annual Reporting

Annual Reporting

Annual Reporting

Annual Reporting

Annual Reporting

5.3 MOVING FORWARD
Through a shared and results-based commitment to a healthy
environment, the Town of Banff and the community can ensure that
their journey towards realizing the vision of the emp is one that is
highlighted by continual improvement. The chart above outlines a
proposed timeline for implementation of the emp at a strategic level.
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SECTION 6.0

Notes &
References
the banff environmental master plan is supported

6.1 NOTES BEGIN ADJACENT

by an extensive research process undertaken in Phase

6.2 REFERENCES BEGIN PAGE 73

1: Data & Policy Review and Phase 3: Reporting &
Recommendations. The notes and references contained
within this section provide the contextual and intellectual
foundations of the Banff Environmental Master Plan.
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APPENDIX A

Policy
Alignment
this appendix section briefly reviews the policy
framework in which the Banff Environmental Master
Plan is integrated. Each key document is summarized
with reference to its general direction (vision, goals, and
recommendations), and its relevance to the direction
of the Banff emp.
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Banff National Park of Canada Management Plan, 2010
Document Type: Federal
Focus Areas: Air, Ecosystems, Energy, Sustainable Transportation, Waste, Water
The Banff National Park of Canada Management Plan
is a statutory document required under Section 11 of
the Canada National Parks Act, which mandates its
preparation to provide strategic direction for the park.
The plan is supported by several other pieces of federal
legislation respecting environmental impact assessments
(The Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, the
Government of Canada’s Cabinet Directive on the
Environmental Assessment of Policy, Plan, and Program
Proposals), wildlife conservation (The Species at Risk
Act), and limits to community development (Schedule
4 and 5 of the National Parks Act and the Town of
Banff Incorporation Agreement). It is the intent of Parks
Canada to update the Management Plan in 2020.
The ambition of the Banff National Park Management
Plan is to strengthen connections among people,
reduce landscape fragmentation, manage the park as
an integral part of a much larger regional landscape,
and engage stakeholders, visitors, businesses, and
other communities in dialogue and partnerships
to generate new conservation solutions.
The Management Plan also includes specific direction
for the Banff townsite, with regard to planning
and development, natural heritage interpretation,
sustainable transportation, water, and parks
management. Several objectives are relevant to the
development of the Banff Environmental Master
Plan, with emphasis on: the restoration of habitat
and hydrologic connectivity, the expansion of
environmental technologies (attending to renewable
energy, waste diversion, water and energy
conservation), and the management of stormwater.
Human-Wildlife Coexistence: Recommendations for Improving
Human-Wildlife Coexistence in the Bow Valley (Government
of Alberta, Town of Banff, Town of Canmore), 2018
Document Type: Regional
Focus Areas: Ecosystems
The Human-Wildlife Coexistence Report, a product
of a group of technical experts drawn from the Bow
Valley Region, establishes the regional context
for human-wildlife coexistence. Due to the area
topography within the montane ecoregion, people and
wildlife concentrate their movements within valley
bottoms, causing human-wildlife interactions, wildlife
displacement, and human-caused wildlife mortality.
In response to these issues, the technical group
identified six key areas for the improvement of
human-wildlife coexistence: trans-boundary
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management; wildlife in developed areas;
habitat security; food conditioning; people
compliance; and wildlife management.
Under the umbrella of these six key issues,
the group provided 28 recommendations
informed by current trends, data, best practices,
expert opinion, and research literature.
These recommendations include: the improvement
of habitat security in wildlife corridors; the reduction
of human-caused mortality; the removal of natural
and unnatural attractants in developed areas; the
enhancement of habitats outside of developed areas; the
increase of enforcement capacity; and the improvement
of regional collaboration.While concerned with
wildlife management at a regional level, the technical
working group’s recommendations have influenced
the development of the ecosystems focus area.
Town of Banff Community Plan, 2008
Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Ecosystems, Energy, Sustainable Transportation, Water
The Banff Community Plan is the Town of Banff’s
primary strategic document for long-term planning.
Adopted by Banff Town Council in 2008, the
document articulates a sustainable vision for the
Town’s continued development. The Community
Plan acts as the Town’s Municipal Development
Plan, a statutory planning document required of any
Alberta municipality with a population greater than
3,500. A comprehensive review and update of the
Community Plan is currently scheduled for 2019-2020.
The vision is supported by a statement of values focused
on community, heritage, environmental stewardship,
partnership, and inspiration. The vision will be achieved
through progress towards the three thematic areas of
natural environment, society and culture, and economy.
These areas each comprise several unique goals and
objectives, and a set of indicators that are used to
measure progress towards each goal. Indicator reporting
is managed through the Town of Banff’s online
“Community Measures” program, last updated in 2016.
Absent an emp, the Community Plan’s environment
theme area has served as the primary guide for
environmental planning and programming within Banff.
The theme area contains goals and objectives relating
to natural environment (with focus on the Town of
Banff’s relationship to Banff National Park), energy and
water use, and sustainable and active transportation.
In relation to the Banff Environmental Master Plan, the

Community Plan provides foundational understanding
of the Town of Banff’s long-term environmental
priorities, and the roots of four of the emp’s focus areas
(energy, sustainable transportation, water, waste).

Town of Banff Transportation Master Plan Update, 2012

Town of Banff Four-Year Strategic Priorities Action Plan, 2015

The Town of Banff’s 1998 Transportation Master Plan
(tmp) was updated in 2012 to reflect changes in the
Town’s policy context (in particular, the adoption
of a new Community Plan in 2008), travel trends,
service delivery, and community expectations. The
objective of the update process was to develop a plan
reflective of Banff Town Council’s intent to develop
a sustainable transportation system that is adaptive,
effective, feasible, and emblematic of local context and
aspiration. The updated plan is organized by the five
thematic areas of active modes (pedestrian and bicycle
infrastructure), transit, traffic congestion, parking
management, and the movement of goods and services.

Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Ecosystems, Sustainable Transportation
The Town’s Four-Year Strategic Plan is a strategic
medium-term planning document that identifies seven
thematic areas of interest, establishes measurable
outcomes for each, and provides actions for each
that will bring Banff closer to realizing its outcomes.
The Strategic Plan in place during much of the
development of the Banff emp dates to 2015, and links
seven thematic areas – housing, trails, transportation,
economic prosperity, recreation, environment, and
social well-being – into a self-supporting framework
where action in one area can ultimately drive progress
in another. The Strategic Plan is built upon direction
from the Banff Community Plan and several Master
Plans related to the thematic areas. The current term of
the Strategic Plan concluded at the end of 2018, when
a new cycle will begin for the period 2019-2022.
While each of the seven thematic areas are
germane to the emp, particular attention is placed
on the thematic areas of trails, transportation, and
environment. To achieve progress in the trails
theme (Actively Connecting Banff), the Strategic
Plan directs administration to build a high-quality
system of open spaces, trails, and parks that reiterate
Banff’s connection to its natural environment. In
support of the transportation theme (Toward a
Sustainable Transportation System), the Plan provides
a basis for the provision of an environmentally
sustainable transportation system that promotes
active modes of travel (walking, cycling).
Finally, the environment theme (“A Model
Environmental Community”) reiterates language
found in the Community Plan to make Banff an
international environmental role model, to integrate
environmental best practices into municipal operations,
to increase waste diversion and recycling, and
reduce the Town’s impact on the national park’s
ecological integrity. The emp itself is an outcome of
this thematic area. The emp incorporates direction
from the Strategic Plan through the development
of six complementary focus areas (air, ecosystems,
energy, sustainable transportation, water, and waste).

Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Sustainable Transportation

The Transportation Master Plan begins with the
premise that active transportation must be promoted,
expanded, and capitalized upon as the primary means
to mitigate current and anticipated traffic congestion
within the townsite. The Plan clearly outlines
the active transportation opportunity: “there also
appears to be a cultural fit with a general willingness
to walk (and cycle), an appreciate of public health
benefits, convenience, lower environment impacts
and an appreciate of the outdoor environment.”
Town of Banff Trails Master Plan, 2015
Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Sustainable Transportation
Adopted by Town Council in 2015, the Trails Master
Plan supports the creation of a comprehensive trail
network in Banff, to support increased recreational
use, improved visitor experience, and sustainable
active transportation. The goals of the plan include
encouraging active commuting and increasing
connectivity; improving wayfinding, communication,
and user experience; and formalizing trail regulations.
To achieve these goals, the Master Plan provides
a series of recommendations to improve the trail
system in Banff, with a focus on establishing trail
classifications; improving connections; facilitating
visitor experience; providing wayfinding and
signage; improving trail policies, management, and
maintenance; and strengthening partnerships.
The Trails Master Plan gave form to the
sustainable transportation focus area, providing
a recent snapshot of the state and role of active
transportation in Banff, and through its recommended
actions, direction on which to build.
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Town of Banff Long Term Transportation Study, 2016

Town of Banff Options for Waste Diversion Targets & Tactics, 2018

Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Sustainable Transportation

Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Waste

The Long Term Transportation Study is a non-statutory
report prepared in collaboration by the Town of Banff
and Stantec to provide a comparative evaluation of
the potential methods to alleviate congestion caused
by private motor vehicle use within the park. The
report notes, at time of writing, that 93 per cent of
Banff’s visitors arrive to the townsite using a private
vehicle. This uneven mode share has led to increased
traffic congestion within Banff, and with it, has
impacted air and water quality through greenhouse
gas emissions and effluent runoff, respectively.

In spring 2018, Banff Town Council accepted
the Waste Diversion Targets and Tactics report as
information. The comprehensive internal document
establishes the current state and costs of waste
diversion and disposal in Banff; enumerates the
associated environmental benefits of waste diversion;
and discusses best practices employed by other
municipalities. In addition, several waste diversion
tactics (public education and communication;
convenience; financial incentives; and material
bans) are explored in detail. Within the the emp, the
Waste Diversion Targets and Tactics report provided a
practical basis for the creation of the waste focus area.

This study examines a series of possible transportation
solutions to reduce vehicle traffic and position
the Town to achieve its strategic environmental
goals. These possible solutions are: the provision
of new mobility hubs, expansion of road capacity,
and investment in conventional or aerial mass
transit to meet transportation needs. The Long
Term Transportation Study provides detailed
descriptions of potential sustainable transportation
solutions and serves as an important foundational
document for the relevant focus area.
Town of Banff Urban Forest Management Plan, 2008
Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Ecosystems
The Urban Forest Management Plan is a comprehensive
forestry management policy document used to
guide urban forest maintenance for the purposes
of public safety, enjoyment, and conservation.
The document comprises several strategy areas
that underpin the stewardship of Banff’s urban
forest: the removal of unsafe or unhealthy trees to
protect safety and infrastructure, the minimization
of fire risk, the support of a diverse array of plant
species, the removal of invasive plant species,
and maintenance for aesthetic purposes.
As a review mechanism, the authors advocate
for the creation of an adaptive management
framework to monitor plan outcomes on an annual
basis. The Plan also provides an inventory and
economic valuation / preservation rationale for
the townsite’s urban forest, current as of 2008.
The Urban Forest Master Plan is relevant to the
emp focus areas of air, ecosystems, and water. The
relevant focus areas have factored direction respecting
air and water quality, and attractant management
(via non-native tree species management).
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Town of Banff Municipal Census, 2017
Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Sustainable Transportation
The Town of Banff’s most current municipal census,
dated June 12, 2017, provides data regarding the
permanent population of the townsite, including place
of work and housing tenure. Of particular relevance
to to the emp is the data related to transportation
mode share and car ownership. The census includes
summer and winter commuting breakdowns by
mode, with walking and private car ownership
dominating mode choice among available options.
Town of Banff Environmental Stewardship Policy, 2002
Document Type: Municipal
Focus Areas: Air, Ecosystems, Energy, Sustainable Transportation, Waste, Water
In 2002, Banff Town Council adopted an
Environmental Stewardship Policy as a commitment
to deliver high-quality services while minimizing
environmental impact. The policy was developed
to address the environment goals of the Banff
Community Plan, the requirements of the Town’s
Incorporation Agreement, the Banff National Park
Management Plan and other intergovernmental
agreements, and to continually refine environmental
performance at a municipal level.
The policy document includes a comprehensive
definition of sustainability that considers individual
economic, environmental, and social elements in order
to meet the needs of the present while considering the
future. Additional definitions are provided for the terms
“ecological integrity” and “environmental stewardship.”
The high-level direction of this legacy policy has
informed the underlying framework of the Banff emp.

APPENDIX B

Engagement
Feedback
This appendix section contains the breadth of
engagement feedback gathered in Phase 2: Stakeholder
Engagement and Phase 3: Reporting & Recommendations
of the planning process. Within this section, you’ll
find the Phase 2 What We Heard Report and Phase 3
Questionnaire Results.
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PHASE 2: STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION

What We Heard
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
the phase 2 what we heard report provides a summary of phase
activities, an overview of what was heard from public and targeted
stakeholders, and discusses next steps for the project as of July 2018.
The first public consultation was delivered from June 8 to July 3,
2018, and offered an opportunity to the public to provide ideas for the
development of an Environmental Master Plan.
The process was structured to provide multiple “touchpoints,”
to ensure the Town received a diversity of perspectives on the
environment in Banff. A variety of approaches were used to obtain
feedback, including: an online questionnaire, a sounding board located
in Central Park and at Town Hall, pop-up engagement sessions,
stakeholder interviews, and an targeted stakeholder workshop.
A second consultation phase, focused on the community review of the
draft Environmental Master Plan, was delivered in December 2018.
Results from that process are provided on page 97.
The report is structured in four parts. Section 1 links the consultation
phase to the broader emp planning process, while Section 2 describes
the underlying engagement methodology. Section 3 continues
with a discussion of key themes and highlights that emerged from
feedback collection and analysis. The report concludes with Section
4, connecting the results of Phase 2 with the development of a draft
Environmental Master Plan for the Town of Banff.
report originally created july 2018.
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KEY INSIGHTS
Stakeholders provided a diverse range of feedback,
prompted by a number of engagement questions and
tactics. Key insights from this feedback include:
The fundamental tension that exists between the tourism
mandate of the Town of Banff and the environmental
preservation mandate of the larger Banff National Park.
An overall impression that the Town of Banff should assume a
leadership position in municipal environmental management.
The existing level of commitment, awareness, and education of
natural environment factors within the townsite population can be
harnessed to achieve environmental impact and leadership goals.
The need for collaboration among stakeholders
within Banff to achieve environmental aims.
The understanding that environmental issues are diffuse, and
so there is no one step to take to mitigate environmental
harm. Instead, varied solutions, achieved through
technological advancement, policy, incentives, enforcement,
education, collaboration, and capacity-building, are
needed in concert to realize environmental gains.

Engagement
Insights

1.0 THE ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN
The Town of Banff is looking to continue its
tradition as an environmental leader, adopting
and implementing innovative programs to
protect and enhance the natural environment.
The development of an Environmental Master
Plan will help create a road map to a sustainable
future for our community, fulfilling one of
the seven key elements of Council’s previous
four-year Strategic Plan for 2015 to 2018.
The intent of this project is to develop
an innovative and comprehensive
Environmental Master Plan (emp) with
action / program recommendations
for the next 10 years of community
development within Banff. The emp will:
• Guide the Town’s strategies, goals and
targets for a sustainable future, preserving
and enhancing the health of our natural
environment within our existing footprint and
finite limits to growth
• Be a strategic long-range plan that is
amendable, flexible and adaptive while
intrinsically committed to the achievement of
the Town’s Community Plan and place within
Banff National Park. Although the emp will
cover a 10-year timeframe, it will place greater
emphasis on a series of shorter term action plans
for the next five years
• Be informed by the Town of Banff Community
Plan, past experience, and other additional
information gathered during consultation with
community and Council
• Be one of the Town’s strategic documents that
will advance and expand on and guide the
implementation of additional sector-specific
implementation plans (i.e. waste, water, energy,
transportation / trails, wildlife coexistence, air
quality, climate change / ghgs, etc.).
Insights from the community engagement
process are a key input into the development
of an emp for Banff. The parallel work of
Phase 1 (Understanding Success & Data
Gathering) provides additional information
to establish the direction and actions
for an Environmental Master Plan.

Contextual
Data

Banff
Environmental
Master Plan

Research &
Case Studies

Banff
Policy Direction
This What We Heard Report provides a
summary of the feedback provided through the
various engagement approaches, as described
in Section 2. Key themes and highlights are
shared in Section 3, to provide an overview of
what was shared by participants in the process.
Select verbatim feedback is found at the end
of the report. Summary insights and detailed
feedback were used to inform the strategic
environmental direction for the Town of
Banff during the drafting of the emp.
2.0 THE ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
The initial engagement conversation took place
from June 8 to July 3, offering the public a chance
to share ideas for the emp. The engagement
process was designed to provide multiple entry
points into the conversation, allowing for
increased opportunity to participate and obtain
varying views on the environment in Banff.
A variety of engagement approaches were used
to obtain feedback. These approaches included:
• An online questionnaire on the Town website
• A sounding board located in Central Park and
in front of Town Hall
• Pop up engagement with members of the
project team in Central Park
• Interviews with key stakeholders
• An interactive workshop with key stakeholders.
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Question

Type

Online

Sound. Board

Pop-up

Interview

1. What do you believe the Town of Banff’s
environmental priorities should be?

Workshop

Priority Ranking
of six focus areas, other.

•

•

•

•

5. The Town of Banff should build strategies
for the reduction of the environmental impact
of the tourism industry.

Likert Scale
(5-point, Strongly Agree
Strongly Disagree)

•

•

6. How can Banff best achieve its
environmental priorities?

Multiple Choice
(Education programs, demos,
incentives, bylaws & policies).

•

•

•

2. What is the most significant environmental
issue facing Banff?

Open

•

•

•

•

•

3. What do you need from the Town of Banff
to adopt more environmentally friendly
practices?

Open
•

•

•

•

•

4. Are there any environmental initiatives that
you have seen elsewhere which should be
implemented in Banff?

Open
•

•

•

•

7. How might the Environmental Master Plan
best reflect the unique environmental, social,
and political context of Banff?

Open
•

•

8. How can the Environmental Master Plan
Open
help foster sustainable environmental practices?

•

•

9. How might the Environmental Master Plan
support your own work? How might it hinder?

Open

•

10. What core elements do you believe an
Environmental Master Plan should include?

Open

•

11. What has your experience and impression
been of previous environmental initiatives by
the Town of Banff?

Open
•

2.1 QUESTION DESIGN

2.2 RESPONSE LEVELS

A series of questions were developed to obtain views
from participants during this phase of engagement.
The table above outlines these questions and their
delivery through the various approaches to engagement.

During the initial phase of engagement, there were
approximately 1,454 individuals who engaged
with the process. The level of participation by
engagement approach can be found below.

Engagement Approach

Participants

Online

263
Notes: 188 complete / 75 partials. Residents comprised 88% of respondents, while visitors were 10%.

Sounding Board

489
Notes: Residents comprised 38% of respondents, while visitors were 52%. The other 10% did not provide an answer.

Pop-up engagement

670

Notes: This included visitors who spent time reading questions or responses on the sounding board.
Workshop

26
Notes: Workshop included a variety of stakeholders, led through a 3-hour discussion series on the environment in Banff.

Interviews

6
Notes: This included representatives from Parks Canada, Banff and Lake Louise Hospitality Association,
Banff Lake Louise Tourism, and the Bow Valley Naturalists.
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3.0 WHAT WE HEARD

3.1 GENERAL PUBLIC FEEDBACK

As identified in Section 2.1, a variety of questions
were asked during the initial engagement process.
This Section provides an overview of key themes
heard across these questions. Feedback is divided
into two subsections – general public feedback and
stakeholder feedback. This enables an understanding
of both broad sentiment as well as feedback from
involved organizations that can have an influence
on environmental management in Banff.

As shown in Section 2.2, the origin of participants
varied significantly between in situ and online
engagement tactics. With over four million visitors per
year to Banff National Park and a local population of
under 10,000 people, it is helpful to understand how
answers to questions differed between these two groups.
Accordingly, the following responses to engagement
questions in the following pages is divided between
the sounding board and online sources of feedback.

QUESTION

What do you believe the Town of Banff’s
environmental priorities should be?
[ m.c.: air / energy / water / active transportation / wildlife management / waste diversion / other ]
This question provides insights into what
participants view as the most important elements
that should be addressed by the Town. There was
variation between the sounding board and online
responses to this question. Given the difference of
respondents (sounding board receiving a significantly
higher rate of visitor responses versus online), the
identified priorities by source are shown below.
The varied responses to this question potentially
illustrate differences between the day-to-day lived
experiences of residents versus the sense of priority
for visitors, which is based on much less time spent
in the community. This highlights the challenge
of establishing priorities that address the local
community’s concerns with addressing perceived
priorities among visitors who can have such a
significant impact on the environment in Banff.

AVERAGE - WEIGHTED SUM / RESPONSES

5

4

3

2

1

0

air

energy

water transport wildlife waste

other

FOCUS AREA
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QUESTION

What is the most significant
environmental issue affecting Banff?
This question provides additional insight into issue
prioritization by participants. This question saw
greater alignment between the sounding board and
online, with the first five issues being the same. The
identified issues by source are shown below.
Sounding Board:
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.

Waste Diversion
Other: Sust. Transportation
Other: Tourism
Wildlife Management
Air
Other: Human Impacts
Other: Business
Water
Active Transportation
Other: Climate Change
Energy

Online
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.

Waste Diversion
Other: Sust. Transportation
Other: Tourism
Wildlife Management
Air
Energy
Other: Human Impacts
Other: Development
Active Transportation
Other: Climate Change
Water

QUOTES:
“Refuse / waste / pollution and the lack of support to show
visitors that we take it seriously and we are in a national
park maybe more signage, fines for people who litter,
more regular garbage pickups from local housing. I’ve
just walked past a waste facility off spray ave and it was
overflowing and rubbish sprawled out all over the ground.”
“Over-tourism. Seriously though, can we make tourists
stop driving and promote more public transportation?
Charge for parking and make public transit free, put
free community bicycles around town, actually hand
out tickets when tourists are way too close to wildlife!”
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QUESTION

What do you need from the Town of Banff to
adopt more environmentally friendly practices?
This question provides insight into where participants
see a role specifically for the municipal government to
take action. Generally, the issues identified align with
top priorities identified in question 2. This highlights
an opportunity for the identification of actions that the
Town of Banff can take to address issues that residents
and visitors alike deem important. The identified
issues by source are shown in the table below.
Sounding Board:
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.

Waste Diversion
Other: Sust. Transportation
Active Transportation
Other: Single-use plastics
Other: Park & Ride
Air
Wildlife Management
Energy
Other: Natural Environment
Other: Education
Water

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

150

120

Online
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.
08.
09.
10.
11.

Waste Diversion
Active Transportation
Other: Education
Other: Sust. Transportation
Other: Enforcement
Other: Compost Program
Other: Incentives
Other: Single-use plastics
Wildlfe Management
Energy
Other: Park & Ride
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60

30

QUOTES:
“Ban single use plastics (many of the bars in town are
already taking initiative on this with things like straws).
Ban plastic bags at the grocery store, use paper bags
instead. Encourage visitors to this town to become aware
of our initiatives/policies before they get here, and what
they can do to conform when they get here (ie, bring
a backpack, bring a reusable mug, etc). Education to
visitors about how our tap water is amazing to drink
and ban the sales of single use water bottles everywhere
in the park, maybe more water fountains to help with
this so that water is easily accessible. More enforcement
from bylaws concerning idling, more signs, awareness
campaign, etc. Limiting car traffic on even more streets
within the town of Banff and continuing to encourage the
use of public transit and cycling/walking. Maybe have a
day or two a week (Saturday/Sunday?) when the town
is closed to cars and becomes a pedestrian/bike friendly
haven. We should be a leader on all of these issues. I’m
willing to volunteer and help in any way I can.”

0

air

energy

water transport wildlife waste

other

FOCUS AREA

“Better recycling information. Also bins to use within the
household should be provided. Charlottetown is a great
example. They provide labelled bins to each household
including a compost bin! Make things fool proof for people!”
Banff Environmental Master Plan
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QUESTION

Are there any environmental initiatives ...
elsewhere which should be implemented in Banff?
Given the popularity of Banff as an international
destination, this question provides insight into the
experiences and observations of those that are from,
and have visited other parts of the world that have
potential lessons for Banff. The locations identified
were varied, as is shown by the map below.

200

Across these identified examples, there are
themes related to the feedback heard. Again,
waste diversion and transportation rated highly,
as in other questions. The identified themes
by source are shown in the table below.

150

Sounding Board:

100

01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.

Waste Diversion
Other: Sust. Transportation
Active Transportation
Water
Energy
Wildlife Management
Air

Online
01.
02.
03.
04.
05.
06.
07.

Waste Diversion
Active Transportation
Other: Sust. Transportation
Energy
Wildlife Management
Air
Other: Education

NUMBER OF RESPONSES

50

QUOTES:
“In Europe and Kimberley BC, they have “car free”
inner city zones. I want Banff to, at least on a trial
basis, remove cars from Banff Avenue on specific days
of the summer months. Make these days a “celebration”
event where pedestrians, cyclists, dog walkers are
brought onto Banff Ave to create a sense of community
and enjoy a noise-free and pollution-free day.”
“Yosemite has banned plastic grocery bags and has an
excellent free bus system that almost eliminates the use of
private vehicles. We could push to do something similar.”
“Waterton had a “we’re full” day last
year... maybe it’s time we did that?”
“Reduce amount of plastics- cutlery, to-go containers,
straws, plastic bags, etc. Extended recycling
program. More receptacles around town.”
“Cost (charge) for plastic bags (in the UK,
this saw 85% decrease in bag use).”
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OPINION

The Town of Banff should build strategies
to reduce the environmental
impact of tourism.
This question provides insight into the general level of
support for the Town building strategies that specifically
speak to the tourism industry. There was a significant
level of support for this statement, which helps ground
the upcoming work of drafting and refining the emp.

STRONGLY AGREE
(77%)
AGREE
(19%)
NEUTRAL
(19%)
DISAGREE
(0.3%)
STRONGLY DISAGREE
(1%)

QUESTION

How can Banff best achieve its
environmental priorities?
This question provides insight into the approach that
the Town should take to achieve its environmental aims.
As illustrated by the graph below, there is a relative
even level of support for the four mechanisms presented,
with ‘more demonstrations’ receiving the lowest level
of support. As the emp project proceeds to the third
phase of work, this feedback can inform the kinds of
actions that are recommended for inclusion in the plan.

BYLAWS & POLICIES
(33%)
MORE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
(25%)
MORE FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
(24%)
MORE DEMONSTRATIONS
(17%)

Banff Environmental Master Plan
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4.0 STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK

WORKSHOP FEEDBACK - TRENDS

Through the stakeholder workshop and interviews,
a diversity of issues were explored in more depth
than was allowed through tactics such as the
online questionnaire and the sounding board.
The feedback gathered through the engagement
process provided key insights. These included:

Workshop participants were asked to consider how
future trends could impact the community. Trends
can have both a positive and negative impact on the
community, but in each instance, the more aware that
the Town is of these trends, the better equipped the
community will be. Understanding these forces and
how they can influence the Town of Banff will help
build a more realistic plan and resilient community.

• There is an inherent tension that exists between
the tourism mandate of the Town as an economic
driver and the environmental preservation mandate
for Banff National Park. Stakeholders (as well
as the general public) understand this tension
and do not shrink away from this dialogue.
• There is a general sense that Banff should be
a leader in environmental management.
• There is a sense that the level of commitment
and education in the community can be a
positive force for environmental innovation
that can lend itself to continued recognition
of the aforementioned leadership role.
• There is a real appetite for collaboration
amongst stakeholders, across sectors, to achieve
environmental aims. While stakeholders
recognize that this collaboration is not always
the easiest path, there is a shared commitment
to improving the environment in Banff.
• Stakeholders recognize that there is no ‘silver bullet’
to address various environmental challenges. Rather,
there is an understanding that varied solutions
– technology, policy, incentives, enforcement,
education, capacity-building – all will contribute
to the environmental gains that are sought after.
The feedback provided from stakeholders offered a
diversity of insights, including ideas for action, insights
into the unique Banff context and ideas on collaborative
needs and opportunities. The end of this report
provides an overview of all the feedback received.
This material will be continually used and referred to
during the drafting process over the coming weeks.

POSITIVE TRENDS
Moving through a facilitated exercise, participants
identified trends they believe to have the
highest potential to have a positive influence
on the community in the next 10-20 years.
These trends, in descending order are:
• Improved regional transportation management will
allow people to move from the airport to towns and
trailheads within the Banff region without a car.
• Visitors will continue to value, expect and demand
environmental stewardship from the Town of Banff.
• People are shifting their mindset and as a result,
many residents and visitors are deciding to switch
towards sustainable modes of transportation.
• Both high and low level tech is leading to
innovative environmental solutions that are both
large in scale and relate to day-to-day practices.
• Shifting social norms have led to increased desire
for environmental preservation and sustainability.
The Town of Banff can leverage these norms to
ensure environmental initiatives are implemented.
• Local, federal and provincial government
bodies are supportive of environmental
infrastructure in the Town of Banff, which
will continue to allow for council members
championing environmental progress.
• Increased use of low impact transportation (transit,
cycling, etc.) will reduce the amount of cars
on the road, leading to reduced greenhouse gas
emissions and less strain on existing infrastructure.
• Technological enhancement will continue
to provide innovative solutions that
are good for the environment.
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NEGATIVE TRENDS

5.0 NEXT STEPS

Similar to the exercise on positive trends,
participants shared views on trends that can
have a negative impact on the environment in
Banff. These trends, in descending order are:

This report marks the completion of Phase 2
(Stakeholder Consultation), covering the initial
community conversation about the Banff emp.

• It is challenging to shift the behaviour of
people (visitors and residents), and many
people behave unsustainably (car use,
water use, overall consumption, etc.).
• The political climate can have a negative impact on
the environment in Banff. There are varying levels
of political support for environmental initiatives.
• The Town of Banff has a finite carrying capacity,
and the amount of visitors and residents will
likely continue to exceed this capacity.
• There is pressure to ensure visitors have a positive
experience in the Town of Banff, but there
is also pressure to ensure the environment is
cared for. Conflict can arise between these two
forces (i.e. restricting visitor trail use or parking
availability due to limits in carrying capacity)
• With the increased threat of climate change,
the need to invest money in adaptation takes
resources away from mitigation efforts.
• The Town of Banff is known for being a natural
destination, where residents and visitors can
escape to pristine nature. However, economic
incentive for financial gain also exists. These
two strong desires (to escape to nature and to
maximize financial gain) conflict with each other.

The information provided in this report will be
complemented by the insights gained through the work
of Phase 1 (Understanding Success & Data Gathering).
Combined, the information in this report and
community engagement insights provide the basis for
the development of a draft emp for the Town of Banff.
In the coming weeks, the project team will review initial
ideas for action. As the emp project proceeds into the
third phase of work, the information from the general
public and stakeholders will be used alongside insights
from the research as material to inform action planning
and prioritization. This process is outlined below.
The intention of the coming work and subsequent
emp is to establish an extremely focused set of
actions that moves beyond broad generalities,
aligning with the direction of the rfp for: “short,
and medium term recommendations (5 and 10)
on what capital projects, policies, additional plans,
guidelines, bylaws, public programs, education
campaigns and other tools the Town should
implement to achieve the identified priorities.”
The initial ideas for action will be integrated into a
draft emp, which will be shared with the community
for review and feedback in fall 2018. Feedback will
then be incorporated into a finalized emp, which will
be presented to Town Council for approval in 2019.

INFORMATION GATHERING
& PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT

INITIAL ACTION PLANNING
& DRAFT EMP
REVIEW &
FINALIZE
EMP

Banff Environmental Master Plan
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DATA-DRIVEN STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK (28 JUNE WORKSHOP)
TOURISM:
How might the Town of Banff accommodate
its tourism industry while also meeting
environmental goals?
• Promote regional vs. global tourism
• Day visitor limits
• Invite best environment ideas
from world to pilot
• Paid parking, use revenue to
advance environmental goals
• Free transit if park intercept lot
• Mandate rules on low flow water
and single use plastics/disposable
• Pedestrianize downtown Banff
• More controls on vehicle use/
patterns- transport initiatives (bike
share, shuttles, golf carts)
• Need some radical decisions
on summer traffic volumes
• Roam passes for hotel guests,
free/easy access to transit
• Build the environmental values into
out brand and consumer offering
• Maybe it can’t?
• No private vehicles
• Quotas
• Incentive programs to decrease
water and energy
• Vehicle management
• People expect Banff to be different,
make it different - take risks
• Stewardship naturalist programs

How might a rise in education and income
among residents impact Banff’s environment?

What can the Town of Banff do to ensure
a continued decline in energy use?

• Can implement more complex programs
• Leverage ego of educated people,
request their input, proud of education
• Provide more info and opportunity
to engage and respond to issues
• Creates an opportunity for more
aggressive policies because better
education= better understanding
• More citizen science
• Recognize and celebrate
environment champions
• Educated population defend and
support the brand value
• Provide carried education
programs targeted to different
levels and different languages

• Education
• Energy audits
• Regime staff housing have
energy efficient appliances
• Disincentives for large consumers,
bigger carbon tax
• Explore potential for geo-thermal
• Incentive programs (x3)
• Collaboration among Town of Banff
and all sectors; commercial (especially
hospitality), residential- Active
brainstorming and working together
• More Chads
• Continue rebates incentives and education
• Energy audit of town buildings
• Manage visitor numbers
• Great solar rebate program
(5x rebates of education)
• Energy technology
• Incentive programs
• Hoteliers and landlord rental
building stock instillation
• Need to report and fine local organizations
• Reduction tactics
• Education and communicationchange behaviour strategies
• Progressive energy efficiency and
water conservation standards,
commercial and residential

ENERGY USE:
What is driving the trend of decreased
energy use per capita?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

INCOME & EDUCATION:
How might a rise in education and income
among residents impact Banff’s environment?
• Increase consumerism (desire
for house, cars, etc.)
• Capacity to problems and engage
community to solve tech issues
• Educated people make better
environmental decisions
• More capacity to pay $
• Educated people, making
high level decisions
• More residents wanting more
luxuries, can the town sustain this?
• The ability to make a more
informed decision
• Education - ability to understand
complexity of environmental challenges
• The economic ability to make
behaviour choices
• More disposable income permits
sustainable choices
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Water recovery usage
Social norms (x2)
Social norms- greening
Water recovery and usage - 80%
of power goes to water usage
Gas reduction is mainly from warmer
winters (re: weather data)
Incentive (x2)
Electricity decline is technology
driven, and partly due to
energy-economies of scale
Education and awareness
Better technology (low flow, leed, etc.)
All builds standards (not just town) (x2)
Financial incentives for solar panels
Increased improvements in
technology- appliances use less
energy, cheaper solar panels, etc.
Technology, example LED lights, set back
thermostats, solar panel incentives, etc.
Government rebates- provincial
and municipally
User fees to change behaviour
Policy and regulations
Action of changing attitudes,
consumer values driving change

TRANSIT:
What is driving the trend of increased transit use?
• Increased visitor numbers
• Becoming more affordable and convenient
• Increased frequencies from
convenience and cant find parking
stall so easier to Roam
• Not wanting to drive in the congestion
• Increased frequency- increased
riders- education and commitment
• Human values
• Increased cost of vehicles
• Availability, increased routes, frequency
• Great communication and branding
• Visitor experience, promotion,
peer pressure encourage
• Transit offer needs to be
better than driving (x2)
• Free, availability, routes,
schedules, reach (x2)

What can the Town of Banff do to ensure a continued
increase in transit use?

How can the Town of Banff support individuals and
industries to continue to consume less water?

• More connections to trail
heads, regional integration
• Free fares (X5)
• Extended hours
• Promote this as part of the ski
are redevelopment (x2)
• Employer incentives for living in
Canmore and staffed in Banff (x2)
• Paid parking for private vehicles
• Continual improvements to
service (frequency, connection,
new routes, hours)
• Preferred bus lanes
• Attract the right visitor (x2)
• Continue monitoring traffic and
mode shift communications
• Free transit, paid parking, restrict
car usage, congestion charge
• Invest and expand- continue
• Increase capacity for buses
on route 3 and others
• Paid parking
• Restrict car use
• MD bighorn support
• Zone fares
• Connectivity to other nodes (Banff
Center) and opportunities (bike share)
• More sightseeing information on buses

•
•
•
•

WATER:
What is driving the trend of decreased per capita
water consumption?
• Craft beer
• Tighter water system
(repairing leaks) (X2)
• Water conservation technology
• Water meters increase cost of water
• Conservation technology
• Efficient appliances- technology
• Better habits and values
• Increase in visitor awareness
• Less lawn watering
• Water use economies of scale
• More efficient technology
(low flow toilets)
• Communication and education
• Energy efficient technology
and equipment
• Repair infrastructure, decrease water loss

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building code requirements
Mandate low flow controls
Financial incentives
Rules on commercial developers to
reduce need to water landscape
Incentives (x2)
Bylaws and policy requiring
water saving behaviours
Reuse programs
Programs to support targets
Education (x2)
Destination wide reduction targets for
residential and commercial sectors
Incentives and pricing cost of water
Increase cost per litre
Rain barrel programs
Infrastructure improvements - leaky pipes

HUMAN-WILDLIFE OCCURRENCES:
How might the Town of Banff help assist the region
with continued decrease of negative human-wildlife
occurrences?
• Improved communication with
other agencies and municipalitiesjoint management (x2)
• More active communication to
visitors through more channels
(signs, hotels, organizations, etc.
• Limiting events that attract visitors
and send people around
• Enforce/support wild life closures
• Attract the visitor who
values this protection
• Discourage habited animals
• Animal proof garbage bins
• More limits to animals in Town of
Banff, fencing, active dispersal
• Education to visitors on how
to act in this special place
• Limit access to wildlife corridors
• Zoning
• Control attractants (x5)
• Education
• Tell people what to and what not to do
• Limit development

How might the Town of Banff help assist the region
with continued decrease of negative human-wildlife
occurrences?
• Communicate to visitors and
residents in multiple ways
• Limits to the visitor experience
• Mass transportation should reduce the
roadway human/wildlife mortality
• Urban forest maintenance
• Transportation initiatives
• Better understanding of nature
• Better train design (x2)
• Indigenous guardianship programs

WASTE:
What is driving the trend of decreased quantity of
recyclables per person?
• More visitors
• Modified data collection
methods- more precise
• Education and communication
• Influence of provincial and
national programs
• Current recycling info is confusing
How can the Town of Banff support individuals and
businesses to generate less waste?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taxes on plastics
Education
Make it easy
Bear proof compost system
Eliminate planned obsolescence
Support and encourage consumer
driven-end of life product recycling
reuse program (like trees)
• Support for businesses that
are package free
• Transfer cost of waste management
back to the producer.
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MAJOR PROJECTS:
What is driving the trend of major project
investment?
• Social need housing, life
cycle re investment
• Growth in population
• Money
• Since cost of living is high, and average
wage is low, we need lots of investment
• Visitors
• Growth in visitation (x2)
• Population pressures
• Resident demand
• Funding availability for
sustainability projects
• Community values
• Community
• Increased visitation therefore increased
services, and more residential beds
• Public transportation needs
• Increased visitation drive
increased serviced required
• Current health of Banff tourism
economy reinvestment is within the
approved development limits
What opportunities do major projects bring for
environmental improvement in Banff?
• New projects can meet
environmental standards
• Projects are about sustainability
• Opportunity to decrease carbon footprint
• Infrastructure upgrade in technology (x2)
• LEED certifications
• Lower local/global impacts
due to better technologies
• Retrofits with new technology
• Upgrade infrastructure,
water, sewer, power
• Reduced carbon footprint (x2)
• Transportation improvements
and infrastructure
• Reputable environmental gain
with every new project

ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION:
How can the EMP support active transportation
in Banff?
• Make cycling and walking safer,
designated bike lanes, sanded
winter trail, etc. (x2)
• Peer pressure challenges (x2)
• Secure bike lock ups
• Dedicated bike lanes
• Stop use of call buttons for
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

pedestrians at intersections
Disincentive to drive- paid parking (x4)
Make this option better, good, safe routes
Encourage shower facilities
Bike learn to ride/repair
Community e-bikes like victoria or Europe
Positive or negative economic
leavers to shift behaviour (paid
parking, rebates for bikes)
Improve infrastructure- bike
racks, safe biking lanes
Transit shelter
Better snow removal
Secure bike storage options
Town clears snow from all
sidewalks- ahead of streets
Allow operation change for
evening servicing
Increase investment in
pedestrian routes in winter
Increased bike parking
Fill gaps in sidewalk network
Dedicated bike lanes/routes
Make driving a personal vehicle
less convenient and more costly
Bike share program
Set rules allowing e bikes and e scooter
Make winter walking safer at intersections
Disincentives to drive
Railway crossings
Increase bike capacity on buses (x2)

TRENDS STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK
POSITIVE TRENDS IDENTIFIED BY STAKEHOLDERS:
• Regional transportation management
(between air travel, land
travel and trail heads)
• Increased demand for a place
to escape to nature
• Low impact transportation
• Shift in visitor expectations and values
• Governance (council champions):
Local/Federal/Provincial supportive
of environmental infrastructure
• Opportunity to leverage social
norms and desires - environmental
preservation and sustainability
• Technology enhancement
• Social awareness and demand
• Mental and modal shift
• Increase use of electric
vehicles and e-bikes
• Transit
• Carbon use restriction (national level)
• Alternative energy investment,
R&D, capacity
• Increased anxiety and stress due to phones

• Continue work on environment
science setting/meeting standards
• Limits to growth within town of Banff
• Increase value of natural resources (water)
• More education and awareness
about environment for kids
• Increase demand to walk
• Increase demand for environmental
connection away from cities
• Regional connections
• Financial gains from the tourists
• Increased indigenous involvement
in town management
• Autonomous vehicles
• E-bikes
• Active transportation
• Increased education and knowledge
• Expectation of residents and visitors
that we will be environmental leader
• Urban needs to have natural areas
• Climate change impacts driving
peoples willing to make changes
to protect the environment
• Intolerance of litter
• Concern for water safety and food security
• Individual group empowerment to act
• International focus on reducing GHG
• Animal-human interactions
and new approached to lead to
more preservation methods
• Affordable mass transit local and regional
• Communicate/social media
• Extreme weather events increase and
awareness and willing to take action
• Increasing desire of citizens
to recycle and compost
• Indigenous leadership
• Town site fixed boundary
and need to reside
• Carbon pricing
• Regulation limits
• Low impact transportation
• Increase mass transit usages,
visitor and commuting
• Active transportation
• Autonomous vehicles
• Ecosystem managementhuman and wildlife
• Human use management/
wildlife co existence
• Improving biodiversity
• Water saving appliances/ technologies
• Water conservation
• Building technology
• Carbon tax and associated funding
• More green legislation
• More affordable renewable energy
• Alternative energy sources like solar

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Waste- organic energy
Value cultural shift
Decrease single use plastics
Millennial seek travel with purpose
Government funding for transit
More visitation = more funding for
transit and environmental initiatives
Autonomous vehicles
Remote monitoring technology
Renewable energy opportunities
Transportation technology enhancements
Density done right
Social media movements
Increase in nature based recreation
Other municipals creating goals
around energy- best practice driving
Public concern- outcry
Rising energy costs
Reconciliation indigenous first nations
Demographic shift- age, countries
Desire for better coexistence with wildlife
Fire smart
Peoples willingness to use different forms
of transport and awareness of such
Less expensive solar power technology
Renewable energy, better technology,
lower price, battery storage improvements
Trend towards smaller, more energy
efficient, living and working spaces
Mass transit- renewable,
decrease private vehicle use
Transition at least ½ of regional day
visitation to mass transit, decrease
congestion and GHG emissions
Aspiring to be most decarbonized highly
visited national park in the world
Transit as an educational platformmore info on bus safety, history,
etiquette, natural history
Climate change impacts
spurring positive actions
Were custodians of the headwaters
Telecommuting- information
technology and connection
opportunities, virtual offices
Waster reduction and diversion
Water conservation
Increasing return on investment- not just
$, time, benefits, social, community
Being more cost effective, changing
economy, decreasing consumption
New definition of convenience
Sharing economy

NEGATIVE TRENDS IDENTIFIED BY STAKEHOLDERS:
• Conflict between financial gain
and nature experience
• Understanding population-

visitors & residents
• Political climate - level of political
support for environmental initiatives
• Climate change - need to invest
money in adaptation takes
resources away from mitigation
• Behaviour of people
• Visitor experience management
• Exceeding visitor and resident
carrying capacity
• E-bikes
• Motorized transportation
• Water supply decreasing quantity
• Scarce resources
• Habitat loss
• Financial cost of environmental initiatives
• Increase cost of living in Banff
• Provincial/ federal/ municipal
indigenous political control
• Aging population
• Growth limits
• Again infrastructure
• Decrease community infrastructure
• Transient working population
• Increased desire for commercialization
• Environmental etiquette
miss understanding
• Increased greed from businesses
and organization
• Decreased people call it “home”
• Increased trend of Cochrane
residents working in Banff
• Perpetual growth model
• Increased visitation and congestion
• No shoulder season
• Growing Calgary = increased
visitors and congestion
• Global exposure, increased
population, Olympics
• Inefficiency in waste diversion
and management due to low
residential population
• Growing norms in other community
don’t work in Banff- home
compost, gardens, clothes lines
• Continued climate change denial
• Increased visitation
• Growth of neighbouring communities
• Tourism increase
• Growth in tourism out paces
visitor experience planning
• Increasing park visitation
• Unregulated growth and management
• Lack of vision- who we are,
what we strive for
• No conservative strategies/
legislation in place
• Islandization of town and national park

• Increase selfie culture,
pictures with wildlife
• Fixed footprint of Banff
• Lack of transportation options- VPP
• Increased international air travel carbon
• Carrying capacity of
infrastructure- water/sewers
• Population of Calgary
• Vacation mode short tem mind setvisitors, seasonal staff- easy/convenient
• Growing Calgary
• Too many visitors, threshold
• Too many vehicles
• More pets
• More and bigger RVs
• Floods
• Fire
• Invasive species
• Political shifts (local,
national) vulnerability
• Change in Gov. could affect
the funding/direction
• BPMP
• Entitlement
• A rights vs. a privileged attitude
• No behaviour change/
resistance to change
• Cost prohibitive
• Not enough deterrents to
do the right thing
• Lack of action on environmental issues
• Perception that its easier to
do the wrong thing
• Language barriers
• Enteral development outside
the park (Canmore)
• Increase in extreme sports
• Convenience, people prioritize
convenience over all other things
• Disposable vs. fixable/reparable
• Increased time pressure and decreased
time for deeper thinking about better
environmental decision making
• Planned obsolescence
• Cost of compliance- could be very high
• Space limitations, i.e. waste diversion
• Increased cost in climate adaptation, this
money cant go to climate mitigation
• Impact of visitation on the rise
• Potential for change in political
appetite to address environmental
issues, Banff to lead, but with minimal
provincial and federal support.
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PHASE 3: REPORTING & RECOMMENDATIONS

Questionnaire
Results
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
in november 2018, the draft Banff Environmental Master Plan
was released for public review. A companion questionnaire was
concurrently made available on the Town’s project website from
November 15 to December 9 to collect public feedback and gauge
interest in future implementation of the plan.
The questionnaire asked respondents to rate select draft actions using
a 5-point Likert scale and provide responses to open-ended questions
about each of the six focus areas and the plan itself.
Respondents were also asked to provide basic demographic
information, to identify themselves as a resident, visitor, or
representative of a local business or organization, and to provide
contact information in the event of continued interest in the plan.
Output from the questionnaire, in the form of raw data and verbatim
comments, are provided here for a comprehensive picture of the
second engagement process.
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The respondents.

DEMOGRAPHICS

195
PARTICIPATION 11/15 - 12/09/18

COMPLETE RESPONSES (& 76 PARTIALS)

AGE GROUP
18 - 24

9.4%

24

25 - 34

35.7%

91

35 - 44

28.2%

72

45 - 54

14.1%

36

55 - 64

8.6%

22

65 -74

3.1%

8

0.8%
percent

2
responses

Prefer not say
16 DID NOT COMPLETE

RESIDENT / VISITOR / BUSINESS OR ORGANIZATION PROPORTION

RESIDENT
(87.5%)

VISITOR
(9.0%)

BUSINESS/ORG.
(3.5%)

RESIDENT: TENURE

BUSINESS / ORGANIZATION: PRIMARY AREA OF ACTIVITY

< 1 year

6.7%

1 - 5 years

24.7%

5 - 10 years

14.8%

> 10 years

53.8%

Hotel

22.2%

Food Service

33.3%

Retail

11.1%

NGO/Charity

11.1%

Other

22.2%

(GOLF COURSE [1], TOUR [1])

RESIDENT: OWN OR RENT?

BUSINESS / ORGANIZATION: LENGTH OF OPERATION
Prefer not say

0.9%

Other

3.1%

(STAFF HOUSE [5], PARENTS [2])

Own

48.0%

Rent

48.0%

1 - 5 years

11.1%

5 - 10 years

11.1%

> 10 years

77.8%

VISITOR: ORIGIN

Outside Can.

8.7%

Other region

8.7%

Calgary region

26.1%

Bow Valley,

56.5%

GENERAL IP LOCATIONS OF RESPONDENTS
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RESIDENT: WHAT ACTIONS DO YOU REGULARLY TAKE, IF ANY, TO SUPPORT ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IN BANFF?
VALUE

PERCENT

COUNT

I carpool, bike, walk, take transit

89.7%

200

I reduce, reuse, and recycle/compost

90.1%

201

I purchase ‘green’ and/or local products

61.0%

136

My home and appliances are energy/water-efficient

48.9%

109

I use renewable energy to heat and cool my home

8.1%

18

I am a vegan/vegetarian

11.7%

26

I am a volunteer for an environmental organization/project

19.3%

43

Other

10.3%

23

I don’t know

0.9%

2

None

1.3%

3

Prefer not say

0.9%

2

0

20

40

60

80

100

20

40

60

80

100

20

40

60

80

100

VISITOR: WHAT ACTIONS HAVE YOU TAKEN / PLAN TO TAKE TO SUPPORT ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IN BANFF FOR THE DURATION OF YOUR VISIT?
VALUE

PERCENT

COUNT

Learn about and make use of local environmental policies, programs, regulations

34.8%

8

Avoid water bottles and other single use items

60.9%

14

Carpool, bike, walk, or take transit to get around Banff and the region

34.8%

8

Reduce, reuse, and recycle/compost

56.5%

13

Purchase ‘green’ and/or local products

47.8%

11

Support ‘green’ businesses that have environmental policies and programs

47.8%

11

Tread lightly while in natural areas and avoid wildlife contact or disturbance

43.5%

10

Eat vegetarian/vegan only

26.1%

6

I don’t know

13.0%

3

None

17.4%

4

0

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION WHAT ACTIONS DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION REGULARLY TAKE, IF ANY, TO SUPPORT ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH IN BANFF?
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VALUE

PERCENT

COUNT

We offer environmental education/training to staff

66.7%

6

We support telecommuting to reduce commute-associated emissions

33.3%

3

We reduce, reuse, and recycle/compost in our office(s) and operations

77.8%

7

We have a ‘green’/sustainable purchasing policy/set of policies

66.7%

6

Our office(s) and/or operations are energy and water-efficient

11.1%

1

Our primary area of work is focused on environmental health/issues

22.2%

2

None

11.1%

1

Town of Banff
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FOCUS AREA 1

AIR

ACTION: Enforce the commercial vehicle idling bylaw through increased monitoring and the issuing of tickets with fines for infractions.

VERY IMPORTANT
(46.9%)

IMPORTANT
(28.5%)

NEUTRAL
(9.2%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(3.5%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(10.5%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.3%)

ACTION: Restrict idling for personal vehicles to a maximum of one (1) minute for every 60 minutes, and enforce ... with fines for infractions.

VERY IMPORTANT
(25.4%)

IMPORTANT
(29.4%)

NEUTRAL
(18.0%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(6.6%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(18.0%)

DON’T KNOW
(2.6%)

ACTION: Create a rebate program to encourage community-wide adoption of clean-burning outdoor stoves and fireplaces.

VERY IMPORTANT
(20.6%)

IMPORTANT
(28.1%)

NEUTRAL
(27.2%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(7.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(14.0%)

DON’T KNOW
(3.1%)

ACTION: Ban diesel engines that do not meet emissions standards from main streets within the townsite (build in exceptions as required).

VERY IMPORTANT
(36.4%)

IMPORTANT
(28.9%)

NEUTRAL
(14.5%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(4.8%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(12.7%)

DON’T KNOW
(2.6%)

OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?
Implement paid parking and a congestion
charge to discourage driving
Commercial vehicles parked in alley way
behind Banff Ave should be dealt tickets for
idling. To ticket personal vehicles around
Banff would be a waste of time and resources.
More than once I have seen idling tour buses
around the 300 - 500 block on Banff Ave.
These buses are left to idle all night. I’d like
to know if I should phone and report them?
I am so glad this is included as a priority on
its own. IN the last few years, commercial
buses are doing a much better job of ‘notidling’ ,overall. Now, private vehicles and
commercial vans (tour companies, delivery
vans, trades etc) need to comply to a much
higher degree. I believe this will only come
from advertising (education), contact with the
owners of the companies, and enforcement/
fines/reminders. Really important for me:
curtail tobacco smoking in the townsite. We
have by-laws to limit smoking near doorways

- not being enforced. There should be no
smoking on commonly used paths, sidewalks,
bus stops and at interesections where we
all have to wait for a light and be trapped in
someone else’s second hand smoke. I am
so glad that a priority has been set to have
above-standard air quality in Banff. Now,
we need signage, communication to tour
operators, ads in papers and on social media,
enforcement with reminders and fines. If
smoking areas need to be installed, then do it.
Smoking lounges perhaps, or enclosed indoor
areas that most of us don’t have to walk past
or stand next too. Peopl will adjust, and so
will our guests. When you travel the world,
you see limits (or not) on drinking alcohol in
public (by the way, allowed in Denmark and
yet when Danes come to visit us I don’t hear
them complaining about or avoiding Banff
because they cannot drink beer while they
walk down Banff Ave), smoking tobacco.
I would like to see visitors’ personal vehicles
parked on the outskirts of town, having
them hop on a bus to Banff/Lake Louise.

While in the townsite, roam buses should
be used as a means of transportation
to destinations within town. I can see
this cutting down on idling cars and
emissions within Banff National Park.
Encourage more Electric Vehicles by
way of subsidy provision, as its a Small
Town, as such use of local resident Patrol/
Diesel Vehicle can be reduced drastically,
Specially for Kids School Drop of on a given
day if you see for pick up and drop off to
School, there are anywhere between 60 to
80 Vehicles engaged, this can be reduced
drastically if a School bus is provided for pick
up and drop off for more than 1 kilometers
rather than 2 kilometer at present.
Not this it is controllable but a concern
would PM from wildfires in BC. Will
the town alert residents if the 24 hour
average exceeds our the towns goals
to ensure residents are being safe.

Banff Environmental Master Plan
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OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?, CONTINUED

I might support giving fines for idling, and maybe
charging for a special permit for diesel engines that don’t
meet emissions standards, if those fines went towards
installing EV charging stations at parking lots around
town, and converting ROAM buses to be electric.

I don’t understand the targets established in the draft
plan, how were these arrived at? do they make sense?
are they the right targets for Banff? If I’m reading it
right, Banff’s air is already significantly better than
the targets, I really struggle with this entire air quality
section. It needs significantly more thought/explanation

Cutting down on dirty fuel and air pollutants.
Pedestrianise banff ave between the legion and
cascade mall. No access for vehicles at certain
times. Think 8th ave in Calgary as an example
Vehicle emission on dilapidated old junk
cars and trucks need to better enforced and
forcibly removed from the roads.
Idling buses pollute a lot, they are left idling behind the
Mount Royal, at the Train Station, around Minniwanka
loop, at Surprise corner, all months of the year - this
is low hanging fruit to prevent. How are you going to
restrict personal vehicle idling to 1 minute for every
60 minutes? The wait at traffic lights is more than one
minute, or coming up Bear St. on any summer day is all
idling. Do you have to have one of the fancy new cars
that automatically stop? If that is so, are you going to
ticket someone or not let them drive in Banff for having
a car that does not have this feature? Wouldn’t that
encourage inequality and those below the poverty level
to stay below the poverty level because now they can’t
drive a car and experience the freedom that having a car
can give them without getting a ticket at a red light?

I am probably responsible for most of the complaints
the town receives. I am constantly telling people both commercial and otherwise. Signs stating NO
Idling would be helpful. I am considering getting
a card made up that I can carry and hand out!
This borders on total stupidity, who are the
idiots that dream this shit up-- Gerald Butts
and the rest of the wack jobs from Ottawa
Am I reading this right - you want to restrict idling of
personal vehicles to 1 minute or fine them? And how
about commercial vehicles, no problem idling for 20
minutes at a time? This is so assanine it’s laughable! I
understand it’s a noble idea but common, there is no
f...g way for you to enforce this so get realistic here!
Who are the idiots that dream this shit up!
By-laws are only worthwhile and effective if
enforced. If air quality by-laws are enforced
with the same lack of rigour as parking bylaws the project will be a waste of time.

Why would you ban diesel on main streets and not
the rest of town? People come to the mountains for
the experience of an unspoiled environment. When I
came to Banff in 2003 the second thing I noticed was
how bad the air was. The clouds of cigarette, pot and
desel smoke as you walk through Banff. Continue
working on letting fewer vehicles in town. There are
regularly long line ups of vehicles idling on the streets.
Every morning when I go out I see multiple Banff pick
up trucks idling while they empty the garbage bins on
the streets. The town should be leaving by example.
If we can create a culture of participation- that
would be cool. Issuing tickets to new drivers
to the area creates (potentially) a hostile “us vs
them” environment and that doesn’t encourage
complicit behaviour. make it a campaign, something
energetic and fun to be part of.( Idling rules )
Implementing infrastructure to support electric vehicles
would be beneficial in this area, as it not only reduces
emissions but is planning for the future as the world
shifts towards electric vehicles. In addition, travelers
with electric cars coming from the calgary region
likely use a majority of the range of their battery
supply traveling to banff. If banff does not have
appropriate infrastructure to accomidate them, they
may opt to traditional vehicles to ensure they don’t
have any time delays in their travels. Shifting the
transit fleet to electric would also set president for the
rest of the province and would also adress the issue.

The impact of wildfires in neighboring areas
Better infrastructure for active transportation will make
it easier for the majority of “interested by concerned”
folks to make the move out of their vehicles.
a very minor comment, but there are additional
sources of temporary pollutants: when the linger of
the “sludge” truck driving through town, the strong
scent of pot, cigarette/ cigar smoke - especially
during busy seasons It isn’t a concern that typically
comes to mind but when I do think about it I
would hope for better air quality in Banff.
Living in town it is easy to take action and reduce
emissions. It is more difficult on a regional scale
and more than 90% of my personal emissions
are derived from travel outside of Banff.
Every car, truck, train, furnace, fireplace, airplane could
be shut off for a year in Canada and it will make zero
difference to climate change. Nothing more than global
socialism, seeing that you bought into agenda 21 crap!
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No car days over the course of the year.
I really support the idiling idea!
Instead of looking at ways to make cars and other
emission creators more efficient why don’t we just
limit how many can be in the park at a given time?
It’s the smaller version of the world wide problem,
we can be as efficient as we want, but so long as
there’s always more of us it’s never going to work.
Insist the Mayors husband walk to work adn not
drive his Full size pick up to the down town area.
I think that Banff Ave should be walking only, on
weekends and possibly during the summer. It would
redirect traffic and allow people to safely walk around
the main part of town. It would also encourage
residents and visitors to walk or bike more!
How does being vegan help the environment?

Ban your buses. Brewster ones are the worst
for spewing bad black smoke regularly.
Ban tourist buses in town. Have your low emission Roam
buses bring them into town. Your buddies Brewster
buses are the worst for black emissions and idling.
30 k speed zones, come on get real does not make a bit
of difference to carbon footprint, this is just plain stupid!
I strongly believe that commercial vehicles are
negatively contributing to the air quality by idling.
For example, the Brink’s/gardaworld trucks sit and
idle on the street while the employees are in the
banks. The rules should apply to everyone. Also,
choking on diesel fumes from busses while trying to
bike around town is less than desirable, but I realise
that is a challenge that would be hard to address.

RESIDENT: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT
COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT AIR QUALITY?
I believe it would be very hard to implement an
idling ban for less than several minutes. In the
winter, when sometimes more than 1 minute is
required to warm the engine and clear windows
from frost/ice/condensation (even after scraping
snow and ice). It would be unsafe to drive until this
is completed. I support a 1 minute idling ban in
the months where frost and ice are not an issue. I
support a rebate program for the adoption of cleaner
burning fires and stoves as long as the rebate is only
for replacing inefficient units otherwise the program
could encourage more people and businesses to
have outdoor fires and stoves that didn’t before.
Banning diesel engines from main streets within
Banff does not do anything to protect air. It only
hides the issue by moving it to lower visibility areas.

didn’t once see them respond to my complaint.
The only response I saw was from the RCMP,
when I called them outside of bylaw hours.

Who are we kidding when we say Banff is
environmentally friendly when the ENTIRE
economy of the Town is based on importing tourists,
food, souvenirs, goods, etc. from long distances to
create a tourist spendfest in Town? Banff actively
targets tourists from outside of Canada because they
spend more per capita. How many tonnes of carbon
are emitted for each flight across the ocean? We even
import temporary foreign workers from overseas
each summer and winter season and then we export
garbage outside of the park so we can’t see how
wasteful the system really is. The use of the word
sustainable is severely bastardized in the context of
the carbon footprint of a tourist economy where so
much fuel goes into bringing people and materials
from all around the world simply to “be here” and
“experience”. I’m all for cutting down in ways that
I personally can but we are hypocritically deluding
ourselves to say Banff is environmentally friendly.
This entire exercise is like putting lipstick on a pig.
For example; idling a 3L engine car 24hrs/day for a
month ~2.5t of carbon of dioxide. One flight from
Berlin to Calgary is ~2.45t of carbon dioxide. A single
long distance tourist wipes out ~740hrs of idling.
It doesn’t matter how much Banff reduces idling
because one flight wipes it all out. Let’s just admit
tourism is not environmentally friendly and move on.

Don’t diesel engines have less harmful emissions than
gasoline engines? I think a more comprehensive ban
on all cars, including electric and hybrid, is needed.

Best improvement in air quality is to reduce
overall number of vehicles on the streets. I
recognize the challenges with user-pay parking
issue but using those funds would go a long
way toward paying for no-charge transit

How could bylaw possibly monitor only 1 min of
idling for every 60 minutes? What happens when
it’s been -30 for a week straight and people need
to start their vehicles for 15 minutes in order to
operate their vehicle without causing damage to it?

Crack down hard on commercial vehicles (tour
buses) left idling. During the summer of 2017,
I constantly called bylaw about buses idling at
the hotels across the street from my house and

We do not have poor air quality here. Spend your time
on other efforts. This seems a difficult item to enforce

Ban all motorhomes from entering the town
Decrease the amount of buses allowed
in town and enforce no idling
Band smoking on the streets. (have
designated smoking areas.
Publicise the idling restrictions and enforce,
enforce, enforce. Measure how big the
impacts are beforehand, then implement the
mitigation measures, then measure again.

Suggestion #1/2: Considering the changes coming
in the automotive industry, (i.e.: electrification,
carshare, self-driving) is the effort to create and
enforce this worth the effort? Suggestion #3:
Unlikely to make a significant difference in the
community when you consider the number of
campfires in the campsites nearby. Wouldn’t it be
better to support better indoor heating systems?
Suggestion #4: Seems like a heavy regulatory burden
to enforce compared to the possible improvements
What is the air quality of impact of trains? This is
an area I’m totally uneducated about, but can’t
help but wonder. It would also be fantastic if the
busses behind the Mt Royal, etc were held to idling
restrictions. It would be great to see a street car
on Banff ave rather than a bus. Also limiting the
amount of cars in town...park and ride programs
I live across the street from Silver Dragon
and it is a frustration to have so many busses
idling every day in the summer. It doesn’t
make my backyard very relaxing.

VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

35.7%

71

Don’t have time

6.5%

13

Don’t know what to do

32.2%

64

Not a priority for me, personally

8.0%

16

Few opportunities to get involved

15.6%

31

Can’t afford the actions

11.6%

23

Other

6.0%

12

I don’t know

6.0%

12

Prefer not say

2.0%

4

VISITOR: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT
COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT AIR QUALITY WHEN
VISITING BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

25.0%

5

Don’t have time

5.0%

1

Don’t know what to do...

25.0%

5

Not a priority for me when I travel

15.0%

3

Can’t afford the actions...

5.0%

1

Other

15.0%

3

I don’t know

15.0%

3

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION’S WAY, IF
ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT AIR QUALITY?
VALUE

%

COUNT

We take sufficient action

25.0%

5

Don’t know what do...

5.0%

1

Not a priority for organization

25.0%

5

Not many opportunities to get involved

15.0%

3

Can’t afford the actions...

5.0%

1

We lack infratructure or equipment

15.0%

3

I don’t know

15.0%

3
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Paid parking and more parking lots outside
town for tourists would reduce the amount of
vehicles in town and therefore enhance the air
quality. I’m in favour of a carfree Banff Ave.

TOB should lead by example. I question the need for
so many large 4x4 vehicles within Operations section.
Often only one person is observed in the vehicle
with no load in the back or tow underway. Surely
smaller more fuel efficient vehicles could be used.

Enforce a ‘closed door’ policy for stores in winter.
Less cars in the summer.
Let’s measure this to see if we actually have a problem.
There currently is no penalty for people idling engines,
etc how would this change with a different master plan?
I truly believe that having car-free days (for example
every Saturday) have Banff ave, car-free allowing for
pedestrian and bikers to take the road/land back. Places
like Ottawa do this on major roads for commuters.
The bus “depot” on squirrel st is an embarrassment.
This town council has done nothing to address how
insufficient it is for the amount of buses. They all sit
back there and idle every day for hours, sometimes
because they’re waiting for spots that don’t exist.
We need a firm plan to handle coach traffic, not
the same plan we’ve had since the 1990s
Lowering the speed limit of banff,
increases idling and emissions.
People need to idle to warm cars for children and to
ensure the engine is able to perform properly in the cold.
Idling for vehicles is difficult because I let mine idle for
more than a minute an hour when first defrosting it in
the morning. I use my vehicle for big shopping trips
and transporting a family member who uses a cane and
walker. I would like to learn about more alternatives.
How do you enforce idling of vehicles when I see
Town and RCMP vehicles iding all the time beside
the taxis and buses ?? Seems like no one really cares.
How many years did it take for the town to buy new
buses with all that black smoke coming out of it and
then the old sunshine bus witch I think the town
sold to them as you could never really tell except the
black smoke everywhere . So do you really care ???
The number of tourist vehicles coming into Banff
is likely one of the biggest threats to air quality and
efforts to improve and incentivize transit into the
town from Calgary needs to be prioritized and
travelling here in private vehicles disincentivized.
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Honestly, I haven’t noticed many idling vehicles in
Banff. Nor have I noticed a decrease in air quality.
Focusing on idling vehicles should not be a priority.
Decreasing the amount of cars driving around in
town will help decrease the emissions within town.
My point being, focus on decreasing the amount of
traffic in town. This includes making it easier and
faster to park so people don’t have to drive around.
I believe tourist idling is common among tourist
attractions, this should be a focus in areas to monitor
Air pollution is an issue but I feel it should be tackled on
a business / organisation level. As I don’t own a business
and I’m just renting I don’t think there’s much I can do
Would love to see a car-free day in downtown Banff at
least once a month to promote active transportation!
The vast majority of the 4 million tourist coming to
Banff arrive by personal vehicle. In addition to reducing
air quality this leads to terrible congestion and parking
difficulties. Ban motor homes from entering the town.
Poorly worded question about outdoor stoves and
fireplaces. Why would we want to encourage use of
these these with an incentive? Do you really want to
say: incentives to replace existing dirty technologies?
Let’s just establish clean fuel standards/bylaws that say
if you have one of these it must meet the criteria. This
is a luxury / discretionary item, very different than
an essential plumbing or energy fixture, and should
not be the subject of public spending. If engine does
not meet standards should it be on any street? Why
encourage dirty technologies to use residential streets?
Making ends meet is more important than
protecting the environment. If you make life more
affordable for people they will have more time to
make protecting the environment a priority.
I would like to see “no car” days test piloted i Banff,
ideally on Banff Avenue (from Buffalo to Moose
or Martin Streets). On these days we should
stage a “festival/market” concept for pedestrians,
cyclists, skateboarders and other non-motorized
vehicles. Food vendors, display booths, street
performers and buskers should be encouraged.

FOCUS AREA 2

ECOSYSTEMS

ACTION: Require construction and commercial waste bins to have wildlife proof covers, and develop a plan to support/enforce this requirement.

VERY IMPORTANT
(58.9%)

IMPORTANT
(23.4%)

NEUTRAL
(4.7%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(6.1%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(5.1%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.9%)

ACTION: Prohibit planting of fruit bearing trees and shrubs within the townsite, and require removal or management of existing fruit-bearing trees
and shrubs to reduce animal attractants.

VERY IMPORTANT
(33.2%)

IMPORTANT
(29.9%)

NEUTRAL
(14.5%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(6.1%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(14.0%)

DON’T KNOW
(2.3%)

ACTION: Study the environmental impact of residents and tourists on the wildlife corridors near Banff (Fenlands-Indian Grounds, Sulphur, and Golf Course),
and work with partners to develop a plan to lower the impact based on study resuilts.

VERY IMPORTANT
(46.7%)

IMPORTANT
(26.6%)

NEUTRAL
(8.9%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(5.6%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(10.3%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.9%)

OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?
The wildlife corridors within and around
Banff have been ignored by TOB by
law for decades. Dogs off leash daily,
illegal campers, illegal biking, etc. The
integrity of the corridors are not a priority
for the town; however, Park Wardens do
work hard to thwart illegal activity.
Absolutely appreciate that off-road vehicles
are not allowed in the National Park. I
don’t understand why horses are seen as a
traditional National Park animal as they have
only been in the park since the Settlers came
in and colonized the territory. In the last 5
years the horse trails in the Fenland-Indian
Grounds, Sulphur and Golf Course areas
have shown little to none maintenance by the
companies that use them and the destruction
of the natural landscape is grotesque.
I have mixed feelings about developing
recreation and the Frank Lloyd Wright
building down by the river. Its so clearly a
flood zone/wet zone. And yet, I’d like to see
that building rebuilt, and I love going down
there to picnic with friends. I don’t know
how to balance that need and want. We
need to protect our wetlands, and we want
to play in them too. Otherwise, I am glad
our natural areas are prioritized in this plan.

It would be great to have more education
for residents on what they can do- even
if it is an advocacy piece. It would be
great to have some type of volunteer
Parks Ambassador roles so residents
have a short training, then authority to
educated visitors in a more recognized
role to support this piece of the plan.
Let’s not get rid of all coniferous trees
because they could possibly be a fire risk.
Paying attention to their density and
health seems more appropriate to me.
If you don’t want wildlife to be displaced/
disturbed , you shouldnt have build a
town right in the middle of a wildlife
corridor.... don’t restrict trail and/ or
bike trail development because parks
was to stupid to realize building a town
in a wildlife corridor was a bad idea..

bearing trees, we must also make sure that
the wildlife is protected, by us not disturbing
their area, this can only be achieved by
reducing the hiking trails so that the animals
are not disturbed and have their normal life,
it is only achievable by us taking this step.
I think the most important actions for the
Town to take would be to fine business
who consistently do not empty their bins
or store their waste properly (IGA), to
deal with invasive species (thistle) around
town, then then it should be looking at
tree cover/forest health since its not that
healthy. Given that the golf course is not
on town land it should be left to Parks.
Fines should be given to the tour operator,
tour guide, and individual tour participants
if a tourist who is part of a tour is caught
getting too close to and/or feeding wildlife.

Limit the number of visitors allowed
into high-traffic, sensitive areas per
day through a permit system.

If removing fruit bearing trees/shrubs plants
that flower at least should be put in place
for the butterflies and especially bees.

In my opinion, There are way too many
hiking Trails which intrudes Wildlife Privacy,
just like we want to keep away wild animals
away from the town by reducing the fruit

Tourists leaving garbage everywhere
is very disheartening.
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OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?, CONTINUED

Why did Town of Banff plant Winterberry all down
Banff Ave. if the are going to prohibit fruit-bearing
trees and shrubs within the townsite? Are our taxes
going to now pay for the removal of these trees?
Need to have a better idea of what we could be planting
the impact on the forever increasing tourist numbers on
our ecosystem should be studied with Parks Canada to
include more than just the immediate surroundings of
Banff. I would consider such a narrow focus a waste of
resources. The pressures through too much growth have
had a negative impact on this town and the Park and
one can only hope politicians have the will to change
directions to improve the health of our ecosystem.
Invasive vegetation is a issue in Town of Banff. It has
been a issue for decades and TOB has not been seen to
be dealing with the issue like some user groups (BVN).
The draft plan has a goal of 2028 to get it under control this is not acceptable - I have been reporting infestations
and they may or may not get dealt with, then the next
year they do not get re-visited. Its not rocket science and
every other municipality I have lived in had a IPMP as
well as bylaws to enforce. TOB (to the best of my ability
to search the bylaws) has none. TOB should be putting
a much closer timeline to accomplished these actions in
relation to invasive vegetation. Biological invasion is the
second greatest threat to biodiversity - much more than
any other item in this EMP- this fact should be reflective.
I feel Parks Canada is very isolating and doesn’t want
help from the community in respect to animal safety.
When looking at the environmental plan with respect
to invasive species, there is not a measurable goal.
It just simply states that species will be identified,
prioritized, controlled or eradicated. What is the
towns goal for reducing non-native species? 10%
etc. How is the town planning on implementing
action with business and home owners?
Invasive species management should be a top
priority for the EMP. It is the second largest
contributor to biodiversity loss globally and
potentially one of the most realistic ecosystem
components to manage at a municipal level.
Some of the targets make zero sense...what on
earth does “tree cover and diversity profile at an
“optimal” level mean”. I’m all for improving our
environment, but this plan misses the mark in so
many areas. how do we realistically strive for zero
human/wildlife conflicts without putting up a huge
fence around the town boundary. These targets
don’t follow the “S.M.A.R.T.” principles.
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Here we go, spend more money on bear proof
bins that we already have and yet another study
which is a code word for spend more money....
As one person there’s only so much I can do. Ecosystem
planning and management is a very high level
problem and needs to be addressed in broad scope.
Please whoever created this get bylaw to patrol
the alley ways and start to fine restaurants who are
simply too lazy to close the garbage room doors
and let the birds drag garbage in the alleys.
The town does not empty the garbages and
recycling enough! I live on Glen Ave, and it is
constantly overflowing with garbage. The garbages
behind the Mount Royal Hotel are also awful.
I work in one of the shops, and we always have
to hoard garbage inside because the outside bin
fills up way to quickly. It’s a huge problem.

I’m not sure what animals are attracted to at construction
sites other than general waste (coffee cups, food
packaging, etc.) from construction workers. If general
waste is the main concern, than it would be necessary
to enforce proper, secure storage of that waste. I do
not see how scrap metal, wood, plastics and other
materials are animal attractants and therefore can’t
understand the need to cover them. I would need to
know what actual threats fruit-bearing vegetation
poses to wildlife and people within (not just around)
the townsite. Being situated in a valley bottom, Banff
is located in an important area for birds that depend
on fruits and berries for migration stopovers and
overwintering. I support limiting trees and shrubs to
native species and reducing fruits and berries along the
town perimeter, not an entire ban throughout town.
I support seasonal closures to specific trails and areas
in order to give animals priority access to important
habitat during key phases of their life cycles.
Isn’t most of the above the jurisdiction of Parks Canada?

I think that recycling should be mandatory for
everyone including businesses and more recycling
bin should be available in residential areas
Cigarette butts. Again, how can we create a
culture where “you don’t do that in Banff”
makes sense for to everyone (or most). ....
get these butts out of the water and grass..
Put more resources to have g blaw out on the streets
at night to ticket youth who are littering. Also, have
the mai tenancy people pick up garbage up Wolf
street and beyond past Banff Ave onto side streets.
The amount of food garbage a d food waste that
gets strewn on lawns after the bar is gross and a
wildlife attractant. My dog has found SO many
bones, pizza slices, ncds wrappers etc and the stuff
stays there for weeks without being disposed of.
Regulating development is important and taking
appropriate steps such as giving more time before
projects are approved to undergo rigorous environmental
assements would help make sure our town is not
harming the fragile ecosystem we coexist with.
Managing waste is extremely important, I am unsure
on how waste is being managed now since I lived
there 6 years ago, but I wouldnt only focus on what
happens with that waste in the 1st step of processing.
I believe its extremely important to make sure that
as much as possible is being done right through the
whole waste process. I also believe that trying to get
as many businesses on board with using compostable
packaging, even more so than recyclable, so that the
impact with the rising number of tourists would be less.

It’ll be tough to balance encouragement of locals and
visitors to enjoy walking in nature against the wildlife
impact. Worthwhile but neither simple nor easy
The town is Banff should also start putting
effort into controlling non-native plants growing
within the community. There are numerous
infestations that are only furthering the spread
of invasives into the national park
Enforcement on littering, especially late nights after bars
close, fine and monitor restaurants who constantly leave
the garbage rooms open so birds drag garbage all over.
Fine people who leave rash beside the bins all the time.
its a disaster to always see items laying around all over
Education of tourists on the proper actions to take when
near wildlife. Find a way to work with the railways in
decreasing the amount of grain falling on the tracks.
That brings the bears into town more than any trees or
bushesI often see litter in and around the town. Or even
on tunnel mountain. Can we make tickets for littering
more severe or implement a trash pick up program?
By banning smoking , we would have less litter
More recycling bins and clean them out more often!!!!!!!!
THis is so important. Please measure the different
impacts of residents and visitors, and plan mitigation
actiosn and enforcement accordingly.

RESIDENT: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT
COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT ECOSYSTEM HEALTH?
Ensure the town if banff stops plants flammable
vegetation as well as wildlife attractants
It is critical to balance out space for animals
alongside space for people. If both of these priorities
are considered in planning & excellent spaces are
developed & maintained for recreational, business
& learning opportunities, there will be much higher
success in keeping humans out of sensitive areas.
The trick is that human and wildlife both must be
considered for land use planning to work. Changes to
lands for human use should offer alternative & even
higher quality opportunities in the “right” places. This
will people shift in meaningful behavioural change
(not just a check in the box). Tactics as such will see
better long term outcomes that support both wildlife
& people. One cannot be contemplated without the
other. The Human Wildlife Coexistence Bow Valley
Report fails in this regard. The committee has not
integrated humans; no stakeholders with a peoplecentric mandate were invited to join the committee.
The message is that they “started with wildlife
first” but this was a mass error in judgement. At the
very least, the report should be renamed to Wildlife
Existence in the Bow Valley. Once future phases
integrate human use, they can update the name to its
current title. Until that time, it is misrepresentative.
Without both sides factored in, the exercise is futile
& unlikely to see meaningful long-term outcomes.
The lack of a human representation can be seen
by way of ineffectual recommendations such as
encouraging water sports during high sheperdia
season. Impractical suggestions like this will not work.
Parks Canada needs to be more invoked
with tourists approaching wild life
I was one of the people who took advantage of having
the town and parks remove a fruit bearing tree from
our lot and replacing it with a non fruit bearing tree.
The whole town is in a wildlife corridor. We
have to learn to manage what we have and
reduce negative animal/human interactions.
More control in campsites and public area/parking
lot in touristic site about garbage and waste. I feel
like tourist aren’t well aware of waste disposal. Or
have volunteer in touristic site to sensibilize about
waste and the impact on environment and wildlife

More education with tourist to not feed wildlife or go
near them. Issue higher tickets.Education of tourists to
stay on trails and roads, no shortcutting! No trampling
of the grasslands around Vermillion Lakes. Hefty fines
for feeding wildlife, illigal camping and offleash dogs.
The animals that are in and around the town
site and heavily populated tourist areas know
that humans exist. So trying to decrease our
foot print when we already have made a large
footprint seems kinda counter intuitive.
Less humans more animals.
Taking care of wildlife should be
everyone’s top priority
Do some research on your questionnaire
before you ask the questions.
I am conflicted about removing and not planting
fruit bearing trees and shrubs as many species
benefit from them i.e. birds. I do not support buffalo
berry bushes being removed. Perhaps there could
be seasonal area closures in high risk areas to allow
wildlife space to follow their feeding patterns.
I think Parks does a good job
Ecosystems Again the town only wants money from
tourist, people feed bears and wolves we kill these
animals and hand out a small fines and a slap on
the wrist. Fine these people the max and word gets
out . It worked with vandalism in this town when
those bylaws came out break it you buy it $5000
dollar fine shit got real for these hooligans. Save the
animals and make the money you can have both
The sheer number of tourists in the town threatens
the ecosystem as some people walk off-trail, feed
animals, litter forests and waterways. In recent years
this has had a visible impact on ecosystems within
and surrounding the town. We need to understand
that environmental sustainability and integrity
involves limiting the number of tourists that visit Banff
townsite and Banff National Park. We cannot have
indefinite year-over-year growth of tourism in the
area without serious negative environmental impacts.

VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

48.1%

90

Don’t have time

3.7%

7

Don’t know what to do

27.8%

52

Not a priority for me, personally

1.6%

3

Few opportunities to get involved

13.9%

26

Can’t afford the actions

3.7%

7

Other

4.8%

9

I don’t know

3.7%

7

Prefer not say

2.1%

4

VISITOR: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT
COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT ECOSYSTEM HEALTH?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

38.9%

7

Don’t have time

5.6%

1

Don’t know what to do...

22.2%

4

Not a priority for me when I travel

16.7%

3

Can’t afford the actions...

5.6%

1

Other

5.6%

1

I don’t know

11.1%

2

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION’S WAY, IF
ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT ECOSYSTEM HEALTH
IN BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

We take sufficient action

55.6%

5

Not many opportunities to get involved

22.2%

2

Other

11.1%

1

I don’t know

11.1%

1

increased communication with visitors about
not approaching/feeding wildlife and not pulling
plants out of the ground (fenlands trail).
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Parks Canada already has sufficient current information
on wildlife interactions within the corridors around
town. There is no need for the town to repeat or
conduct surveys/studies as the info is already there.
Improving communication between the town
of banff and tourists. I have noticed many
tourists during summer arent aware of the
restrictions and penalties of feeding wildlife.
I don’t see many large animals getting into construction
bins, but I have noticed birds getting in. Also birds get
into garbage bags that are left out. It might be good
to think about putting a “lid” on construction bins to
prevent waste from flying out of them when the wind
picks up. Also make it mandatory for the company
to clean up the work area and the surrounding area,
conduct a site inspection to make sure this is done. This
should be done regardless of if its their garbage or not.
There have been humans using the trails in the vicinity
of the town since before the town was ‘incorporated’.
I believe those who use the trails within the vicinity of
Banff townsite appreciate and are aware of the wildlife
and the animals are aware of us. Unless we plan on
‘fencing’ our town we need to educate ourselves to
respect those with whom we share this beautiful place.
Since the Town of Banff has a small defined
territorial boundary, a resident cap as well as a
commercial cap how can we expect to welcome
an ever increasing number of visitors. We are well
past the sustainable number of visitors for the
Banff townsite. With finite resources and services
an ever increasing population is not possible.
I frame any personal action I can take as
“pointless” in the face of the seemingly relentless
drive of Banff-Lake Louise Tourism and Parks
Canada to increase Park visitation and tourism,
throughout the year and year over year.
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FOCUS AREA 3

ENERGY

ACTION: Determine the origin of visitors to Banff to understand the greenhouse gas emissions resulting from travel to the townsite.

VERY IMPORTANT
(25.2%)

IMPORTANT
(31.2%)

NEUTRAL
(12.4%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(8.4%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(21.8%)

ACTION: Work collaboratively with residents and businesses to complete a study focused on energy conservation and efficiency opportunities...

VERY IMPORTANT
(39.8%)

IMPORTANT
(38.3%)

NEUTRAL
(11.4%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(4.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(5.5%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(6.9%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.0%)

ACTION: Develop a comprehensive energy efficiency action plan for both residents and businesses in Banff.

VERY IMPORTANT
(41.1%)

IMPORTANT
(40.6%)

NEUTRAL
(8.4%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(2.0%)

ACTION: Complete a study focused on renewable energy potential and investment opportunities within and directly outside of Banff.

VERY IMPORTANT
(35.6%)

IMPORTANT
(37.1%)

NEUTRAL
(14.4%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(2.5%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(8.9%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.5%)

ACTION: Work with residents and businesses to develop an energy transition strategy that takes advantage of the benefits of renewable energy and energy efficiency investment.

VERY IMPORTANT
(43.1%)

IMPORTANT
(38.6%)

NEUTRAL
(5.9%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(3.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(6.9%)

DON’T KNOW
(2.5%)

OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?
As a permanent resident of Banff I work
2-4 jobs to afford the high living costs.
As they say desperate people make ideals
works and distracted citizens. Please don’t
raise the taxes to pay for any services
that are provided in regards to this.
We don’t need more studies about origin
of visitors . We know by now where people
come from - it has been studied to death. Get
the info from Tourism or use your common
sense. I really would like to see mass transit
for visitors compulsory south of the bridge.
No resident pass (and each household gets
only one or two, linked to their license plate
number) - then either take a shuttle or walk

or bike in high season. The amount of idling
on Mountain Ave and Spray Ave in high
traffic times is toxic and unacceptable when
cars are waiting to get over the bridge. This is
where you need air quality monitors and then
we can see how much energy is wasted. The
amount of one or two people per vehicle in the
line up is very disappointing. Perhaps HOV
standards need to be in place (4 in a car or
more) but then it would be hard to monitor.
I think the buses out of Banff and into the
Park are excellent and the increase in ROAM
service is excellent. Keep it cheap, keep it
frequent and people will use it. But, no more
studies please. We know what is mostly going
on. Use the money that could have been

spent on another study to actually take action.
I would love our home to be solar powered,
but it is expensive to get that in place.
We should ensure design guidelines
work with renewable energy projects,
ex. small wind turbines on houses.
Most apartments/houses in Banff are
old and using outdated systems in
order to heat homes. Encourage/force
landlords to upgrade their heating systems
with a more energy efficient means in
which to heat as well as ensure all seals
around windows and doors are tight.
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OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?, CONTINUED.

I think the solar panel rebate is great but I think
due to the majority of condos being managed by
management companies I think there might be
missing link between what the residents would want
and what the management company is looking
at. It might be beneficial to market to them/multiunits in order for larger building to get on board.
Determining the origin of visitors to Banff is not enough
to understand their GHG emissions from travelling to
the townsite. You must also determine the activities they
want to do when they come to the townsite. Showing
that millions of cars with only 1-4 people drive out from
Calgary to Banff every year and using that as a reason
to offer something like train or bus service won’t do any
good if majority of those millions of cars are stopping
in Banff after going for a hike or ski. Because if transit
is not available to the intended activity, people will not
use transit to get to the townsite. Something must be
done to encourage/require businesses to keep their doors
closed on cold days. It’s absurd that a store has their
door propped open when it’s only 5 degrees outside.
Start using more Green technology
These strategies are going to be expensive,
please don’t raise property taxes to pay for them.
I’m currently working four jobs, my husband
works two so we can keep afloat, we can not
afford another cost increase in living.
Example: Solar panels are expensive even
with the incentives given by the town to
encourage house owners to install one.
we are proud to have participated in the Town’s solar
panel program - have 14 panels on our south facing roof
please educate local businesses who think they need
to have their doors open at -30. This should not be
seen in a town which likes to be seen as sustainable
and should be treated like idling and enforced.
Please include in one of the Town bylaws.

sense, strong but realistic targets and a reasonable
set of actions that might get us there
I dont think knowing where people come from
really matters, we know they are coming so
how do we deal with the emissions here.
Ok, a pattern is emerging - you call it study or
action plan - I call it spending more money!
I see the economic results of actions like this and I
see unemployment and a destroyed economy
The Town has a propensity to engage in ill- conceived
and wasteful studies (ie the gondola study). Mention of
a study on renewables makes me nervous. Also - little
mention of projects to encourage more efficient use of
fossil fuels. While renewables have considerable potential
I think that foreseeable future energy use will be both
fossil and renewable. The efficient use of fossil fuel will
have an important impact on the environment until such
time as renewables are widely available and affordable.
I dont think 30% reduction by 2030 is enough. Banff is a
massive tourist destination that benefits from the natural
beauty of its ecosystems. As such, it has an obligation to
represent Canada as a nation leading the world in the
reduction of greenhouse gases. If the town of Banff wants
to present itself as a world leader in conservation 30% is
not going to cut it. There are major cities that have much
more ambitious climate action plans. Banff benefits
from the fact that it is a relatively small municipality,
making it much easier to implement dramtic energy
changes. Banff also likely has the political will from
its residents to enact a dramatic change in its energy
usage, since ecological preservation is likely a strong
communal value in the town. With the new harrowing
IPCC climate report, it is evident that drastic change is
needed now and from everyone. Banff needs to a leader
on this, not keeping at pace with other municpalities,
but excelling if it wants to remain an example for
conservation and ecosystem health to the world.
Please! Less studies!

There feels to be a lack of access to renewable
resources in Banff- it’s all about convenience when
it comes to these things. As a renter I have little
control over the source of the energy I consume.
I generally practice habits to reduce my energy
consumption, however, I believe the best action we
can take is to source renewable energy and this should
be a municipal, provincial and federal priority.
Action 2 is a waste of time, lets focus on things
we can control. generally this section makes
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determine the origin of visitors to banff, come
on are you people for real, climate hysteria !!
So many studies have already been done. And
the Provence has some programs in place.
They came to our home gave us all new light
bulbs and power cords and night lights...
residents and businesses make the
change, the tourists will follow

I am still hesitant about potential renewable energy
projects because I do not know enough about
them. What are the pros and cons? Are the energy
requirements of the full life-cycle of infrastructure
considered (i.e. resource extraction for materials,
transportation, manufacturing, maintenance,
end of life cycle processing, etc.)? Who benefits
($$) most from these projects‚Äìthe community/
public, town, Parks, or private companies?
Why are stores allowed to leave doors open in winter
with heat fans running This has to STOP immediately
and have business lead the direction for our dumb
ass visitors to start understanding. NO more plastic
bags allowed and NO more single use water bottles
allowed to be sold. DRINK THE TAP WATER!!!!!
Become more innovative and unique, solar roads and
pathways. Stop looking at other places, Develop our
own unique ways that are tailored to banff. Better
savings if not free solar subsidizes for houses.
Has a run-of-river water turbine in the
bow river ever been considered?
This is an expensive area of investment, but at least
there are great returns possible over the long-term with
supports like solar. It would be incredible to fine stores
in Banff who keep their doors open in winter months.
This is a behavioural change challenge, as their fear of
missing a sale is so high... but it’s a terrible energy waste,
and poorly misrepresents our environmental values.
Renewal energy is hard to add to a home in a mountain
town(solar panels don’t get enough sunlight to make
them reasonable for the investment). Also geothermal
would be great to add in this area but as it is a national
park, I don’t see this happening any time soon
Banff should encourage more use of solar panels and
other eco sources of energy we are a world national
protected destination and should act as one and be
a model for other places. Stores should be forced by
law to keep their doors closed in the winter.Their
argument that customers think the store is closed
when the doors are not open is simply ridiculous.
I’d like to see more incentives that we can all
share in. I like the solar plan, buy so few of
us live in detached houses or buildings that
could take advantage of it. I’d like to see more
kickbacks for the other half of us taxpayers

RESIDENT: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING
ACTION TO SUPPORT ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY IN BANFF?
Banff is a winter community and new structures
should be built according to what works in terms of
energy efficiency. We live in a duplex in which I feel
energy efficiency was not addressed during planning
and construction. High ceilings without fans, many
and large single pane windows, insufficient insulation,
entrances directly into the home rather than a ‘boot’
room to break the air from directly entering the home
all lead to very cold and drafty homes. Homes that
do not receive sunlight from late November until
February do not seem to be viable for solar panels.
I think it will be useful to provide information to
businesses and residents on what are the renewable
energy options, what is the cost and what if any the
return on investment, so people can make informed
choices on accurate UpToDate information.
Canada as a whole contributes under 2% of world
green house gas emissions of which the majority is
from large scale industry. Is it really worthwhile and
cost effective for individuals to spend considerable
sums when it is the large emitters that should
be targeted through government policy.
In Canada’s First National Park and on the
stage of the world, this is very important.
I don’t know that knowing where all our visitors
come from is necessary if you are worried about
emissions. Instead focus on giving them opportunities
and encouraging them to travel to town in a more
sustainable way (ie fewer rental cars, more buses).
I don’t believe further “study” is necessary. We
know the biggest problem is cars entering the town
of Banff and key areas in the Park such as Lake
Louise. We need to develop actions that address
this ... not spend more money ‘investigating’
what we already know. Take some positive
action now. Keep the low occupancy vehicles
coming into the downtown to a minimum.

I think the Town should look at the largest
energy consumers and develop a plan to
help them reduce their energy consumption.
The Town can use different incentives for
residential and commercial consumers.
Length of building occupancy makes ROI very
challenging for technologies such as solar. If I
do not own 100% of building and not likely
to remain in it this is a tough calculation.
That sounds like a lot of studies. Can the experienced
Town of Banff staff not simply implement some of
these initiatives, educate the residents, tourists (upon
entering the Town - a “gate” or info booth would have
to be set up) businesses, and be given power to enforce
compliance by residents, tourists and businesses?

VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

26.9%

47

Don’t have time

4.0%

7

Don’t know what to do

28.0%

49

Not a priority for me, personally

4.0%

7

Few opportunities to get involved

15.4%

27

Can’t afford the actions

25.7%

45

Other

6.9%

12

I don’t know

4.0%

7

Prefer not say

2.9%

5

VISITOR: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO
TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND RENEWABLE ENERGY
WHILE VISITING BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

5.9%

1

Don’t have time

5.9%

1

Don’t know what to do...

47.1%

8

Not a priority for me when I travel

11.8%

2

Can’t afford the actions...

11.8%

2

Other

11.8%

2

I don’t know

11.8%

2

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION’S WAY, IF
ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY IN BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

We take sufficient action

33.3%

3

Don’t know what do...

33.3%

3

Not a priority for organization

11.1%

1

Not many opportunities to get involved

22.2%

2

Can’t afford the actions...

11.1%

1

We lack infratructure or equipment

22.2%

2

I don’t know

11.1%

1
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FOCUS AREA 4

SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
111

ACTION: Promote winter walking and cycling commutes among Banff residents by clearing snow from sidewalks and paths before roads.

VERY IMPORTANT
(38.2%)

IMPORTANT
(25.1%)

NEUTRAL
(11.1%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(6.5%)

DON’T KNOW
(3.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(16.1%)

ACTION: Reduce the vehicle speed limit on all roads to 30km/hr, to support safer walking and cycling conditions for residents and visitors.

VERY IMPORTANT
(19.6%)

IMPORTANT
(15.1%)

NEUTRAL
(17.1%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(7.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(40.7%)

DON’T KNOW
(0.5%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(28.6%)

DON’T KNOW
(0.5%)

ACTION: Pilot ‘no-car’ days and celebrations on various streets within Banff.

VERY IMPORTANT
(33.7%)

IMPORTANT
(22.1%)

NEUTRAL
(12.1%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(3.0%)

ACTION: Build a second pedestrian and cycling connection over the Bow River to support walking and cycling by residents and visitors.

VERY IMPORTANT
(33.7%)

IMPORTANT
(23.1%)

NEUTRAL
(13.6%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(4.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(24.6%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.0%)

OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?
Implement disincentives to driving such
as paid parking and congestion charge
Continue to build up Roam.
It’s making a difference!
Please don’t reduce the speeding limit to
30 km an hour, when going down Tunnel
or Sulphur Mountain my bike already
exceeds that limit and if I have to drive I’m
already on my breaks the whole way.
I am glad you have given some options
in the survey, but I don’t think they are
realistic. If you have to drive somewhere,
then you have to drive. Clearing sidewalks
first will only make driving more hazardous.
That is ridiculous. Safety first, okay? And
having ‘no car’ days - Well, give it a try
but its a bit silly and a spit in the bucket as
long as it doesn’t cost anything. Put efforts
into cheap and frequent mass transit, and
limit visitor private vehicles over the bridge
at high season - that is going to really get
people used to taking a bus and I bet, like

me, they will really like it. And no more
expensive fancy bridges over the river,
okay? Put the money into ROAM and other
shuttles, and into increased enforcement.
It’s disappointing that you didn’t ask
about safe way over the rail tracks to the
compound. Building a bridge over the river
to Cave Ave (within sight of the 2 other
bridges) before the compound superfluous.
This pedestrian friendly infrastructure is
pointless to me without an intercept parking
lot. The extra ped bridge to Rec grounds
is great but people will keep driving there
if they can. It’s great for locals though.
Build more parking outside of banff
tow site and bus people in

Bike racks should be more abundant
throughout Banff in the winter. Most
have been removed making it extremely
difficult to find an open space to lock your
bike. The bike racks left in the winter are
also not ideal. They make it impossible to
securely lock your bike frame and wheels
to the rack especially when there are more
people using bikes to commute in the
winter as well as having multiple bikes left
locked to the rack that have been forgotten.
The racks needs to be of better design and
quality throughout town in the winter due
to a high volume of theft most of us have
experienced, not to mention most winter
bikes being fat bikes, with or without studded
tires, which are obviously very expensive.
I think the bike/scooter share program would
be amazing for residents and tourists. Would
also like to a Tunnel under the tracks.

Want to encourage cycling? Create a dedicated
cycling lane along Banff Ave. Even when cars are
only going 30km/h, it can be intimidating to bike
within that traffic. And then you’ll be able to clear
the cycling lane just like a sidewalk. Because while
a car with winter/all season tires may be fine with
some ice, snow, and deep ruts building up on the
road, it becomes nearly impossible for a cyclist
when this happens. Yet, going on to the cleared off
sidewalks as a cyclist is terrible for pedestrians.
The added bus route to Lake Louise is
an amazing initiative. Well done.
If we build a second bridge, it should be strong
enough to accommodate an emergency evacuation
for residents/ visitors stuck on the other side.
DISINCENTIVISE DRIVING!! Please show
leadership in taking steps that may be seen as
unpopular by some to reach these goals. Spend
money on infrastructure, remove parking in place
for top quality bike infrastructure and send the
message that roads are a public space for all.
improve/ build sidewalks - not all
streets are safe without them
I often take the car in winter because I know my
downtown route will be icy and I fall and get hurt;
the road to get to the bus is just as treacherous.
I find bike riding quite easy at this current
time and have no problems getting around
but would love less cars allowed in the main
town. Lets make it more like a village!
A top priority should be to engage with CP and
have a pedestrian crossing to the Banff Industrial
Compound that will encourage commuters to
walk or bike to work there. Additionally, the Town
should take aggressive action to limit motorized
vehicle use within the townsite and the park. More
importantly sustainable transportation is a regional
issue due to the vast nature of our country and
this needs to be addressed on a regional scale.
Focus on the important...congestion is bad in
summer not winter, focus on increasing transit/
active modes in summer, don’t waste time focusing
on winter, its cold, most people are not going to
change and ride a bike to work. Build the intercept
parking lots, ban visitor vehicles from town in
summer or charge them to drive in town and to
park and get everyone walking and using ROAM.
Build a pedestrian bridge to the rec grounds!

No car day and building a new bridge...wow I want
to see people getting out of their cars when they
have children to haul or deriving for business etc.
And another bridge - who is paying for that??
Who the hell is going to pay for this, pie in the
sky ideas, get real, were taxed to death
Enforce existing by-laws for snow clearance so
that walking is a safer option. In my experience
compliance with sidewalk clearing by-laws is
sporadic at best. Winter cycling will always be a
fringe activity and investment to facilitate would not
be a good use of taxes. I cycle and drive but am often
disappointed by my fellow cyclists failure to observe
the rules of the road. Some education / enforcement
in this area would increase safety significantly. As
a cyclist I see zero need to reduce existing speed
limits provided that cyclists observe the rules of
the road. The new cycle lane on the uphill side of
Tunnel Mtn Road has increased my comfort as a
rider greatly without the need for an artificially low
speed limit for cars and I would prefer this sort of
initiative to a general lowering of speed limits. The
30 km limit on Banff Ave is a bad joke and should be
rescinded, except in school zones, play grounds and
perhaps in the downtown core (Moose to Buffalo)
The new rebate program for studded bike tires is a
perfect example of how this town can shape itself
into a model environmental community. Not a lot
of education needed for the rebate example, just a
little carrot put out there for locals to take action on.
No Car days are great! Please build a
second pedestrian bridge! Maybe one
going towards the recreation grounds?
Banning cars from Banff Ave would be
hands down the greatest thing to happen
to this community this century.
a NO Car day is the dumbest idea ever.
Every councilor and town official drives a
car so get you all to sell your cars first

RESIDENT: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING,
WHEN IT COMES TO SUPPORTING AND CHOOSING
SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION IN BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

64.7%

112

Don’t have time

4.6%

8

Don’t know what to do

9.8%

17

Not a priority for me, personally

2.9%

5

Few opportunities to get involved

5.8%

10

Can’t afford the actions

2.3%

4

Other

8.1%

14

I don’t know

3.5%

6

Prefer not say

2.9%

5

VISITOR: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO SUPPORTING
AND CHOOSING SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION ACTIONS WHEN VISITING BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

17.6%

3

Don’t have time

5.9%

1

Don’t know what to do...

11.8%

2

Not a priority for me when I travel

5.9%

1

Can’t afford the actions...

11.8%

2

Other

29.4%

5

I don’t know

17.6%

3

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION’S WAY, IF
ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO SUPPORTING AND CHOOSING SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORTATION ACTIONS IN BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

We take sufficient action

66.7%

6

Don’t know what do...

11.1%

1

Not a priority for organization

11.1%

1

Not many opportunities to get involved

11.1%

1

Other

11.1%

1

Not enough people in banff walk, considering how
small the town is. The roads definitely need to be
cleared more in the winter to promote this. I think
that Banff Ave should be walking only, on weekends
and possibly during the summer. It would redirect
traffic and allow people to safely walk around the
main part of town. It would also encourage residents
and visitors to walk or bike more! Another pedestrian
bridge across the Bow River would be a fantastic
addition to the town as well, as would lowering the
speed signs. I would personally never raise children
in Banff as it is right now, because of how many
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OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?, CONTINUED.
dangerous drivers there are. Way too many tourists
drive too fast though town, and I’ve seen so many
close calls and people getting hit on Banff avenue.
Promote winter walking - yes; biking -no
I think one way to reduce vehicle use is to start charging
for parking, or if that is already occuring: charging
more. This would reduce the amount that vehicles are
used in the town and would bring in some additional
revenue to enact other environmentally friendly.
Free bus pass for residents

appalling (not to mention the frustration and wasted
time creating a very,very unhappy visitor experience)

I ride every day summer and winter
and have spiked tires on my bike

Furthering the development of public
transit, and keeping/making it affordable
and easy to use is very important

Adding a second bridge will “yes” get more people
to choose sustainable transportation but it will
also greatly improve the visitor experience

The Town already does not plow the streets so that is a
non issue. We can not all ride bikes in winter. Have the
town councillors all ban their own car as the Mayors
Husband drives 2 blocks to work in a F-150. Set a
example first and stop being hypocrites. The Transit
managers drive cars to work !!!!! WTF, they should
be the first ones required to ride the bus to work

Yes build bridge by park and Rec grounds. Have no cars
downtown! Use old RV site st industrial railway crossing
to commute in. More busses from Calgary. No gondola
from train station to norquay one gondola in town is
enough. Get rental car companies to rent electric cars.

Please don’t adjust a speed limit in whole town.
just read if only 17% of people that actually live
here bike in the summer, and 2% in the winter,
taxpayers are going to pick up the tab for studded
tires, not going to happen-dude, it’s cold outside!!
I bike three seasons but not in the winter. The
hill home is to crazy and cars go to fast
More frequent roam buses
who is paying for this ?
Promoting walking and cycling is important more
for promoting sustainable life-style choices (better
health, happiness, environment) than for the actual
energy that is saved. I support these initiatives for
general well-being and giving people options for
small steps towards sustainable living. Banff should
create road-narrowing structures to slow traffic.
Especially at crosswalks and near intersections.
Banff needs to emulate what Canmore is doing with
its trail systems and bike paths. Banff is way behind in
terms of getting people to ditch their vehicles. Install
about 5-10x as many bike racks int he downtown
core and make it easier for people to get to key tourist
destinations. Installing a passenger gondola loop from
the town centre to Sulphur Mountain base, down to
Bow Falls, to the Banff Centre would take huge pressure
off the Bow River vehicle bridge and Banff Avenue.
That pinch point is THE issue on peak days. Without
more ways to cross the river, we’re all doomed!
1. Support e-vehicles for Town & Parks as these
become more readily available and cost effective.
Convert ROAM to e-bus as the hybrids reach end of
life. There are now sufficient e-bus trials within Alberta
to support purchasing decisions. Banff can be a leader..
2. Work with Parks to make Mountain Avenue ‘local
traffic, transit and bus only’ The amount of fumes
& CO2 from the afternoon-descent traffic jams is
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The idea of no car days is nice but I do not believe it is
feasible. Workers from canmore may need to commute,
people with limited mobility may need to drive directly
to get errands accomplished and tourists from hotels and
such (as well as locals) who dont live within walking
distamce of downtown core will be frustrated.
Having no car days is not going to fix the problem.
Building intercept lots at the east entrance and west
entrance will definitely help. Get rid of those cross
walks in the middle of banff ave!!! Hands down the
biggest problem for traffic flow!!!! everyone should be
crossing at controlled crosswalks. The biggest thing
banff could do is bring in more train service, tram cars
that ran between Calgary and Lake Louise would be a
game changer for this area. That would have the biggest
impact on the environment and highway safety.
As a cyclist, I would like greater effort made to clear
main roads down to pavement after snowstorms.
Traveling up streets covered in rutted ice is very difficult
and the practice of all businesses clearing their snow
onto the street makes cycling after a snowfall just
dangerous. When that snow then melts and becomes
soft - it makes cycling near impossible. If you want
to support green commuting, then make it safe and
easy to do so. I have often wondered why I don’t
just drive in the winter when roads are in bad shape
because council doesn’t support snow removal.
As mentioned earlier, I would commute even
more (I do not too bad) if I could build more time
into my day. Also hauling large objects home is
a challenge on my bike or when walking.
1. Limit cars within the town from visitors (especially
during summer) 2. Additional buses (1 bus every 40
minutes to get to or from town to the fairmont Banff
springs isn’t ideal). This would encourage people to
use public transportation. Especially in the winter.

Banff Ave. should be car free. No tourist cars in
town, leave them in the outskirts and walk or take
a shuttle bus to the centre. We definitely need a
second pedestrian bridge, considering 1/3 of Banff’s
population lives on the south side of the river.
A second bridge located where the winter bridge
is a must. I am sure more people cross their in the
winter then the other bridge! It will create a great
loop and help move people off Banff ave.
Don’t lower the speed limit unless there is an
enforcement plan. Unenforced regulations
diminish public respect for the issue.
Banff does a good job regarding snow clearing, and I
feel the town is generally great to walk in during winter.
Roam is an essential service to have. RV’s downtown
should be very limited/banned. We should be doing
what we can to promote walking and not driving.
I think walking in winter is great. The majority of
home owners do not shovel the sidewalks. Enforce the
bylaw. I don’t think tax payers should have to pay to
hire more staff and equipment to clear side walks.
The 30 km speed limit is too low. It makes people
impatient and they now ignore it and now ignore
the school and playground zones as well.
I don’t agree with the 30km/hr speed limit in town.
No-Car days are a must do!!!
If I had to choose any priorities in this entire
plan it would be the 30 km/h speed limit
and the second pedestrian bridge.
We don’t need to change the limit to 30. Keep it
30 for the busy blocks of Banff Ave only. It seems
like you’re tackling a non existent problem, spend
the money promoting biking, and start charging for
parking downtown to raise money for bus systems

The speed limit reduction is ridiculous. Try winter
walking when it’s -30. Where are you going to put
your next 6 million dollar water pipe bridge
Prohibit RV downtown, Reduce visitor
car by improving the park and ride.
30 is too slow for main street. 40 is fast enough and safe
enough for everyone. As someone who regularly bikes
and walk as a mode of transportation I never once felt
unsafe doing so when the speed limit was 40. Maybe
instead of decreasing the speed limit you should focus
on how unsafe those who are biking are. Too often I
see people without reflectors or lights biking right in the
middle of the road. That’s unsafe, not the speed limit.
I feel that the speed limits are sufficient. People that
speed at the current limits are an issue. No car days
this is not realistic for the layout of the town. This only
works in larger spaces where a single street or two are
easily navigated around. With our main streets being
the ones you want to shut down this idea is insane. Only
Bear St could work but to give up the parking spaces
on this street is also an insane idea. In theory this is great
but it’s not practical for the size and layout of our town.
On busy days perhaps a limit on tourist cars is a thing to
look at. Perhaps we could force tourists to park outside
the townsite and bus them in like we do at Moraine
Lake. Another idea could be to build a parkcade near
the ponds and allow some residents with multiple cars
or no parking at their residence to park there for free.
Promoting walking commutes will take ensuring
ALL sidewalks, paths and INTERSECTIONS are
ice-free and safe for ALL residents and visitors. I have
witnessed numerous residents who have broken bones
on the icy intersections and sidewalks in town. I also
feel for newcomers and visitors who have never walked
on snow and ice. We are not going to stop driving
completely particularly in winter therefore they need
to be cleared with good timing. Perhaps when it snows
at night, crews can be called out to meet the needs of
the community instead of clearing during commute
times. I feel the speed limit is good at 40 but if it was
reduced to 30 it might make drivers stay at 40. No car
days and celebrations might work well for people who
are not physically challenged. The locations would
have to be well chosen in order to not impede on those
who are. Roads with essential services re: Bear St.
would not be a good one to close. Building another
bridge for all means of transportation might aid in the
traffic congestion and in the event of a horrific event.

Please do not reduce the speed limit to 30. The speed
you travel through town is often limited by traffic
anyway and when it isn’t, 40 is reasonable. 30 all the way
down Banff ave is totally ridiculous. It only needs to be
30 on the 1-300 blocks because of all the jay walkers.
In the energy section I checked what I thought
was very important to me but it said not important
and I can’t go back. It is very important to me
and I try and do my best to do whatever means
possible to leave this place the way I found it
Paid parking in the downtown area.
getting studded tires with the rebate program .thank
you. will help me stay out of my car in winter.
Study states that under 2% of population cycles in
winter. No need to have a year round speed reduction.
Number of traffic incidents within town do not support
or indicate a safety concern for either pedestrians or
cyclists. No need to drop the speed limit especially
on arterial roads. TOB should provide town wide
sidewalk clearing at town expense not leaving it up to
individual homeowners to maintain town infrastructure.
I walk or bus everywhere since I don’t drive. The
Ken Masden walking path and having no sidewalks
to the Banff Centre cause so many problems in the
winter. Conditions are so slippery along Wolverine
and Grizzly by the cemetery. I’ve fallen so many times
in the winter. I can’t walk up St.Julien either since
there are no sidewalks and cars drive so fast along that
road. As for the new bus route, it takes longer for me
to get to the bus stop than to walk up. PLEASE create
sidewalks, maintain them, and put more street lights
along that route. It’s so icy and dark in the winter.
I truly believe that people who can walk and bike
choose to. There are people that require their vehicle
to complete some of their chores, need them for work
or are not mobile enough to walk or bike. It would
be wise to continue to promote walking and cycling
to Banff visitors, to help with congestion and parking
issues in town, but not necessary to continue to
promote to locals. More bike racks would also help,
they are often full in the summer time. Making another
pedestrian bridge in the place where they should have
made the first one is entirely a waste of money. It is
not that far of a walk to get to the other bridge. At this
time I do not think this should be a focus for town.

We need to promote safe driving for the conditions,
not institute arbitrary speed limits. If you continue
to lower the limit you will produce frustrated drivers
who will speed from the stop to get to full speed
before the next stop. There are enough interruptions
in the flow of traffic to keep the speeds lower and
safe. When the streets are clear and quiet why
couldn’t one drive faster. The speed ‘limit’ in a traffic
congestion time is between 0 and 2 km/hr. It just
does not make sense to legislate driving practices.
A second pedestrian bridge is completely
unnecessary development
Thank you for promoting and investing in year
round active travel. I wish I lived in Banff to
participate in the studded tire rebate program.
Get visitors and locals alike out of their personal vehicles
for trips within the town. Consider paid parking as a
traffic reduction option. Eliminate recreation vehicles,
pedicabs and rental scooters from the downtown core.
They just plug an already overcrowded road system.
Put the money in the existing bridge, another pedestrian
bridge is not needed , spend the money on a traffic study
with interactive light systems , congestion in the summer
is a safety issue and the town needs to address this
Work hard to establish public transit expectations
in visitors and keep improving infrastructure
to support the concept. No problem with
vehicle bans or paid parking at high rates.
Building another pedestrian bridge is counter
productive. It will result in residents walking less
(given that the bridge will be a “short cut” from the
existing vehicle/pedestrian bridge that is only 2 blocks
away) and building infrastructure actually creates
carbon emissions and resource consumption. That is
antithetical to reducing our town’s carbon footprint.
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FOCUS AREA 5

WASTE

ACTION: Work with partners to discourage the improper disposal of recyclable materials commonly resulting from commercial and construction/renovation/demolition activities.

VERY IMPORTANT
(61.1%)

IMPORTANT
(28.8%)

NEUTRAL
(3.5%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(3.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(3.0%)

DON’T KNOW
(0.5%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(6.1%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(5.1%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.0%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(7.6%)

DON’T KNOW
(3.0%)

ACTION: Develop mandatory construction, renovation, and demolition recycling and composting bylaws.

VERY IMPORTANT
(58.6%)

IMPORTANT
(28.8%)

NEUTRAL
(2.5%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(3.0%)

ACTION: Require businesses to support compost diversion of food and food-soiled paper.

VERY IMPORTANT
(59.6%)

IMPORTANT
(27.8%)

NEUTRAL
(4.5%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(2.0%)

ACTION: Ban community-wide disposal (to landfill) of select recyclable or compostable materials.

VERY IMPORTANT
(49.5%)

IMPORTANT
(21.7%)

NEUTRAL
(15.2%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(3.0%)

ACTION: Create a program that requires residents to pay for waste disposal by weight or volume, while recycling and composting are free of charge or offered at low cost.

VERY IMPORTANT
(26.8%)

IMPORTANT
(14.6%)

NEUTRAL
(19.2%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(9.1%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(26.8%)

DON’T KNOW
(3.5%)

OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?
After living in Victoria BC, I have
experienced a community where compost
and recycling are enforced and successful.
I believe more education and awareness
of waste management would improve
the programs here. I also believe local
restaurants need to be enforced to have
better compost options. The alleyway
behind Banff ave is riddled with the smells of
rotting food. This not only brings a negative
experience for those traveling around the
area but is a huge attractant for wildlife.
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The town has talked about this stuff since
1990. Why does it take decades?
Please don’t develop a way that causes
residents to pay for waste disposal, it will
only result in higher living costs. This town
is full of minimum wage workers who can’t
afford it. Are you really going to tax the
Australian ski-lift operator to throw away
their plastic Ichiban noodle package? Could
you direct the charge to businesses instead?
Maybe IGA should be charged for the
waste disposal by weight/volume based
on what the plastic Ichiban noodle would

be? Or the toy and technology stores for all
that extra plastic wrapping that products
are sent in. Why not bring in a bulk buy to
reduce waste? I’m actually very offended
you want to require residents to pay more
while not focusing attention to hotels or
businesses that create way more waste.
I am not too worried about food and paper
soiled diversion - I am worried about plastics
and styro. In Copenhagen, all take-out
and food truck and festival food is require
to be served on bio degradable plates and
containers and use bio degradable utensils.

Perhaps we can do that here - the products are out
there and the cost is not prohibitive. We actually
brought some samples home with us - made of wheat
husks, corn bi product, no bleach. Some plates can
even be put in the dishwasher for about a year before
breaking down and are used and re-used in bakeries,
not just for take out. Its a required city law for take
outs, festivals etc and there are financial incentives
for businesses using them in-house. Europe as a lot of
great idea for that. We could also ban plastic straws
(paper options are just fine, liked them as a kid cuz
then we could chew on them and spit the mushy
bits at our friends!), which might seem like a small
thing, but it raises awareness and deliberate choice
over all for many people. Its a ‘gateway’ (to use a
recently popular term) habit -changing action.

of some of the current ones. The fact that the new
T’inu housing project with 131 units could be opened,
along an already fairly dense residential lane, without
a compost bin being installed amongst the added
garbage and recycling bins is mind boggling. I would
fully support the charging by weight/volume for
residential disposal of waste, as long as the focus on
keeping wildlife out of garbage collection bins is not
lost. Currently I think the town does a good job in this
regard, and the integrity of wildlife and preventing
human harm to wildlife is extremely important to me.

It would be great to look into how other places banned
things like plastic bags etc. Maui has no plastic bags,
pretty much the whole island is my understanding.
Even Walmart is on board. Banff could totally take
this on based on being in Banff National park.

would like clarification on what is compostible...
meat? bones? also... please ban plastic bags from
businesses... eg retail, grocery. Many towns have done
this ... we can do it. give retailers a timeline to get rid
of plastic... 1year? as they order bags well in advance.

An increased number of compost bins are needed
throughout town. The town of Banff should be giving
all households personal compost bins to encourage
composting. Ensure all walkways around garbages/
recycling/composts are free of snow and ice (Deer
Street). More establishments in Banff need to compost
as well and be encouraged to purchase compostable
materials such as bamboo straws/cutlery etc.

Food waste should no be diverted from land
fills. It’s the only part that is biodegradable
and will be better for the landfill in the future.
It can’t ALL be plastic and mattresses.

Only 35 out of 112 non-res users were using food
scrap bins! How is that allowed! Prioritize resident
education - the organics bin is always contaminated
with garbage. Once educated - more organic bins are
needed. I always hear that people want to compost
but there’s no bin near them - they don’t need to be
provided with a kitchen catcher; they just need the
bin. PLEASE outlaw helium balloons outdoors (why
did people have them at the xmas parade - I saw at
least 3 float away!). Also set the standard and ban
plastic bags from our grocery stores and retailers.
More residential compost bins need to be installed!
This should cause a drastic reduction in landfill
waste. Currently the closest compost bin to me is a 12
min walk or 5 min bike ride. But walking or biking
with a full bag of compost is gross and not practical,
so we drive our compost over. We try not to take
special trips just for this purpose, but if the bin is full
or become smelly, we sometime have to. Yep, we
take an 8min roundtrip drive in our car to be able
to compost. Maybe a map should be drawn up to
show how many residential units/beds are within a
2min walk of a compost bin, as I think 2min is about
the threshold for most people to want to take their
compost. I think this map would show the drastic
need for more compost bins, and perhaps the moving

Provide all residents with necessary bins. Make
recycling easy for everyone. This worked
well in my home country. If it’s not made
easy then people will take the easy option

Please do not create a program that requires residents
to pay for waste removal, why don’t you charge
businesses for bringing waste into a National Park
instead? ie - plastic bags, straws, plastic cups. You’d
keep more out of the landfill and make more money
Information is the key to educating locals. This town
is already an expensive town to live in and by creating
a program for locals to pay for waste disposal will only
make it more expensive. Note that the population of
tourist/transients are still twice as much as the locals.
I am disheartened when I look inside our
recycling bins - in the neighbourhoods or at
the centres. How can we improve how people
recycle as well as how many are doing it?

RESIDENT: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING,
WHEN IT COMES TO SUPPORTING WASTE PREVENTION
AND DIVERSION IN BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

58.7

101

Don’t have time

5.2%

9

Don’t know what to do

9.3%

16

Not a priority for me, personally

2.9%

5

Few opportunities to get involved

8.1%

14

Can’t afford the actions

5.2%

9

Other

8.1%

14

I don’t know

5.8%

19

Prefer not say

2.9%

5

VISITOR: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT
COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT WASTE PREVENTION
AND DIVERSION WHILE VISITING BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

23.5%

4

Don’t have time

5.9%

1

Don’t know what to do...

23.5%

4

Not a priority for me when I travel

5.9%

1

Other

35.3

6

I don’t know

11.8%

2

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION’S WAY, IF
ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT WASTE PREVENTION AND
DIVERSION IN BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

We take sufficient action

66.7%

6

Don’t know what do...

11.1%

1

Not a priority for organization

11.1%

1

Not many opportunities to get involved

11.1%

1

We can’t afford the actions

11.1%

1

We lack infrastructure or equipment

22.2%

2

require businesses to reduce waste such as giving
their customers greater incentives to use reusable
cups. If a program could be developed to have
residents pay for their waste by weight I would
be thrilled and would rate that as very important
but I can’t see a way to do this in Banff
I believe the importance of tackling single-use plastics
is the most important. We are a national park and
therefore should be leading in this area! I would love
to see Banff supporting this initiative as our plastic
consumption is un-excusable and more action should
be taken to reduce it. We have no where to put plastic
so itll just end up in our community and in our soils.
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Waste disposal and recycling are readily accessible
and encourages the process. As an individual who
makes an effort to compost I find I am discouraged by
the inconvenience in compost deposit accessibility.
There is no composting station near my residence
and due to the nature of compost it is better to
dispose of waste more frequently. These factors
create a barrier related to time feasibility.

items and then weigh it? Does there then need to
be a parade of trucks to remove the sorted items?
What about garburetors? Saves on work crews and pick
up and smelly summer compost (in my house and out)
I think all of the above are excellent strategies.

There’s grave risk of improper disposal of
wildlife-attractant garbage if there’s a fee
for garbage. We have good bins.
Make it easier to buy food products with
sustainable packaging in town stores, ban the
use of plastic bags in town stores, and ban the
use of styrofoam take out containers

More community green bins
how do you require residents to pay for waste disposal
but not for recycling in a community that has communal
bins? lets be smart with our goals and programs. ban
the plastic bag in Banff, Fort McMurray did it.
Education and support for seasonal and transient young
staff to access recycling and recycled materials.
Ok more money, this time for waste disposal...
More taxes and unenforceable regulations,
give you head a shake!!!
I’m unsure how the town could calculate and collect
fees for the disposal at the residential level although
there may be scope to do so for commercial users.
As a family we work hard to collect our compost,
recycle, reuse, and buy local or green. I don’t support
paying for composting and recycling. People who do
not do this should pay for their garbage. What goes
into the compost and recycling bins need to be better
monitored (better education for those that don’t
understand), so our efforts to be green aren’t wasted
by a lack of understanding or just plain laziness.
Commercial waste is exponentially more polluting
than residential and should be addressed as so. The fact
that high level restrictions don’t already exist on Banff
projects is surprising and should definitely be priority.
you can not patrol the garbage cans already so
good luck with that one. Another stupid idea.
Plastic is used far too often when not needed.
I do not think that punishing residents by charging
them for garbage is the way to go. It’s the tourists
that are the problem! There is constantly waste
on the streets around town, and on weekends
the garbages on Banff Ave are often overflowing.
The town needs to empty these more often.
Don’t understand the 4th question
Charging for waste removal will result in even more
illegal dumping of garbage, How much time would
be wasted while the trucks sit idling and try to sort
though every bag to see what is garbage or other
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Please re-add large recycling bin to the main recycling
area in industrial compound to allow resident
recycle of oversized cardboard. Don’t start charging
residents for bringing items to the dump, that’s silly,
people will recycle less if you start charging.
Stop putting all of this responsibility on the taxpayer.
They already pay way too much to live here in town.
You keep diverting costs to residents, all you’ll have is
rich ppl owning homes who dont live there filled with
transient youth to run the town. No one will want to pay
these special costs for dumb programs when we’re all
already doing more than enough for the environment.
Locals already pay a high costs of living.
Changing more for waste is not the answer...
Ban single use plastic
I accidentally put my thoughts on this earlier on. I
really think that businesses should be required to have
compostable takeaway items and should use brands that
dont use extra plastic packaging. Im not sure what Banff
does, but recycling soft plastics is an awesome one as well
We should focus on composting if it is actually
saving energy when factoring in transportation
requirements. Perhaps more emphasis should be put
on generating local commercial composting facilities
and strategies for preventing bin contamination
before enforcing composting bylaws. I support
efforts that make waste an inconvenience. Hopefully
there will be a backlash against unnecessary waste
production such as excessive packaging in consumer
goods. I encourage Banff to strongly discourage
wasteful product packaging in its businesses.
Unless the municipality is prepared to enforce bylaws,
what is the point in passing them. As far as building
materials go, rates set by the landfill determine whether
contractors want to pay higher rates for unsorted loads
or invest in labour to keep waste streams separate to pay
lower tipping fees. Is Banff going to inspect garbage
bins before they load out? This is unenforceable. We
can’t even get restaurants to clean their grease traps
to protect the sewers. Just jack up everyone’s waste
handling fees as it all gets mixed int he trucks anyways.

It is a disaster that we truck the garbage to
Camrose and hide that fact from residents.
I believe that charging for garbage removal will
lead to more dumping or inappropriate disposal
of garbage which will lead to further wildlife
endangerment and negative encounters.
Charge hotels for the amount of food waste
they throw out. Get them to offer the food
to staff to take home or donate it.
Like to see bylaw actually in force littering laws.
There should be reduced pacakging, where possible.
Also more waste diversion and food recovery
programs (like Canmore Food REcovery Barn).
How would you charge residents for waste disposal
without creating wildlife conflict issues? I like the
current community collection bins, but would
like to see fewer garbage bins and more compost
bins. Compost and recycling should be the easiest
options (think- shortest walks) and garbage should
be easy enough to encourage proper disposal.
Help facilitate the reuse of commercial renovation
items to keep out of the landfill and in use. Further
repurposing household items that are still in working
condition could have a massive impact on the amount
that goes to a landfill. I LOVE the idea of paid
waste, and free compost or recycling. In 2001 I saw
this first hand when travelling in Korea. The only
challenge to manage might be ensuring that people
don’t contaminate the recyclables by trying to get
rid of landfill waste that could cost them money.
more recycling bins in town (it’s a 5 minute
walk from my house to a bin) More composting
drop offs/residential programs
I want to be better at this - I want to compost, I
do try to reduce my waste but find this one hard,
not as convienent as a resident to achieve.
Charging residents a fee to use the garbage will have
a lot of negative effects. Give people a discount off of
something else because they recycle more will create a
positive effect. Don’t we want to encourage recycling?

Hold businesses accountable so much can be recycled
and goes in trash. You asked business use clear bags
now follow up with offenders not doing their parts. Also
hold residents responsible as well. Forget food waste
that stuff is organic and will decompose at landfill.
Cans, plantics won’t. Ban plastic water bottle sales.
I am strongly in favour of residents having to
pay for waste disposal with a user fee: you
create more garbage, you pay more.... it makes
so much sense! Install motion cameras at the
garbage bins to see who dumps illegal waste.
Waste diversion is crucial in Banff
I think it should start from the town up. If you go
to the transfer station area it doesn’t look like the
town even recycles. If residents/businesses see
that it might be hard for them to get on board.
compost and recycling should be free
of charge and very encouraged
Adding financially responsibly to disposal would
hopefully lessen waste but cost of living in Banff is
already outrageously high and many locals working to
serve this busy town already can’t afford afford the basics
Ban single use plastics
Provide inventive for residents and business
to install garbage disposal/garburators as a
way to divert foodstuffs from the landfill.
I’d like to see more enforcement on companies,
and penalties on single use plastics especially
Create accessible place to allow to local to compost
Recycling should have an incentive, but
waste should not be charged for.
If you want to do this it needs to be more accessible.
You will need to install hundreds of compost bins,
so every residence can reach one in 2 min.
I do not understand what a program requiring
residents to pay for waste disposal by weight or volume
means. Is that for each household’s weekly waste
or waste delivered to the industrial compound?
Banff is an extortionately expensive place to live. Many
of the suggestions here will directly increase the cost of
living for residents. This will not help people to stay here.

If you make residents pay to dispose of garbage
and large items it will bring back to the times of
beside dumpsters are full of beds and couches. It
still has it but not as bad as it was in the past

Implement a ban of certain single use plastics within
the town of Banff especially in the food and beverage
industry. Customers should get a discount for bringing
their own containers for takeaway foods and drinks

Have services to repair and maintain items rather
than recycling or disposing. Shift community
culture to lower consumption of goods.

This is a MASSIVE issue!! The amount of waste and
single use plastic is shocking! It’s a disgrace to the town.
We are in a National Park we should be leading the
way. Supermarkets should have bulk bin options where
you can bring your own container and businesses need
to stop offering plastic bags and phase out ALL other
single use plastic. There are places all over the world
putting these practices in place and making sure that
we are not littering and we are disposing of our waste
correctly. We need more awareness and more actions.
Plastic does not break down. It breaks up and goes on to
harm all inhabitants on our planet. This goes beyond the
National Park. This is a crisis the whole world is facing

Plastic bags and straws??? individual water bottles
in banff? ban!! retail could convert to paper bags.
restaurants could stop straws or replace with paper
straws on demand. please. water bottles?? it’s teachable.
other cities have been able to do it. it’s Banff’s time.
but would need TOB to lead and mandate.
The Cascade Mall doesn’t recycle anything. They
have recycling bins but the bags taken from there
are thrown the the trash, which is disgusting.
I like the idea of paying for non-recyclable/noncompostable waste...there must be though more
education regarding what exactly is (or rather, is
not) recyclable. There is a lot of confusion abput
that that could lead to bad diversion of waste.
The current system works fine. There is no need
to introduce a resident pay program for waste
disposal. That is a service that all residents pay for
in their taxes. No need to introduce further taxes.
Have garbage and recycling bins together. And more
compost bins. If I had easier access, I would do more.
Yes we should be encouraging commercial and
construction operations to recycle and compost
whenever possible. This would be a good step in
the right direction. If necessary create mandates. I
understand where you are coming regarding paying for
waste disposal and not recycling, however, because we
have community garbage bins servicing an entire block
it is hard to pin point the people who are responsible for
dumping large amounts of garbage. Another thought. I
think it would be helpful to have good signage at all of
the residential garbage disposals saying where to leave
“give away items” or the number to contact when the
garbage is full, or how to contact the town when you
have large items to dispose of instead of leaving them by
the bins. Advertising this via facebook is not enough.
A pay for your waste program will not make any
difference if you do not include the businesses in
this. There is a false sense of impact. My single
bag/week makes me feel good but does nothing
to counter the mounds of ‘garbage’ (and this
includes recyclables and compostables) that
Starbucks tosses in the landfill without cost.

Take more control of single use plastic use, banning
plastic straws and encouraging limiting use of plastic cups
for coffee. As well as educating people about recycling
would love to see incentives for businesses to
reduce the use of single use coffee cups.
Since we have to truck all waste out of Banff National
Park it is a tremendous expense to the tax payer
to support the movement if garbage. As much
as possible compostable materials and recyclable
materials should be diverted from the landfill. In an
effort to reduce personal consumption a per bag or
per kilogram charge for garbage should be instituted.
Incentives should be offered to encourage recycling and
composting. Make recycling and compost receptacles
widespread and accessible to maximize utilization.
Need EPR on regional or local level, if not provincial,
to pay for programs. Need to have procurement
policies that support circular econony. Otherwise
diversion/ recycling is just sugar coating a linear
economy that downloads the “circular” concept/
responsibility to someone else far away.
It is nearly impossible to compost anywhere outside
of the townsite because there are no reciprocals which
can be taken to a composting facility and composting
in your own is impossible because of wildlife
I recycle some plastics, all paper, tins and all glass. But I’m
still unsure what different types of plastic are allowed in
the recycling bins on my street (I understand that plastic
bags, certain plastic packaging, etc. are not allowed).
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FOCUS AREA 6

WATER

ACTION: Determine key challenges and opportunities for reducing water use in Banff.

VERY IMPORTANT
(39.6%)

IMPORTANT
(41.1%)

NEUTRAL
(9.1%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(4.6%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(5.1%)

DON’T KNOW
(0.5%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(6.6%)

DON’T KNOW
(1.0%)

ACTION: Develop residential, commercial, and tourism water use reduction programs and incentives.

VERY IMPORTANT
(45.7%)

IMPORTANT
(35.5%)

NEUTRAL
(9.1%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(2.0%)

ACTION: Conduct education campaigns for the residential, commercial, and tourism sectors, to promote decreased water use.

VERY IMPORTANT
(40.6%)

IMPORTANT
(35.5%)

NEUTRAL
(11.2%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(5.1%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(7.1%)

DON’T KNOW
(0.5%)

NOT IMPORTANT
(37.6%)

DON’T KNOW
(2.5%)

ACTION: Increase price per cubic metre of water to discourage high levels of water use.

VERY IMPORTANT
(19.3%)

IMPORTANT
(13.2%)

NEUTRAL
(21.8%)

SLIGHTLY IMPORTANT
(5.6%)

OPEN: DO YOU HAVE ANY ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE FOCUS AREA OR ITS ACTIONS?
Bottled water is a primary concern to me
in this town. Reducing single use water
bottles would reduce transportation, reduce
recycling of bottles but also reduce the
amount of plastic ending up in the landfills.
We need to educate visitors to this town
that our water is safe to drink. We need
to impose a high tax on bottled water and
take pride in our actions to reduce this.
Be brave. Ban any shipments of bottled
water entering town. Bottled water
is the scourge of the world. Banff tap
water has suited me fine for 60 years.
Why is this focused on residential use of
municipal water? How many residents
actually have a yard or garden to water?
That’s laughable. What about the Town of
Banff flower gardens? Or the amount of water
used weekly to water and clean the streets?
On my bike ride to commute to work the
roads were often shockingly drenched on
Wednesday and Thursday to what, clean
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the McDonalds off the roads? Then why
does Beaver, Buffalo and Bear street need
to be cleaned? Those ToB water and street
cleaning trucks are huge, that’s a lot of gallons
of water. Maybe the ToB should lead by
example to reduce water consumption.

I’m not sure water pricing has a huge affect
on residential, especially rental, usage. I’d
like to see more promotion of grey water
usage and investigation of using water
after treatment from the waste water plant
rather than just dumping it into the Bow.

Too many times I have seen water sprinklers
running in the rain - from my neighbours, at
the admin gardens, and in parks, by the way.
Central Park, in fact. This is really wasteful.
Also, increasing the cost of water usage is
not going to affect most people’s behaviour.
People will just complain more. I think we
need signage that say - turn off the water in
the rain! Also, signage that says no dumping
in the storm drains (where did those yellow
fish go?) - run off from driveways goes into
storm drains. Where are people changing
their oil? I think the Toxic Waste round about
is an excellent diversion of water-dangerous
toxins such as paints and sprays. But no,
no more increase in cost of living, okay? Its
already going up too high, too quickly, here.

In my Opinion increasing the Price
will not make any difference,
The Town needs to look at storm water
screening - the amount of butts/bottles/
garbage in the spring just sitting in storm
drains is outrageous. At least put something
on the ones in the alley ways and main
areas of downtown. Are there really
business/hotels in Banff that don’t have
low flow faucets/ toilets/ showers...
Water usage reduction is a non issue.
I’m disappointed that whoever put this
survey together doesn’t know about the
water cycle and that water is not created
or destroyed. This would make sense if

we lived in the southern california, but we don’t.
We live where most of the water comes from.
The only thing we should be avoiding is bottling
it and shipping it away in plastic containers.

If the inefficient use of water is of great concern it
seems to me that increasing user fees would be by far
the best way to encourage better use of the resource.
Perhaps the town could look at irrigating less as well.
BAN the sale of single use water in all stores .

Reduce planting flowers that need gallons of water
a week, reduce cleaning the streets with water or
minimize to only Banff Ave. - Beaver street does
not need to be cleaned weekly, look internally at
the Town of Banff use of water. There are more
hotel showers than residential showers, so again, I
don’t know how creating more costs for residents
will help? The more you tax and charge the
residents the more inequality happens in Banff.
One of my favourite things about living in Banff
is the equality between my peers and I, but as
you charge more for services it will become more
apparent who makes money and who does not.
water use is very important to me; I would like to
know how Banff does in terms of water conservation
- on a residential and hotel/ commercial level
I think its very important we not only save our
valuable resource but I think the use of plastic
water bottles is also a concern. I don’t know much
on water wastage in Banff but believe a campaign
promoting how amazing our water is would be great
to encourage people to drink and cherish our water!
My overall perception is that water quantity is
not a concern in the Bow Valley and this likely
contributes to personal excessive water use.
Education and water use reduction programs need
to be implemented to raise awareness of the issue.
if you are going to increase the price of water, do it
incrementally like Canmore, charge a differential rate
for high consumers, but don’t tax people doing the
right thing and use less. are these targets realistic? a
60% reduction in water consumption? really? what
does “outperform average water targets mean? focus
on the big picture work on leaks in the system 18%
of our water is unaccounted for...this seems to be
the place where we get most “bang for our buck”

Don’t punish residents by charging a higher price
for water. It is expensive enough to live here as is.
Hotels should be charged more for water use.
Don’t continue to do endless studies. Actually
use the study date when you do have a study.
I suggested garburetors but I assume now they Inc
water ue not decrease? Can we design/subsisize thos
hot water heaters that heat the water as you use it?
Make a Canadian universitychallenge to engineering
students to designe this for hotel environments? :) if
people are on board with a culture of conservation
in Banff , I’m sure compliance will go up?
clearly disenfecting byproducts are a major
environmental concern when it comes to wastewater disposal, but what about microplastics? In
our environmental science class 501 (University of
Calgary) we sampled for microplastics in the Bow
River in Canmore and found a significant amount
of platic fibers. It was hypothesized that this was
due to washing machine waste water and inefficient
processes of the canmore EPCOR WWTP. As
these plastics are known to infiltrate food webs (i.e
were likely eating them via fish ) and contain toxic
carcinogens such as BPA, they could pose a potential
risk to human and ecosystem health. What then, is the
town of Banff doing in terms of studying this potential
problem, how are they educating the public, and what
plans are in place to mitigate this pollution source?
I cant believe there was a question about increasing
fee for water?! Maybe encourage with more rebates
on upgrading low flow shower heads or faucets!

RESIDENT: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING
ACTION TO SUPPORT WATER EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY IN BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

52.3

90

Don’t have time

3.5%

6

Don’t know what to do

15.7%

27

Not a priority for me, personally

5.8%

10

Few opportunities to get involved

7.0%

12

Can’t afford the actions

9.3%

16

Other

6.4%

11

I don’t know

7.0%

12

Prefer not say

2.3%

4

VISITOR: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR WAY, IF ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING
ACTION TO SUPPORT WATER EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY WHILE VISITING BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

I take sufficient action

35.3%

6

Don’t have time

5.9%

1

Don’t know what to do...

17.6%

3

Not a priority for me when I travel

17.6%

3

Other

11.8%

2

I don’t know

11.8%

2

BUSINESS/ORGANIZATION: WHAT STANDS IN YOUR ORGANIZATION’S WAY, IF
ANYTHING, WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING ACTION TO SUPPORT WATER EFFICIENCY AND
QUALITY IN BANFF?
VALUE

%

COUNT

We take sufficient action

62.5%

5

Don’t know what do...

12.5%

1

Not a priority for organization

12.5%

1

Not many opportunities to get involved

12.5%

1

We can’t afford the actions

12.5%

1

I don’t know

12.5%

1

What standing in the way of water quality, won’t
be coming to banff if costs keep going up!!

The flagrant abuse of water in hotels needs to be
addressed. Competition/incentives- public reporting
on stats...you have mentioned some in the plan

Same government program put water savers
on all our taps.... free of charge And again the
cost of living is very high... don’t increase the
cost water... seriously find other ways

Ok, more money - this time called education
campaign and just plainly increase the price of water.

Water reduction should fall more on businesses
and hotels than individual residential homes

Again more regulations and taxes, we pay enough
to support the federal and provincial government

Increasing price of water will just make it that much
harder for those who work in the tourism industry
to be able to afford to live there. Increasing prices
of waste removal isnt necessarily going to help this
either. I would recommend trying to make it easy
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for people to choose things that are compostable/
recyclable over other products. Coming from someone
who has lived in Banff and have many friends who
still do, its hard enough to afford to live in places like
this when you are working tourism jobs. Dont make
it harder for those who keep the town running.
Being surrounded by water, it is hard to understand
what imminent risks exist regarding water as long as
it is not directly polluted. More education is needed
to alert people to the fact that this is not an unlimited
resource. I support implementing incentives for installing
rain barrels for yard uses and more efficient appliances/
faucets and for reducing or eliminating improper use
or disposal of chemicals (including fertilizers).
Banff’s infrastructure is ancient. System leakage is
massive even before it gets metered to homes and
businesses. There is no incentive to fix the leaks because
Parks Canada pays for the unmetered water leaving
the treatment plant. Fixing the leaks actually reduces
revenue. What’s the incentive to do watermain repairs?
Has ANYONE Of you EVER discovered how
much water a restaurant uses and wastes? How
about a hotel? No more washing the Roam busses
and make Town hall go back to using outhouses no
more coffee or running water in Town Hall ban the
Crag and Canyon as its all flyers that no one wants
There needs to be focus on the biggest sources of waste
and the lowest hanging fruit, not tiny actions that
make people feel good but don’t have a big effect.
How would decreasing water use be beneficial?
Would it improve the WWTP process? I suspect
it would be better to do more educational
programs on what should or should not go down
the drain over actual water consumption.
When living in Australia in the mid 2000’s, the city
I was in was amidst a drought. We had class 5 water
restrictions placed on us which meant no watering
lawns, washing cars, and even limiting shower times to 2
minutes. The culture in Australia is very progressive with
regards to water due to the seriousness and longevity
of it. With the many many many Aussies who live in
Banff, it would be so easy to source some community
leaders who could help bring along their Canadian
neighbours with ideas and as local champions. They
could share information and household or business
reminder tools like little hourglasses for showers, etc.
These helped people keep on track with reminder
prompts that manifested in behavioural change.
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We live an hour away from a glacier, In a valley,
on a flood plane. We have water. Can we use
it better? “Yes” But at this current time we
have more important issues to deal with

People seem to think water is an endless
resource and I know many people who take
excessively long showers for example. It would
be great to see more education about water.

Start grey water collection rebates! Enforce standards as
mandatory for new housing in Banff. Water, energy,

Target major water users such as hotels and require
them to pay same rates as residents pay instead of
residents subsidizing business. Residents bought
into water conservation measures and now pay
2x more for sewer rates than consumption when
not all water used goes into the sewer system. IE
lawn and flower watering, car washing etc.

What is the percentage loss of water over the
town’s distribution system (water pumped vs
water used in residences and businesses)? I
think that I’ve heard it’s substantial. Shouldn’t
there be a conservation goal related to that?
Hotels should offer reusable canteens/water
bottles rather than regular bottled water.
Canadians dont understand how to save and
protect water resources. More education needed
With the high cost of living already in Banff, incentive
programs would be just as beneficial toward the main
goal rather than costing residents more. If rates of utilities
go up, service fees should be restricted and prevented
from increasing. In Our household we use minimize
use often by 1/2 and yet our bills go up double bc the
services fees constantly increase yet never change.
Ban watering of lawns and encourage
non-water ntesive landscaping.
Please don’t raise the price of water/sewer. It’s
skyrocketed in the last 10 years. The fatbergs that cause
the sewage problems are not coming from residents, so
increase the taxes on commercial properties instead
we pay enough for water.
Increasing price per cubic metre will mean
that those who can afford it will continue as
always. EDUCATION is paramount.
Again, Banff is a very expensive place to live.
Please don’t increase the cost of basic necessities
(water) in an attempt to reduce use.
lawns = water soakers. any chance to entice
conversion of landscaping to natural grasses
from lawns? or for new developments?
Increasing prices in any of these areas will cause
a lot of back lash from residents. It will also make
things harder on the residents of lower incomes as
Banff is already a very expensive place to live.

Instead of increasing the cost of water use try
using incentive programs instead. Also determine
where the opportunities are for water reduction
first then determine what actions to take.
Again, I think the impact of the resident of Banff
is minimal. We have been reducing and paying
more for quite some time. I don’t think any of us
waste anywhere near the quanities of water that
are consumed by the hotels and and the businesses
of Banff and Lake Louise. We should never deny
access to clean drinking water to anyone.
If you want to help the planet by dealing with the
water issues a plant based diet should be adopted.
We need to push businesses to offer more plant based
options as the amount of water and resources that
go into all animal products is significant to say the
least. We can do better. Plant based options are more
sustainable and far less resource dense. Please make
it more accessible if you care at all about water
Establish increasing block pricing for water for
both residential and commercial consumers.
The Town can establish a minimum water
requirement for households and charge an elevated
price for consumption above that threshold.

WHAT DID WE MISS?

OPEN: PLEASE USE THIS SPACE TO PROVIDE COMMENTS, CONCERNS, AND/OR IDEAS YOU’D LIKE TO SHARE RELATED TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL MASTER PLAN AND/OR THIS SURVEY.
Single use plastics are an easy item to
eliminate. Banff needs to recognize
worldwide movements to ban single use
plastics and jump on board. Be embracing
a movement like banning single use plastics
Banff could use this press and attention
to become a environmentally responsible
community in Canada. There is so much
potential for Banff to lead the way in
Environmental legislature and movements,
it is frustrating as a resident to see a town
that bases it’s existence on the natural
world to do so little to protect it. There are
people and and local grassroot organizations
fighting for banff to become more sustainable
and environmentally conscious. There
needs to be support from the Town to help
these ideas and movements happen.
Please look for ways that do not raise taxes
or charges of services for residents, we are
stretched. Thank you for past programs
that include gifting of facets, toilet bags
and compost buckets. I also appreciated
borrowing the energy consumption use
gadget from the library arranged by the ToB.
I think this is very comprehensive. I would
just like to see some of the action taken,
or increased optics for action taken. I am
glad you are focusing the qualtify of life of
residents as well as visitor visitor experience
and behaviours, and also our role in the
world overall. I am very glad that you have
focused on our role as leaders - okay, lets
take some risks and lead the way on smoking
and public health, traffic management and
idling of our visitors as well as us, and air
quality. One thing about air - I read quite
a bit about big-picture air quality (good)
. Please focus on little picture stuff such
as walking down the street, on the trails,
standing on the corner for the individual
person. Go macro and go micro in your view
and intention. It all makes a difference. For
what its worth, this is one of the better reports
I have read and worth the money spent on it.
what about management of old
contaminated sites? (ie. gas stations)

I believe education for residents- “Did
you know” style regarding environmental
rebates, waste and compost procedures, etc.
is important. Reducing barriers for locals to
be more “green” would be great. I believe
the large majority of locals have a genuine
interest in our environment. The way our
tourism industry hosts visitors could use a lot
more greening- constant idling of buses for
air conditioning, handing out bottled water,
disrespect of wildlife, choosing to drive- there
is a lot of work to be done for those who visit
our backyard in regards to respecting it.
Power consumption. Lighting should
be LED and not disterb birds or
other creatures flying at night.
plastic bags.... straws.... just
get rid of them please.
Build sidewalks up Sulpher Mountain
to provide more walking options
Would really like the town to encourage the
use of solar and wind power (at least solar
since we get so much sunlight a year).
Winter road maintenance destroys cars/
windshields. Maybe come up with something
better than huge rocks on the roads.
I fear that there is too much focus on having
the residents pay for these initiatives that
are largely affected by visitors to our town.
Residents can not afford more, please find
ways to conduct these studies and do these
actions by not raising taxes or charging more
for services. I have not had a cost-of-living
raise since 2008 and the taxes have been
raised 68%. You can not compare our taxes
to other communities like Cochrane, most
of us are in entry level positions and making
close to minimum wage. Any time you raise
the taxes it trickles down to the cost of rent
and in 2008, $500 got you a room to yourself,
now in 2018, $1200 gets you a room to
yourself and $500 gets you a room shared
between 3 people. This is insane, please
make it a priority to keep Banff affordable.
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/
banff-property-values-1.4540838

Given Banff is in the most iconic Canadian
National Park, the Ecosystem and
Transportation issues, which are related,
should have a higher level of priority over the
other sustainability issues. If Banff reduces
their CO2 footprint, that will really make little
difference in the grand scheme of things. But
if they erode ecosystem function, that has a
much greater impact in the grand scheme
of things. Not all focus areas are equal.
I would love to see a more vegetated
town - with perennial native landscaping
where possible - for the link to place as
well as for practicality. I would love to see
lighting included in this conversation - for
the light emitted as well as energy used
- our excessive seasonal lighting sends a
very different message to our visitors; in
the energy area - I just thought of all the
wasted heat on Banff Ave with the open
doors trend, this must happen in many
factions of how we operate - how to change
the culture to be more conserving?
please take more opportunities to educate
the general public. We have an organic
program in the Town and people still don’t
understand how it works (plastic in it or
garden waste). I was always waiting for the
education around it in the local media but
there wasn’t much. There is also no feedback
to the community what works, what doesn’t,
what happens to it etc. There could be an
ongoing, creative page, social media, bus
info etc around waste and recycling.
I just want to stress that invasive
vegetation management should be a
higher priority in TOB. If you walk
down the street the majority of what you
see is either non-native or invasive.
Thank you for really considering all that
was said from the community, I really feel
like I have been heard and my thoughts
valued. I would really like to see more
change in regards to plastic consumption
in Banff, especially considering we get so
many tourists its such a great opportunity to
teach everyone across the World how to be
conscious and mindful with their waste.
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UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
supports this idea that global warming above 1.5
degrees Celsius is rapidly approaching, to achieve
this rubbish one would have to place in US dollars
a price of$3,156 per tonne of greenhouse gases
emitted or $29 per gallon US or in Canada with
currency exchange $10 a litre for gas The average
family to fill their mini van @76 litre tank would be
$760.00. Congratulations you just collapsed the
economy with your bullshit climate hysteria!! Please
research Freeman Dyson on climate change.
this plan needs some serious work, I commend the
town for starting this process, but this seems half baked.
The executive summary is an FAQ not an executive
summary, the first 3 sections of the plan are waffle and
repetitive. so many of the targets have been adopted with
no understanding of the current state in Banff. a plan
should research and audit our current state, analyse areas
where the largest improvement can be made, develop
an action plan to achieve the improvement. This plan
misses that key first step in many areas. please rework
this before we adopt something that isn’t good, I believe
we need an EMP, but this current document isn’t it.
No mention of businesses with open doors in the middle
of winter - that needs to be addressed. Overall Im very
impressed with the plan and congratulate all those
who have worked on it. There is a great opportunity to
get businesses and particularly hotels to buy in to the
100% renewables by 2050 - make it all of Banff not
just the town. I cringe at hotels like the Moose who
have gas fires going on outside 24/7 - seriously?? I am
also interested in being a part of the Working group
so will look when the applications become open.
Well sounds like one expensive proposition, thank you
taxpayers, you suckers who will be paying for it. How
about let’s not promote tourism anymore, God knows we
had so many tourists lately that our roads, hotels, sewage
and park in general can’t handle it. What happened to
being fiscally responsible on behalf of us, the taxpayers?
Oh wait that one went out the window long time ago,
let’s be just like the Liberals and the rest of the crooks,
who cares about money, let’s just spend, spend, spend.
Living in Banff is getting more unaffordable by each day,
maybe we should just shut this town down altogether!
Wasting time and energy and money to develop this
survey, totally unrealistic, and only justifies paying
people to sit around to dream this crap up. I see first
hand the economic consequences of out of control
enviromental policies, no future and no economy. As
a young person who was on the climate bandwagon
I have woke up. I looked at the average income in
the Bow Valley and who can afford or willing to
pay more taxes. If the goal is to shut down the park
to humans then these ideas will do the job.!!!
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When we arrive at the airport in Calgary, we rent a car
and drive out, were not taking a bus, were not biking,
and we are not walking. What happened to the parking,
talking to locals there were over a 100 spots eliminated
for those unsafe so called “street cafe’s”. As far as seeing
some of the local attractions eg. Lake Louise etc nothing
short of a nightmare. The 2 weeks planned for this area
we were here 3 days, Golden, Revelstoke, Jasper for
the true mountain experience. Just keep coming up
with idiotic ideas like on this survey and no one will be
here. P.S> I received an e-mail from a friend who just
happened to stop for gas passing through and picked up
your local paper thought I would be interested because
of the unfavorable experience I shared with him.
I just found out that my dad and uncle will loose
their jobs as a result of the GM plant closing in 2019.
I have 2 cousins living in Alberta that have also lost
their jobs and have not worked in the fields for 2
years, geologist and petroleum engineer. I came out
west to look for a better future but that is not going to
happen. This enviromental movement has done more
harm than good in putting people out of work and
creating hardship. I only take the bus till I have enough
money to by a car so I can be really independent.
Surprised that single use plastics are not specifically
addressed. Also, I feel that dogs and cats roaming
at large have a significant environmental impact
which should be addressed in the master plan.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
With regards to residential waste - the bear proof
bins are great, but we need to educate or somehow
inform our transient workers of what goes into these
bins and make it easier to put garbage, compostible,
recyclable and reusable, in the right place. I constantly
see residents placing items in these bins that shouldn’t
go in there. This is so frustrating when we are trying
to do our best to be environmentally conscious.
pay parking, free public transit.
Specifically at the Gondola
As mentioned, the hard fact of all environmental projects
is that as long as more people are using services or
creating pollution we will never catch up with policy
and planning. At some point the simple fact is that we
need to restrict how MANY users of these services
exist in a given area, otherwise by the time the lengthy
policy and planning stages are completed the reality
will be different than what existed at the beginning of
those plans. In order for these ideas to truly succeed
it will cost people and business money. That’s the
dialogue that needs to be created, and it needs to be
determined if people care enough to make that a reality.
plastic bags and containers. BAN them all in town.
Make it illegal for stores in winter to leave doors open

One of the most critical issues is the increased tourist
visitation. While it is wonderful to promote all these
environmental strategies as long as we encourage
more visitation than the issues will continue to grow.
I think you should ban smoking of cigarettes in public
spaces in the town site. Especially on Banff Avenue.
Don’t punish the residents. It is already difficult
and expensive to live here. Let’s focus on the real
problem: tourists. They are wasteful and the town
does nothing about it. They constantly speed down
the main Ave, making this town dangerous.
Quite a few of the survey questions will hurt residents,
not visitors. Residents will bear the brunt of some
of these actions if enforced. I do not support 30
kmh speed zones within the townsite except in
playground and school zones; I walk a lot in winter
but will not bike due to ice and loose gravel.
limit the amount of time you have extra lights on. With
the two light decorations on Bear Street one is never on,
the other is on all night and day. Don’t install parking stall
vacancy signs that don’t work. if they were worth putting
in then they need to work. The manufacturing and
transportation create substantial pollution for no reason.
Screen products being sold in the park to make sure
Banff has the capacity to recycle them- pop, food
containers. If we can’t recycle them in our current
program- maybe we consider that we cannot
sell them here? I am unclear of the implications
of this but brainstorming so hope this is ok
What did we miss?? Climate fanatics have done
enough damage to our province, economy, investment
climate, future jobs, and added billions of unpayable
debt. I see banff is no different, nothing better to
do that waste money at the taxpayers expense
I get upset at all the points on raising the cost of
things... we are tapping out in our med. income
family... we have no more money to give so please
keep the cost of this to locals low or nothing at all
There should be actions taken against single-use
plastics, particularly in the tourism sector businesses
(hotels, tour companies, restaurants, etc)
I’m just reading what the medical community now
recognizes as a type of suffering similar to PTSD. Over
eight years and billions of dollars and the UN screaming
propaganda has created a level of Armageddon like
thinking that is devastating the lives of the little sheep and
the moronic flock who can’t cope with this intense level
of bullshit, it has actually became real and morphed into
a medical condition now known as “climate hysteria”

We need more emphasis on limiting how many
sources of waste are introduced into Banff. Businesses
need to be held accountable for how much garage
is transferred from their products to the general
public. If a business sells a product that is not readily
recyclable in public waste streams, then they should
be able to take the product back to dispose of properly
themselves or provide clear instructions and resources
for consumers to dispose of the product properly.
Municipalities love to write plans. The tricky part is
following the plan before it just collects dust on the
bookshelf with all of the other plans. Banff should look
at Canmore and its massive push toward “The Natural
Step” back in 2009. It was big news for about a year or
two and there has been enough staff turnover that no one
now even knows what it is. Banff can try to sugarcoat the
issue as much as it wants but the fundamental truth is that
tourist towns always cater to the high-paying guest and
the conspicuous consumption associated with wealthy,
long-distance travellers. Environmentally, that will
massively overshadow any grassroots efforts to make the
community look green. It simply is not the big picture.
for some issues we need to go beyond reduce, re-use,
recycle - we need to re-think using the best workable
ideas from around the world. e.g. close some roads
except for local, bus & transit only. Let’s use whatever
we can for capital grant funding to switch to electric
vehicles, especially transit (ROAM), and to encourage
e-vehicles for taxi and local tour bus operator fleets.
No more motorhomes or RV allowed in town. Make all
of them ride the bus or take taxi cabs. Ban all Australians
from buying 20 year old junk mini vans or 1970 campers
that pollute. Make residents pass emmisons smog tests
Ban plastic Shopping bags Ban the sale of bottled water
Ban plastic cutlery and straws Ban coffee cups and make
everyone bring their own to Starbucks and Timmy
Ho’s. No cup no coffee!!!! I want to pay money to see
the Mayor ride her bike around town in winter!!!!!!!
Reduce tree cutting in the town site. Old growth
tress are being cut down at alarming rate.
I would like more emphasis on reducing
human wildlife conflict in the town.
No mention of wildfire prevention and firesmart actions
to improve resilience to climate change and wildfire risk.
Great exercise... looking forward to seeing Banff
continue being a leader in sustainability. Just make sure
you keep great spaces for people too so we can invite
the world, and teach them how to be even better!

As we live in a world famous town , in a world famous
national park, shouldn’t we be the place that the
rest of Canada looks up to for the best sustainable
polices of transportation and energy use? We
have a situation where ever level of government is
fighting each other instead of working together and
making this an example for the rest of Canada
Cameras on uncontrolled street corners, I have seen to
many close calls of cars almost hitting cars or pedestrians
Start tiny affordable home plots of land for communities
to start. Rules for new building going up must have
renewable energy, water, solar panels, grey water
system, eco water heating etc. Banff be a role model
to the world. Start forcing business to recycle more.
Offer more bins around town and pathways.
A ban on plastic bags in town would make Banff a great
role model!!! How about trying to eliminate (or at least
discourage) the use of plastic bottles by implementing
a hefty deposit fee of $1.00 or more? It would also help
to have less plastic bottle garbage in the landscape.
Noise pollution-fewer special events and reducing
the volume of events. Second hand noise is so
offensive and I am tired of having to retreat indoors
and close my windows every time the Shaw
amphitheatre is in action. Ditto for the farmers
market and other central park activities.
There needs to be more policing/ bylaw penalties
to combat poor environmental practices by
tourists and locals. You never see bylaw doing
anything other than parking tickets...
Reducing energy use as well as water use. Having more
resources for local businesses to get involved and even
maybe be certified/approved by the town of Banff for
taking actions with the environmental master plan
I think this town is doing a great job on shifting green,
but really needs to tackle the tour bus lot,and soon. I
also don’t agree with raising taxes any more for these
programs, the working class of this town are stretched
very thin right now. If you find free money, go nuts,
but I don’t want to see any more half million dollar
bus stops while my taxes are increased yearly.
The real environmental impact on Banff is the tourism.
There are too many people in this town and the wear
and tear is extremely noticeable. Ypu put garbage
cans and recycling everywhere but those who dont
speak or read English have no idea what they are
for. Please start making your signage bilingual in
English French Japanese, Spanish, mandarin, etc.

Penalties to landlords and not the residents won’t
work. No one cares about their landlords. If you want
to make these changes it won’t work by increasing
costs. Fortunately most people that live in Banff care
about these issues.People in Banff want to help make
the town more sustainable. Provide more compost
bins if you want people to compost. Composting will
increase. We can prevent idling when trains go by if
you put up signs to remind people. Taxis often idle
when they don’t have fares. Ticket commercial vehicles
like taxis and buses that idle. But cars have to idle to
warm up. Put forth sensible incentives/ infrastructure
with the places you would like to change. Please
put alot of thought into your actions before you dive
into something ridiculous that people will reject.
A concern for me is that some issues in this survey, i.e.:
transportation, assume that everybody living and visiting
here is in good physical condition. Not everybody
is capable of walking and especially CYCLING to
appointments, to grocery shops or to get out for pleasure
without the use of a vehicle. I would like to see more
consideration for these issues included in changes.
Obviously we all want to keep the environment as
healthy as we can but the reason Banff is asking all
these questions is the tourism. 7000 locals or 4 million
tourists. Please don’t increase the cost of living to
locals in an effort to help the environment. Perhaps
increasing costs to hotels etc might work. If that
reduces the number of tourists maybe that helps too?
For god sakes, a 2nd CAR bridge please, not a
second pedestrian bridge. Whether it’s ‘green’ or
not, there will always be an increase in cars coming
in this town, help alleviate the congestion, please!
I think there should be a bylaw where the front of every
store should need to pick up trash in front of their location
. The shell on Banff ave is disgusting as is beaver tails
and Marcy popcorn every day there is so much of their
trash in front of each of these places. Take aardvark as
an exsample there is trash everywhere at the end of the
evening and it is cleaned each evening so it’s not that
hard keep our streets clean. And yes I know people are
disgusting and do it but they are tourist and don’t care
how they leave our town we need to take action now
We need to live within ecological boundaries. Even
though Banff has a population cap for residents
and a fixed geographical boundary, there are no
limits on encouraging higher and higher levels of
visitation and tourism. Thought needs to be given
on how much economic and tourism development
our sensitive mountain ecosystem can withstand some would argue that the ecological boundaries
have already been exceeded and we need to curb
envinromental pressures exerted by 4 million
tourists a year by reducing their numbers not just
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mitigating their impact on the environment.
Banning single-use plastics, straws, cutlery, to-go cups,
plastic bags (from any shop, not only the supermarkets)!!
This way effectively teaching/forcing people to use
alternatives which habit they can then spread outside
of Banff. It would be great to see Banff as a pioneer/
leader for banning such things (and surviving it), our
town is small enough to experiment and being in a
national park, it is expected to be a leading steward of the
land, rather than yielding to the throw-away culture.
Great job, thanks for asking!
Honestly, I feel like it would be beneficial to decrease
the amount of vehicle traffic in Banff. Make it necessary
for our visitors to park their vehicles and use other
means of transportation. Have a place for them to
park and information (kisok or signage) saying how
to get in and around town. Parks Canada should
be highly involved in this. At this point the amount
of vehicles in town have the largest environmental
impact, focus on water and garbage later.
Fur being sold. This is an industry that is both cruel and
unnecessary. We are in a National Park where people
come and appreciate the nature whilst wearing a dead
animal that suffered and was killed for no reason. Fur
should not be sold in Banff. San Fran has banned fur
being sold and it should definitely be banned here.
We should be promoting a respect for nature and the
animals that we share the area with. We should also ban
fishing in the National Park. I’m honestly shocked that
it’s still allowed. Even catch and release often results in
death for the animal. It’s, again, cruel and unnecessary
and there’s plenty of other activities for people to
do instead. I also believe that other forms of animal
exploitation should be addressed such as dog sledding
and horse carriage rides. There is no right way to do
the wrong thing. Animals are here with us not for us. If
we can’t find anything to do apart from harm animals
for entertainment then that is a very scary thought.
It says more is wrong with us than anything else
Create a canmore-banff carpooling program
for people to get rides in in the morning or
late nite after roam transit is ended
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Given the fact that Banff has 4 million visitors and
just 9500 visitors any environmental initiatives
must take into account the oversized impact of the
visitors. This certainly does not exclude residents
from minimizing their environmental impacts. The
Town needs to work in conjunction with Parks
Canada to substantially reduce the marketing to an
ever increasing visitor base. When hotel rooms and
restaurants are at capacity the Town can not absorb
more visitors without an increased pressure on our air,
ecosystem, transportation waste and water services.
Composting needs to be more accessible and
encouraged. No option of plastic bags in grocery stores.
Thanks for putting together this survey!
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